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ABSTRACT

The undergraduate curriculum in liberal arts colleges
has become extremely standardized in the past 20 years in spite of
demands for educational experimentation and reform. This document
presents an examination of 6 undergraduate curriculum structures at
26 liberal arts colleges to determine the amount of reform actually
taking place. The 8 structures are: advising, general education,
faculty structure and concentration, course and comprehensive
examinations, extradepartmental curricular inputs, and grading. The
result is a handbook analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of the
curricular features examined. All of the structures suffered from the
reluctance of students to use unstructured or self-directed
mechanisms ind the primary faculty commitment to departmental or
professional activities. (Author/HS)
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This study examines eight undergraduate curriculum
structuresAdvising, General Education, Faculty Szructure
and Concentration, Comprehensive Exams Senior Year,
Liberal
Extradepartmental Curricular Inputs and Grading.
arts colleges, which all have the same basic curricular
design, have in recent years made many changes in these
eight areas, yet little data regarding the changes has
been made available. To collect this data, twenty-six
colleges, representing the cross-section of liberal
arts curricula were studied. Three and four year schools
were chosen which sponsored several programs of interest,
were of manageable size for interviewing and geographically
feasible to visit.
The evaluation program had two components--the
human and the numerical. The human component--what it
is like to be part of a program--was obtained by interviews
with students, faculty and administrators. The numerical
component was derived from statistics gathered from
registrars' records or offices of institutionalized
research.. The result is a handbook analyzing the strengths
and weaknesses of the curricular features examined. All
of the structures suffered from the reluctance of students
to use unstructured or self-directed mechanisms and
the primary faculty commitment to departmental or
professional activities.
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This report is the result of an examination of
undergraduate college curriculum conducted from September
1970 through June 1971.
The purpose of this study was to collect data on
reform efforts at undergraduate colleges with the hope
that the analysis and distribution of such material would
provide insights into the operations and effects of
curricular change.
The liberal arts college curriculum has become
standardized since the end of World War II. Even the
so-called "experimental colleges" are variations on the
same theme. This curriculum consists of both a breadth
and depth component. The breadth is provided by liberal
or general education, and the depth is provided by
concentration. The Boston Globe (June 2,1970) noted that
the students then griNfarnirnan college had "just
completed an academic diet which has become as standardized
and predictable as a frozen TV dinner." This allegation
can be substantiated by looking at any liberal arts
college catalogue. This is further illustrated by
examining'some of the major curriculum reports published
in the last few years. For example, the following are
among the most influential curriculum reports released within
the last five years.

The Making of a College describes the plans for
HampshiFfi trare'Ve7air ria6ViEing school, which opened in the
Amherst basin in 1970. It was written by Charles Longworth
and Franklin Patterson, first Vice-President and President
of the College.
Education at Berkeley is a report of a faculty
commitE46-6ffirted'by Cflarles Muscatine, on education at the
University of California, Berkeley.
Future of the University is a report of the Executive
Plannifig ZWIhillisr5N. of the University of Oklahoma.
Critique of a College contains a report of the faculty
commisiTEW-BI-Ealicational Policy at Swarthmore College.
The Reconstruction of an American College is a report
on Rut4iFs Uitiversfty by Warren Sussman,
professor of
History.

Working Paper on Brown University is an academic
report written-BY-Tim efOilits. Ira Migaziner and-Elliot
Maxwell.
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Each of these works covers the same basic topics-advising, concentration, general education, grading,
examinations, freshman year, length of stay at the college,
interdisciplinary approaches to education, improvement of
teaching, and course structure. But each presents
recommendations based only on theory and educational
philosophy rather than on actual data from existing
programs.
The University of Oklahoma report remarks that,
"Colleges and Universities from Berkeley to Swarthmore
have questioned nearly everything about themselves except
the premises upon which their undergraduate programs are
based," However, if the process of questioning is to
yield any positive results even "the premises on which
undergraduate programs are based" must be considered and
in considering them, a careful consideration and analysis
of all new data must be carried out. Abstract philosophical
study is not sufficient.
Today much educational reform is undertaken with the
dual purpose of appeasing Students while changing little
substantl/vely. The result is usually a compromise between
students and faculty which achieves neither's educational
ends. This haphazard system of speculation and compromise
is certainly no way to provide a souni educational system
for a college. For this situation to be overcome and
serious innovation to occur, cold hard facts are necessary.
To collect these facts, the authors chose to study programs
at twenty-six colleges. The schools were chosen to represent
the cross-section of efforts in the liberal arts. The
colleges chosen included both public and private, old and
new, and male, female and co-educational schools. Nevertheless, it was felt that a study of this size could not
hope to do justice to all curricular offerings in undergraduate colleges, and some limitations were therefore
imposed. Only three and four year liberal arts colleges
were studied, and schools with student-faculty ratios
smaller than 5-1 or larger than 20-1 were excluded. This
was not intended as a value judgment upon the efforts of
such colleges, but only as a realization of the limitations
of a small study. Schools were chosen which sponsored
several programs of interest, were of manageable size
for interviewing, and geographically feasible to visit.
It was felt that it would be possible to study thirty schools,
but four were eventually eliminated for various non-curricular
reasons.
The colleges chosen and the areas studied at each
are indicated on the chart on the following page. It
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should be noted that several of the programs of interest
at these schools were not studied because of time
problems, a lack of availability of either data or appropriate
individuals, or because they did not fall within the scope
of the study.

A brief description of each of the colleges examined,
with an explanation of the methods of sample interviewee
selection follows:
ANTIOCH COLLEGE:

Yellow Springs, Ohio; Student Population-1850; Faculty Population-100;
Four eleven-week quarters permit division
of the student body into two colleges
of about 925 students each. While one
group is on campus the other group is
involved in field experiences.
In February, 1971, 100 students, few
of whom were freshmen, were randomly
selected as interviewees. Freshmen
were minimized as a sample component
because it was felt they lacked
experience with the curriculum. Randomness in the sample was insured by
interviewing in most dormitories and
at the dining halls, and snack bar.
Twenty-five faculty members were also
randomly selected, with quotas established
only by division size. In addition,
three administrators were interviewed.

BARD COLLEGE:

Annandale on the Hudson, New York;
Student Population-625; Faculty-60.
In March, 1971 60 students-sophomores,
juniors and seniors-were interviewed,
randomly selected by interviewing in
the dining hall, dormitories, and snack
bar. Freshmen were not interviewed
because of their lack of experience
Similarly,
with the Bard curriculum,
19 faculty were randomly selected and
interviewed. Each division coincidently
was well represented with the exception of the arts division. Two administrators were also interviewed.

r
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BOWDOIN COLLEGE:

Brunswick, Maine; Student Population946; Faculty Popu1ation-120: Senior
Class size-230; Professors leading
Senior Seminars Fall '70-19. In
December, 1970 interviews were conducted
with members of the seniorclass and
faculty members who had participated
in the Senior Seminar Program. The
sample was composed of 43 students
and 7 professors. At the tine of the
interviews, students and faculty were
still involved with their seminars,
and most had already finished their
individual or group projects, and
were holding the second and final group
or class meetings.

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY:

Waltham, Mass.; Student Population-2100
undergraduates, 725 graduates;
Faculty Population-300.
Interviews were conducted with all 6
faculty members and all 6 student
members, and three involved administrators of the Brandeis Flexible Curriculum Committee in May, 1970. All
other information is based upon
studies of University grading practices
by Jacob Cohen, department of American
Civilization, examining departmental
practices for 1964-65 and 1969-70, and
Matthew Sim, Dean of Students,
(Journal of Higher Education, Nov.,
1970, pp. 638-646), examining letter
grade achievement in pass/fail courses.

BROWN UNIVERSITY:

Providence, R.I.; Student PopulationBrown-2774, Pembroke-1117, Graduate1493; Faculty Population-750 (including
faculty at all levels of the
University, i.e., research, professional,
schools, etc.
Interviews were conducted during December and March of the academic year
1970-71. During December, 20 interviews were recorded with faculty,
students, and administrators who were
or are intimately involved with the
curriculum revision. In March, random
interviews were conducted with 225
students, 60 faculty, and 4 administrators. Students were randomly selected

14

BROWN UNIVERSITY:
(Continued)

by interviewing in the dorms, at the library,
and miscellaneously around the campus, i.e.
University buildings, fraternity houses, snackbar, etc.
40 faculty were selected randomly
from those who had taught Modes of Thought courses
(MOT) with an attempt to get as wide a distrib(At the time of
ution of departments as possible.
the study, 122 MOT courses had been taught by less
than 100 faculty.) Furthermore, 20 faculty were
interviewed who had not participated in MOT's. These
too were randomly selected with the limitatio n that
departments not offering MOT's were included.
j
4

CALIFORNIA
INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY:

Pasadena, Calif.; Student Population-Undergraduate7220 Graduate-762; Faculty-660.
Interviews were conducted in January, 1971 with 76
sophomores, juniors, and seniors. Randomness was
insured by interviewing in dormitories, and choosing
the number interviewed in each dormitory in
proportion to the size of the dormitory. The
sample contained few off-campus students, as few
students live off-campus.
The faculty sample contains 17 faculty and 2 teaching
administrators. Each of the faculty interviewed had
taught freshmen courses before and after the grading
change. These individuals represent over 75% of
those teaching commonly enrolled freshmen courses
before and after the grading change. One other
administrator was also interviewed.

COLUMBIA
UNIVERSITY:

New York, N.Y.; Student Population- Columbia-2700,
Barnard-1920, Graduate-9000.
In December, 1970 and March, 1971 interviews were
conducted with 3 administrators, 14 randomly chosen
Contemporary Civilization.(C.C.) faculty of a 1970-71
staff of 27, and 5 faculty responsible for staffing
C.C.

Student interviews were not conducted because the
Course Evaluation employed a larger sample than
would have been obtained in the UCE interview
format, and the Course Evaluation findings were
presented in a clearly quantified manner. Additional
sources used were the 1969470 Student Course Evaluation
sections on C.C.; "Contemporary Civilization; A History
and Procedure"; "C.C.A.-Fi"al Report, 1967-68".;
"Columbia College Todail' Summer 1970; "C.C. Under
Seige 0 and Daniel Bell's Reforming of General Education.

8
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FLORIDA PRESBYTERIAN
COLLEGE:

St, Petersburg, Fla.; Student
Population-1080; Faculty-80,
Interviews were conducted with 108
students and 23 faculty members,
which included 3 individuals in administrative positions. Students
were randomly selected by conducting interviews in dormitories,
dining hall, and the bookstore.
Faculty were randomly selected within
each division.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY:

Cambridge, Mass.: Student PopulationHarvard-4779, Racicliffe-1200; Faculty
Population-725 full time and 850 part
time teaching fellows. The Freshman
Seminar Program examined at Harvard
in November, 1970 had approximately
700 students and 40-50 faculty each
year. 14 of 46 faculty participating
in the program in 1969-70 were randomly
selected as were 100 students (70%
sophomores or 10% of the 1969-70
participants). Interviews with students
were conducted in dormitories and dining
halls, Few Harvard students life offcampus,

HAVERFORD COLLEGE:

Haverford, Penn.; Student Population-600;
Faculty-85 full time and part time,
In April, 1971 interviews with students,
faculty, and administrators were
conducted. 60 students were randomly
interviewed in the dormitories
concentrating primarily upon sophomores
and freshmen--only 15 juniors and
seniors were interviewed. This selection of students was employed because
the academic reforms examined effected
extensively only the classes of '74
and '73.
20 faculty members were randomly
interviewed with the bias that 75% had
participated in the freshman seminar
program.
2 administrators were also interviewed,

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE
Cambridge, Mass,; Student PopulationOF TECHNOLOGY:
Undergraduate-3900, Graduate-3800;
Faculty-700.
In December, 1970 interviews with the
administrative staff of the Unified Science
Study Program (USSP) were conducted.
Staff consisted of 6 MIT faculty and
15 research appointees. 41 MIT freshmen
and 6 sophomores were involved in the
program. At the time of the interviews,
students who had been involved were
scattered all over MIT and the rest of the
U.S. As a result, MIT data rests largely
upon reports by Judah Schwartz, Director
of USSP, entitled "USSP, The First Year,"
andSandra Morgan, entitled "Back to the
Classroom", a report on the sophomores in
the regular MIT program who spent all or
part of their freshman year in the USSP,
JUSTIN MORRILL
COLLEGE:

NEW COLLEGE:

At Michigan State University, East Lansing,
Michigan; Student Population-850,
Faculty-32.
Justin Morrill College is a residential
college at Michigan State university.
In November, 1970, 8 faculty members, 50
students, and 1 administrator were interviewed. 4 of the 8 faculty interviews
were arranged by the administrator and
four were chosen randomly. The 50 students
werechosen randomly by interviewing in the
dining hall, snack bar, and the College's
main lobby. The sample comprised about 10%
of the freshmen and sophomores in the
College. Juniors and seniors were less
involved with the College through emphasis
upon major and field study,
Sarasota, Florida; Student Population-500;
Faculty-42 full, 10 parttime.
Interviews
were conducted with 50 students. and 20 facu2ty.
The interviewees were selected randomly, with
the exception that freshmen were excluded.
In addition to the data from the interviews,
the New College study made use of much written
material including an Institutional Self-Study
completed in 1971, and numerous-study reports
made available by the college.
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made available by the College.
PRESCOTT
COLLEGE:

Prescott, Arizona; Student Population300; Faculty-44; In January, 1971
interviews were conducted with students,
faculty and administrators. 57 students
were selected for the sample through
random dormitory interviewing, 20
faculty were selected by interviewing the
Center directors and randomly chosen
other faculty. 1 administrator was
interviewed.

REED COLLEGE:

Portland, Ore.; Student Population-1100;
Faculty-100 full time.
In January, 1971
random interviews were conducted with 25
faculty and 75 students. Freshmen were
excluded because of their lack of experience
with the Reed curriculum. 3 administrators
were interviewed.

ST. JOHN'S
COLLEGE:

Annapolis, Md.; Student Population-350;
Faculty-48. In April, 1971 interviews
were conducted with 47 randomly selected
students and 16 randomly selected faculty.
3 administrators were interviewed.

.

SARAH LAWRENCE
COLLEGE:

Bronxville, N.Y.: Student Population-553;
Faculty-110. In March, 1971 interviews
were conducted with 50 students and 24
professors, all randomly selected. Freshmen
were excluded from the study because it was
felt they lacked sufficient experience with
many of the structures being investigated.

STANFORD
UNIVERSITY:

Stanford, Calif.; Student PopulationUndergraduates6078, Graduates-5244,
Faculty-967.
Interviews were conducted with 76 undergraduates and 26 professors. The interviewees were selected randomly, with the
exception that freshmen were eliminated from
the sample because it was felt their experience
with the programs was too limited.
In addition to using the results of the
interviews, talks with several administrators
were helpful. Much written material was
also made available which was invaluable,
This included:
"History of the Freshman
Seminar Program," Freshman Seminars descriptive bulletin, Brochures of Stanford Workshops on Political and Social Issues,

11
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Several issues of The Stanford Daily,

Evaluation of Studineinter forniearch
in Education and Innovation, 1971,
TRINITY COLLEGE:

Hartford, Conn.; Student Population-1400;
Faculty-110.
100 students representing principally the
first two years were randomly selected
for the study. Emphasis was placed upon
the first two years because these are the
years it was felt were most effected by
the curricular change and the number of
students who had participated in the upperclass structures were far too few to locate
randomly, and any other method would have
been unfeasible. A little over one-third
of the sample were juniors and seniors.
Students were interviewed in the snack bar
and dormitories. 34 faculty were interviewed. 29 of the faculty were chosen
randomly from a list of over 50 faculty
who had participated in the Freshman
Seminar Program while the remaining 5
were randomly chosen to round out the
divisional representations. 2 administrators
were interviewed.

TUFTS UNIVERSITY: Medford, Mass,; Student PopulationUndergraduates at Tufts 1277, Jackson-1045,
Graduate-2747; Faculty 2285
The Tufts Experimental College was examined
in May, 1971. The information was derived
largely from extensive interviews with Gail
Carlson, Coordinator of the College, and
Barbara Corprew, one of the student members
of the governing Board of the College.
Interviews with representative numbers of
students and faculty participants in the
College were not conducted because the
visit to the College occurred during final
exams and many students had already left
campus, but more importantly because
surveys of stude,,ts and the literature
available were
satisfactory and covered
almost all the areas which would have been
touched by interviews.
The written material used was as follows:.
"The Experimental College of Tufts University"Report to Albert D. Ulman, Provost of the.
University, April 28, 1970-Final report
August 7, 1970 prepared'by Florence Trefethen.
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"Report to the Faculty of Arts and Sciences
of the Ad Hoc Committee to Evaluate the
Experimental College"-Spring, 1968.
"The Experimental College"-a 12 page description prepared by the University for the
"Experimental College"-Tufts Alumni
public;
Review, Fall, 1969; Experimental College
Catalogue-Bulletin 17, Spring, 1971; Ditoed
"Evaluation data from Fall 1970" regarding
Experimental College seminars. Particularly
helpful was the report prepared by Florence
Trefethen, which provided much of the
It also contained
historical material used.
a substantial amount of statistical information
based on College records, and on interviews
and questionnAires obtained from participants
in the College.
UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA,
BERKELEY:

Experimental College Program; Berkeley,
Calif.; Student Population-150; Faculty-6.
The Experimental College Program at Berkeley
was examined in January, 1971. Interviews
were conducted with 4 faculty members who
had participated in the second cycle of the
program. In February, 1971 questionnaires
were sent to the second cycle faculty, with
the exception of the Director, Joseph
Tussman, who was interviewed at Berkeley;
2 of the 5 faculty responded. At the same
time questionnaires were sent to 75 students
from a list of those who had completed the
second cycle-15 responses were received.
The sample therefore consists of 6 of the 12
faculty who had participated in the Experimental College Program and 25 of the 90
students who had completed the second cycle
program.
In addition, Personality Development in Two
Different Education Atmospheres by AcFErE'
guczek and glizibeth-raert for the U.S.
Office of Education was heavily relied upon.

UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA,
SANTA CRUZ:

Santa Cruz, Calif.; Student PopulationUndergraduate 600 per college (The Sixth
College opened in 1971-72), graduate-225
(going to 18% of the student body in 1974-75);
Faculty-40-50 each college totaling 250 in
1970-71,
Cowell, Crown, and Adlai Stevenson College
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were examined during January 1971 at
Santa Cruz. 15 faculty from each college
were randomly interviewed as well as 45
students from each college. Freshmen were
not interviewed due to their lack of
experience in the program. 8 administrators
were interviewed. The other functioning
colleges at the time of the examination,
Merrill and College V, were excluded because
they were opened more recently and had not
yet graduated their charter class.
RESIDENTIAL
Ann Arbor, Mich.; Student Population-900;
COLLEGE, UNIVER- Facu1ty-85.
SITY OF MICHIGAN: The Residential College was visited during
November, 1970. Interviews were conducted
with small student, faculty, and administrator
samples, however the data relies primarily
upon reports by Bruce Francis, entit1n1
"Reactions of Residential College Faculty to the
College, the Students, and the Core Curriar-

um, 061-7075170-Won-liiterviews with 43
Sisidentiar College facult:r and staff of
which 21 were chosen for curriculum knowledge
and 20 were chosen randomly, and by Bill
Moore entitled Student Comments on the Core
Curriculum at tii-R7ff: 1969-70, FisiTimon a
Freffiiiiintrge-Taingirof 100- Residential
students.

UNIVERSITY OF
WISCONSIN,
GREEN BAY:

Green Bay, Wisc.; Student Population 4000;
Faculty-260, UWGB was visited in February,
1971, The programs were too new to attempt
an evaluation. The school was two years old
and no one had yet gone through the whole
program. The report was intended only to
show the UWGB program in operation. Dr.
Bela Ba%er, Associate Dean of the College,
was extraordinarily helpful in arranging
interviews and supplying information.
10
professors, most of whom were either Deans
or Directors, a group of students, and
several administrators were interviewed.
All these people were very helpful in giving
a clear and hopefully accurate picture of
how UWGB works. It should of course be
noted, that the faculty interviewed were
few in number and far from random.
.f.
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WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY:

Middletown, Conn.; Student Population
1450; Faculty-300.
The study of Wesleyan did not seek to
interview students or faculty regarding
the grading system with which the
study was concernod since examination
of similar systems at other colleges
had achieved a pattern of results
corroborated by a paper by the Dean of
Faculty's office, written by John H.
McMahon, C. Hess Haagen, and David
Adamany entitled "On Academic Standards
and Procedures at firtslerriiirvr-

YALE UNIVERSITY:

New Haven, Conn.; Student PopulationUndergraduate 4000, Graduate 4365,
Faculty-900,
Interviews were conducted in March, 1971
with 35 Yale faculty. While this
represents but a small fraction of the
Yale faculty, the selection was weighted
to include a substantial number of
professors who had participated in the
Residential College Seminars or the
Directed Studies programs; thus, about
one-fourth of the faculty who
participated in each program during the
Spring term, 1970 were interviewed.
Nevertheless, when the opinion of the
entire faculty sample is cited with
regard to the grading or general
education, it should be remembered
first that only a little more than 4%
of the faculty was interviewed, and
second that that group is more inclined
to participate in non-departmental
activities than the faculty as a whole.
were not interviewed for
Students at
several reasons. First, only a small
percentage of the student body participated in half of the programs
studied and it seemed unreasonable
to either hope to find a significant
number of participants by randomly
interviewing amongst the 4000 students
or to attempt to find the specific
students who had participated. Second,
and more importantly, the Yale Daily
News the student paper, paBInhes,a

Oliage booklet, the Yale Course
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Critique, which examines student opinion
regarding both individual courses and
several of the programs studied, Inquiries
with several students, faculty, and
administrators indicated that the Course
Critique was considered to accurate y

ERTUFEstudent opinion, and the seeming
high quality of technique used in compiling the booklet, combined with the
difficulties presented above, allayed the
writer's usual fears of relying upon
"official" publications.
Nevertheless, mucn written material was used
in addition to the Course Critique.
They are listed belmTr"...
Many issues of the Yale Daily News,
Yale College Prograriror SE0177070-71
(Catalogue).
Yale College Introductory Information, 1970-71.
Yale College Residential Seminars, 1969-70,
1970-71.
"Special Majors: Divisional IV-report of
Committee on Honors and Special Projects."
"Grading Information" - Office of Educational
Research,
Study of Graduate School opinion concerning
a proposed gradirg change, by Assistant
Dean Theodore S. Baker.

While the most heavily relied upon written material was
cited, each of the twenty-six schools provided reports,
studies, newspapers, and catalogues which were invaluable.
The actual evaluation ,t4ad two components--the human
and the numerical, The human component--what it is like to
be part of a program--was obtained by interviews withatudents,
faculty, and administrators. The numerical component was
derived from statistics compiled for each program by a registrar
ot office of institutional research. The statistical data,
in the area of concentration for instance, would consist of
the number of students creating their awn majors, topics of
these majors, feedback fram graduate and professional
schools and employers, etc. In this way, a picture of what
happened was obtained through statistics and the reasons
why through interviews.

The technique employed in interviewing a college
population was random selection of at least 10% of the students
involved in a given program (much larger percentages for
smaller programs),'randam selection of 20% to 25%.of the
faculty who had taught in the program for, the past year or
,
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term (again larger percentages for smaller programs), and
discussion with the various administrators involved.

The numbers 10% and 20% were chosen because they
were the largest sample that could reasonably be interviewed
as a result of the size and time limitations' upon the
project; however, these numbers were sufficient to give
an adequate picture of student and faculty opinion.
Randomness was achieved in student sampling by interviewing
in many different places; dormitories, hang-outs,
libraries, dining halls, snack bars, book stores, etc.
The Dean of Student's officerschool newspaper editors,
and student government leaders were useful in providing
information about student living arrangements and social
habits. At a given rchool, the examining procedure might
be as follows: Interview all people in dormitory rooms
ending in the number three; or talk to everyone entering
the dining hall, book store, or snack bar. The only
restrictions made were that in schools with large off-campus
populationspinterviews were conducted in more public
places than dormitories, in order not to lose an important
segment of the student population. Faculty were chosen
by contacting every Xth faculty member from a list of those
who had participated in the program. The only restriction
was that representation be given to each divison of the
school, usually social science, humanities and science.
However, this only resulted in special consideration at one
school--Stanford. Larger percentages were interviewed
in small programs where 10% and 25% amounted to only a
few individuals, i.e., the Experimental College Program
at Berkeley where 66% of the faculty (6 people) and 30%
of the students (28 people)were interviewed.
Small deviations were made in examination design
because of size at Brown University whcre only 8% of the
students and 15% of the faculty wre interviewed. In
addition, at eight colleges, some portion of the examination procedure .was omitted because the desired information
was available through institutional research of satisfactory
design. The data in each case was inspected closely before
the research was accepted. At three other colleges,
it was necessary to replicate studies because the research
design deviated from that desired.
Various methods of interviewing were attempted.
Initially, written questionnaires were circulated at the
Residential College, University. of Michigan, however,
this was less than optimal. At Justin Morrill College,
Michigan State University, uniform open-ended questions
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and note-taking were employed. Open-ended questions
proved more successful than questionnaires, but notetaking was inefficient. Therefore, cassette-tape-recorder
interviews were conducted at Harvard University and proved
to be satisfactory. Uniform, open-ended questions and
tape-recorded interviews were continued for the duration
of the research.

The purpose of this report is to present, on a
topic by topic basis, the data collected at the schools.
Before beginning, two apologies need to be made.
First, the authors do not believe that the piecemeal
reforms examined successfully confront the current problems
of American higher education. However, these programs
and structures were thought to provide a more realistic
context for immediate minor curricular improvements than
the more comprehensive overview necessary.
It is also
hoped that such programs will act as catylists for more
major changes. Nevertheless, most of the easily adoptable
innovations leave the basic problems untouched.
In fact,
while many of the innovations discussed were immediately
benefici41 to a college, most were hampered, or ultimately
destroyed by the fundamental lack of purpose and coherence
characterizing higher education.
Second, the authors would like to apologize for the
use of masculine terminology, i.e., "he," "him," "his,"
etc.
Such references were avoided when possible but
plurals could not always be substituted and commonly
understood alternatives have yet to be developed. It
should be noted, however, that the overwhelming majority
of college faculty members, and consequently of the faculty
interview samples, are male.
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Academic advising was studied at 11 of the 26 sample
schools: Antiodh, Bard, Brown, Haverford, Justin Morrill,
Prescott, Reed, Santa Cruz, Sarah Lawrence, Trinity, and New
College.

Nine of the sample schools (not including Sarah
Lawrence and-New College) employ a two part advising system
designed to mirror the general education/concentration
division. All of the schools, with the exception of Haverford, Trinity, and Sarah Lawrence, assign the freshman to a
faculty advisor. At a majority of sample schools this is
based unon preliminary major choice, although special
interest and random assignment were also commonly used. After
the student declares a major, academic advising becomes
the responsibility of the concentration unit. All units
assigned advisors and/or permitted a student to change
advisors as often as desired. Sarah Lawrence and Neo
College differ from this model in that their programs do
not include concentration (see CONCENTRATION). As a result,
the assignment of the post-freshman advisor is based upon
criteria important to the student.
Advising was viewed as uniformly poor by faculty,
students,,and especially administrators at most sample
Faculty and student attitudes are collated in
schools.
the table on the following paqe.
Though a large number of students, rarely a majority,
indicated positive experiences, i.e., being able to obtain
desired information, it was extremely rare that students
(only 7% at Brown) noted the development of a good relationship with the advisor. The assignment of advisors based
on student potential major choice or indicated interest was
insufficient to cause, even occasionally, relationships to
develoP. Students said they oscillated so often between
different majors that concentration was a poor criterion for
assigning advisors.
At Bard, Prescott, and New College, however, students
and faculty alike felt thl College was so small that everyone
aot to know at least some students or faculty well.
Similarly, many credited the size for producing "an informal
environment" which encouraged easier discussion. At
New College the informality existed to such a large extent
that casual advising replaced, in practice, the planned
Larger size, as could be expected, prciuced
system.
opposite results, worsening an already poor system. Because
of increased size, faculty tended to know fewer of their
colleagues and, as a result of departmental strncture,
faculty knew almost exclusively professors in their own
or closely allied departments. At Brown, one of the

FACULTY AND STUDENT REACTIONS TO ADVISING
AT SAMPLE SCHOOLS
FACULTY OPINION

STUDENT OPINION
Positive

Negative

Positive

Uniuvolved

4

Other

40%

27%

33%

ANTIOCH'

48%

52%

49%

30%

21%

BARD

75%

25%

16%

48%

36%

BROWN

10%

90%

5>

HAVERFORD

Basica4y Positive

2

Very Positive
5%

95%

PRESCOTT

30%

70%

40%

REED

26%

74%

14%

STEVENSON

21%

79%

28%

72%

68%

32%

12%

30%

58%

NEW

50%

39%

11%

45%

15%

18%

68%

(UCSC)

7%

33%

60%

COWELL
(UCSC)

51%

35%

14%

CROWN

60%

28%

12%

SARAH LAWRENCE

82%

18%

46%

37%

'17%

TRINITY

76%

24%

(UCSC)

'Does not include freshmen advising.

2Includes only freshmen advising--upperclass advising was
considered terrible.
The designation "uninvolved" signifies those students who
felt no need to seek advice and by their own volition
refrained from using the advising system. Faculty opinion
was divided into °positive" and "other"; the positive group
consisting of those faculty satisfied with the nature of
advising and the degree of success it achieved. As a result,
the "other" group ranged from very mild to militant
disaffection.
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larger and more rigorously departmentalized of the sample
schools, the situation was notably poor, while at Bard
92% of the faculty sample knew the college and their
colleagues wvll enough to feel competent to-advise in
most areas or tell students where to get any information
they lacked.

No incentive was offered faculty members for advising
at any school. As a result, advising is an obligation which
utilizes the time that could be snent on work that is
rewarded, so that advising is given in heaping helpings
to junior people. This means that the faculty having had
the least exnerience with a school are the ones most often
participating in the advising. The problem is most severe
when the first year faculty member, knowing as little about
the college as the student, is assignpd to advising. Most
sample schools indicated avoidance Othe use of first year
people, but in over half the programs examined first year
faculty were found. One such advisor said he was "made an
advisor the minute (he) stepped on campus." A significant
number of students attributed the failure of their advising
relationship to this situation.
Only at Sarah Lawrence did faculty have such a serious
commitment to advising that they considered it part of their
job responsibilities. Advising time was felt by faculty
respondents to occuny a day and a half a week. Similarly,
at Santa Cruz, which employs an interlocking faculty, one
of the three colleges studied, Crown, was significantly
more successful in advising than the others possibly owing
to its emphasis upon advising stressed by the administration and felt by the faculty. It should be noted that only
Crown mentioned advising in the Santa Cruz catalogue.

A serious problem is providing advisors with too many
For example, oarer 56% of the Sarah Lawrence
advisees
faculty with more than fifteen advisees felt this load
too large to adequately advise.
Incompatible definition of the advising function is
also a significant problem. A multitude of variations in
the responsibilities implied in the advising job description were cited by faculty and students. These responsibilities formed a continuum that included performing an
administrative function, providing academic information,
being a tutor, serving as a personal counselor, and being
a friend. The problem occurs for example, when a student
wanting a friend is paired wilh an advisor who feels he
should only perform an administrative function.

Lack of faculty concern was frequently noted by students
who said "My advisor is never around." On the other hand,
students in large numbers, as indicated by the "uninvolved"
column in Chart Al, did not want advising because they
felt sufficiently competent to plan their academic program
and were satisfied with the result. Were the advising system
improved, such students would probably still not participate.
The remaining taboblems indicated by sample members
resulted largely from personal interaction. Poor relationships caused by personality differences were common.

Advising was viewed as far worse in the general education area than in concentration essentially because the department which is the common concern of advisor and advisee
in the major is the forte of the faculty advisor. After
renovations in general education advising at five sample schools,
however, the major advising system, once felt to be superior,
was perceived as a dismal failure.

All sample undergraduate advising systems were grossly
inadequate. 17% of Brown students unsolicitly said they
desired additional academic information, while one out of
four Brown students provided the interviewer With misinformaThe problem was worst at Brown because its curriculum
tion.
offers students the most latitude and least faculty contact.
COMPULSORY ADVISING

The majority of sample schools imposed advising upon
students and faculty by requiring student programs and
administrative petitions be approved by an advisor. Similarly,
Santa Cruz and Reed force the students to consult their
advisor to obtain written evaluations and grade reports.
The requirement did succeed, according to interviewees,
in causing greater student-faculty contact,to a lesser
extent in moderating student programs, and for very few
in preventing severe mistakes; however, it simultaneously
uniermined the advising system. Advising by virtue of its
required administrative role was routinized and transformed
into an entirely administrative structure. The traditional
picture of students contacting their advisor five minutes
before semester programs are due to obtain the advisor's
signature and of students going to their advisor with a
problem only to have the advisor reach for a pen and ask
what has to be signed were commonly described. Abuses were
frequently noted as well. A few students indicated forging
their advisor's signature while a small number of faculty
.

gave their secretaries authorization to sign student program
cards. On the other hand, a relatively small number of
students said that only because of the compulsory consultations had they met their advisor and subsequently fostered
a very good relationship.
STUDENT ADVISORS

Brown and Justin Morrill Colleges (JMC) both supplement
the faculty advising structure with student advisors. At
JMC lower class advising is performed primarily by upperStudent adclassmen chosen by a student-faculty board.
visors are salaried, receiving one dollar and sixty-five
cents to one dollar and seventy-five cents an hour for at
least ten hours per week. It should be realized that a
salaried program employing only ten advisors would cost at
least seven thousand dollars a year.
The student advisors interviewed thought the program
was successful, feeling they were able to give students
information faculty members could or would not provide.
The only limitation mentioned by advisors was they could
not make ?top level decisions," i.e., making program
exceptions.
The program was very successful for the advisees as
well; only scattered criticism was offered by the students
interviewed. Offices are set aside for student advising
which makes advisors readily available. However, students
frequently indicated that they did not care to use the
advising system.

At Brown advising by students does not occupy as
central a role in the freshman and sophomore advising
It is clearly a supplement to advising rather
program.
than the alternative offered by JMC. Advisors, all nonsalaried members of the student government sponsored
Meikeljohn Society, advise individually assigned freshStudents felt Meikeljohn advising very positive;
men.
assets similar those cited at JMC were mentioned by Brown
students, Meikeljohn advising provided them with information not available from faculty and with one exception,
very accessible advisors.
FRESHMAN SEMINARS

At Trinity, Haverford, and Sarah Lawrence College,
the student's freshman advisor is his freshman seminar
instructor. The freshman seminar is, briefly, a small

class limited to freshmen conducted with a seninar format
and based upon a topic of mutual interest to students and
faculty (see general education). Sarah Lawrence is not
discussed in this section since its faculty commitment
differs markedly from that of the other sample schools,
making it difficult to assess the undiluted impact of the
seminars upon the advising system.
At Trinity the employment of freshman seminar
instructors as advisors to the members of their seminars has
represented an improvement in advising for bot.h students
and faculty. 76% of the faculty found the advising system
favorable as did 46% of the students, who felt they had
established an excellent advising relationship. On the
other hand, 38% of the students felt they had formed no
relationship with their advisor; 15% attributed the failure
to their lack of interest in using advising while only 8%
felt their advisors at fault, 35% of the faculty thought that
discourse with students was easier as a result of the
advising change; however, most faculty were unsure whether
31% of the
students consulted them more or less often.
students praised the advising system for permitting them
The Trinity findings are
to meet a.faculty member.
corroborated by the 1968-69 and 1969-70 annual freshman
seminar evaluation reports by program director (1968-70)
Richard Lee.

The Haverford faculty were enthusiastic while Haverford students merely positive regarding the advising
function of the seminar. However, it was felt that
advising was still in need of improvement. Several sample
members mentioned the variety in faculty ideas regarding
what duties an advisor should perform and the generally
deficient faculty background regarding the college and
curriculum. One faculty member characterized first year
faculty serving as seminar leaders as utter failures.
Teaching in a freshman seminar was greeted no more
positively by faculty than participating as an advisor.
For taking part in seminars faculty frequently receive
only a comparable reduction in course load. Even when the
course load is reduced, no real incentive is provided
since participation in department affairs would be more
profitable in terms of future salary and advancement. As
a result, faculty attitudes toward advising were still
poor, but more importantly, faculty were still unable to
give students information outside their department. This
is shown in a study by Amy Yatzken, Class of '74, of 292
freshmen in the 1970-71 Trinity program.
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"Do you feel that, as a result of your contact
with your freshman seminar instructor, you have
an adequte amount of information about Trinity's
curriculum, in order to use the resources of the
College to your best educational advantage?"
YES-42%
NO -56%
FRESHMAN INQUIRY

In 1971, Haverford College introduced a group advising
session occuring at the end of the freshman year, called
the Freshman Inquiry. The inquiry makes mandatory the
multi-faculty-student consultations noted earlier at several
of the smaller, more informal sample schools.

Freshmen are required to prepare a 1500 word essay
for the Inquiry on "their current intellectual position and a
justified plan for their future course of study," 11% of the
faculty and 22% of the students felt the essay a chief
strength of the Inquiry. Each student meets with a board
consisting of a faculty member from each division (including
the students pre-major advisor) and a senior. The board is
charged with the resonsibility of suggesting changes in the
student's plans, approving his plans, or requiring the
student to repeat the Inquiry. Written copies of the board's
assessment are filed with the student's advisor and the
Registrar, though not as part of the student's college
record.
The first Freshman Inquiry, for members of the class
of '74 and designated members of the class of '73 took place
on a Friday and Saturday in April, 1971, 73% of the participating faculty interviewed were positive, 17% neutral,
and 11% negative, and 74% of the participating students
interviewed were positive, 20% neutral, and 7% negative.
In addition, 72% of the participating seniors were positive,
while the remaining 28% felt the Inquiry "que3tionable."
The most positive feature, noted by one-third of
the freshmen and 28% of the seniors, was the onportunity
to meet new faculty and receive additional advice. Similarly,
two-thirds of the faculty felt the Inquiry was a helpful
extension of advising. Other strengths cited by faculty
included, additional advising contact (22%), the opportunity
to learn by watching one's advisees reset with other faculty
(15%), and the providing of a wide spectrum of advice for
students (11%).
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Success, however, depended heavily upon the specific
panel and the individual before the committee.
Although faculty said the Inquiry preparation required
little time, only 17% of the faculty sample said fhe amount of
time required by the Inquiry itself was not burdensome. 20%
characterized the sessions as very tiring, ard one student even
felt his Inquiry had failed because the panel was so tired.
However, 11% of the faculty felt the Inquiry would be more
valuable in the sophomore year, feeling freshmen too young and
unable to profit from major advising at that point.
Initiation of such a program at universities with larger
student-faculty ratios may be impossible if it requires
increasing each committee's student load, since even Haverford's two-day Inquiry was described as exhausting.
Lengthening the duration of the Inquiry would increase
expenses by eating into course time, which is not to say
such a sacrifice would not be worthwhile.
In establishing an inquiry, the program must be
clearly defined to the understanding of all students,
faculty, and administrators before it is adopted. A high
degree of anxiety was noted by many Haverford students
and faculty, attributable to a lack of adequate
information
and the prevalence of rumors. Utilization of a trial
shake-down period prior to the wholesale adoption of such a
program is desirable. Haverford undertook a series of
public trial inquiries in 1969-70, and, on the bases of
the inadequacies in the sessions, changed the nature of the
inquiry significantly.

Though receiving by far the most positive response
of all advising mechanisms discussed; and incurring
the
least expense, the Inquiry has strict limitations. The
most obvious problem is that the session is a "one-shot
deal." After a student's hour before the board,
the feedback from the group is over, although a few students indicated that they planned to maintain contact with board
members other than their advisor.
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GENERAL EDUCATION
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CORE COURSES

The core course, as considered in this study, is
the common, broad, interdisciplinary survey required of
all students. Core courses were studied at Columbia,
Reed, Santa Cruz, (Stevenson and Cowell), and Florida
Presbyterian, There are traditionally three structural
prototypes for core courses--common lecture, common
lecture combined with a section, and sections alone. The
typical common lecture consists of one or more faculty
lecturing to a large class either presenting, in the
case of the lone instructor, the individual's view of the
core area or, in the case.of the multi-faculty staffed
lecture, a view of the core area usually emphasizing the
lecturer's departmental orientation. No course of this type
was found in any of the sample schools.
The lone lecturer, or "great man" approach was far
more popular in the period following Wbrld War II than it
is today. The reason for the decline is the difficulty
involved in finding an instructor who knows the entire area
encompasspd within the core, and is willing to teach the
core year after year. The first year Cowell College course
is taught by a single lecturer. In the earliest years of
the program, the "Western Civilization" course was taught
by a dynamic instructor who treated western civilization as
his specialty. During this period 64% of the students
had positive reactions regarding the course (the most
positive student response noted); however, after the
instructor left, 87% of the faculty indicated negative
feelings regarding the core because of the new instructor,
while those who had taught in previous years had been
enthusiastic about their experience. Similarly, the faculty
indicated that the students were very unhappy with the new
instructor, and were taking the course only because it was
required. These students who were still early in their
college careers were not included in the study. The picture
that emerges is a course totally dependent in quality upon
the lecturer, almost to the exclusion of structure,
materials, or other components used.
The faculty team taught lecture suffers commonly
from a lack of cohesion. In this format faculty from
sevGral divisions are brought into the course to give a
mall number of lectures. At two of the three schools
employing this, it was roundly criticized. Twenty-two
percent of the Florida Presbyterian students characterized,
the team taught lecture as a chief weakness of the
program, while 69% of Reed's students rated the lectures

TITLE
Common
Lecture

,sec tions
Format

ILubject

tter

Who
Enrolls

ho
"Teaches

1

COLU4sIA
Contemporary
Civilization
no
1 year required
4 credit courses/term equivalent to 11/3 Jourses meeting 2X a week for 2 hours
or 4X a week for 1 hour.

Core
Program

FLORIDA
PRESBYTERIAN

World
Civilisation

Yes-team taught

COWELL

Nes-great
;man

STEVENSON

Culture and
Society

"Yes

REED

Introduction to
Modern Humanities

,Yes-Team Taught

'Nes

;Yes

1

,

.

i

1st 1/4
Freshmen

All freshmen and
sophomores

Faculty: multifculty Faculty: Single
lectnrcr.
Faculty: Seminar
leaders.
lecturers -racety
seminar leaders.

,

3 year-area stucir-

1 year-Western
Civilization
2 year-Western
Civilization

Asia, E. Asia,
Latin America,
African,
Soviety
4 yearChristian

Faith,

-men choose their

othar than frcsN..

Lb

.1

7

Faculty: Student'

; All Students

1

,

:6 quarters required 4 years required
71/4 required equiequivalent to 1
;equivalent to 1
:valent to 1 course
icourse/term4 varying course/term. Prmn
:varying number of
and Soph common
;lectures and seminars 4number of lecturer
Meets U.C.S.C. social 'and seminars: Satis- movidi-Ehd lectures, seminar in
;science requirement. :fies U.C.S.C.
varying numbers.
'Social Science,
iftmanities, and oc- Accounting for 6
.hours/week. Jr.
casionally Science
4 hours/week of
requirements,
'lectures, discussion, workshop
and presentation.
Sr. a weekly lec 'Elie and at least
1 discUssion section

1

Yes-Team Taught
Yes
lst year required
2nd optional equivalent
tO 1-1/2 courses
2-3 lectures per week
and a weekly seninar.

Faculty: Many different
faculty lecturers ane
faculty seminar leaders.

All Freshmen and Sophomores electing a second
year.

Ifterhmen-Western
Topic varying on
FIRST YEAR
Iran Term
theme of individual !Civilization.
IIMESamar"itate an3 reformation, selective study of development of civilisation and society. 1970- :Fall-Homeric Greece
A new science an3 its
:---- Imperial ROM
: 71 was examination
and culture in ancient
epistemology; Absolutism
Winter-Medieval
of university in
Greece and Western
and constitutionalism.
ZOTIBEibusness
and
society.
Europe.
Culture
SECOND YEAR
Spring term
.Spring-Renaissance
enlightenment; French Revolu-I Development of Modern
.e5HiBrousness
and
European society and cultion; Industrial Revolution:
Culture
i ture from 18th to 20th
Reflections on Change.
Sophomore
icentury.
Fall-American
,Winter-NonEUropean
Spring-COntemporary
Problems

All Freshmen

/Largely gradlate students.
A few junior faculty
senior faciaty including
the director.

7

Most faculty
participate.
Individual to
Multifaculty.

Incentive
for
Teaching

Theoretically
though not in
practice.

COLUMBIA

A few
Departments

No

REED

All of
Stevenson.

No

STEVENSON

All of
Cowell

No

COWELL

No

FLORIDA
PRESBYTERIAN

Faculty

Five
Departments

Faculty

All Florida
Presbyterian
Faculty

Faculty
General

40%(+)
60%(-)

12.5%(+)
Students

50%(+)
50%(-)
Students
51.5%(+)
48.5%(-)

Source
of
Faculty

Opinion
University ( -)

Participating
Staff (+)
Students( -)

highly

Faculty 100%(+)
Faculty
Many used theoreti70%(-)30%(+)
cal rather than
Students
practical de
64%(+)
cisions.
24.4%(-)
6.7%(0)
Most faculty
did not teach
at the same
time students
took the course.
A change of
lecturer occurre
in the interim.

A majority of participating faculty indicated that
they attended none or few of the other faculty lectures.
The larger the group of participating faculty, the greater
the difficulty in integrating lectures. The more faculty
participating, theless the amount of time any individual
must put into the course and the greater the feeling of
uninvolvement with the program. As a result, there is
less faculty willingness to give time to organize the
program. Furthermore, since faculty do not receive release
time or recognition for giving their one or two lectures,
core lecturing becomes a chore. As a result, it is common
for faculty members, as indicated by at least 13% of the
Florida Presbyterian sample, to employ the same lecture
year after year, despite changes in the core. Similarly,
several faculty indicated that they were not used to
working with other faculty members. In addition, many
faculty said they could not coordinate their lectures with
those in other fields due to their high degree of specialization. Justin Morrill abandoned a common lecture in its
"Inquiry in Expression" program after one year due to the
problems mentioned, specifically difficulty in briefing
lecturers about the program, the imposition in sponging
lecturer's time, and difficulty in continually obtaining
lectureri.
poor.

The lecture-section model adds a small group meeting
to the common lecture much like the addition of a side car
to a motorcycle with ihe essential difference that the side
car follows the motorcycle, Reed, Steveason, Cowell, and
Florida Presbyterian College have this type of course.

At Columbia, the most professional of the core sample
schools where 57% of the faculty indicated that they had
been made to teach in the program, participating faculty are
encouraged to leave the core program as quickly as possible,
both by the large &mount of work involved in core teaching
and the need to get backto the department, causing a
high turnover rate in core programs. A study of the
Columbia Contemporary Civilization (Cc) staff from 19351961, omitting the war years, showsd that at no time did
the course have more than four faculty who had participated
for more than five years. As far back as 1938, there was
only one faculty member with more than four years experience.
In all of the years analyzed except three, more than 50%
of the faculty teaching were new. Columbia uses a system
that rewards faculty after three years of service but, as
the Program Director said, "This doesn't encourage people
to come to the program, but rather to stay a third year
if they had already taught two years." At Reed however,
20% of the faculty sample said that the Core was a real
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It is
consideration in tenure and rehiring decisions.
important to note that 50% of Reed's faculty and 52% of
its students indicated positive Core experiences/ which
is relatively high for the sample schools.

Florida Presbyterian has mitigated this situation
to a small degree by making the four year Core a central
part of the curriculum. Accordinglye the necessity to
participate in Core is an obligation explained to all
prospective faculty. Professors are expected to participate
two out of every three years. The Florida Presbyterian
Core was originally conceived as a way of creating a
more cohesive faculty, with at least broad backgrounds,
if not interdisciplinary tendencies. Faculty participation
has been excellent/with 100% of the interdisciplinary
staff, over 50% of the humanities staff, ove... 60% of the
gy lial science staff, and over 30% of the natural science
scaff taking part during 1970-71. Nonetheless, one-third
of the Florida Presbyterian faculty sample indicated that
some faculty did not take the Core seriously, were unwilling
to participate in Core teaching, thought the Oore was a
waste of their time, or simply put no time into the course.

At each of the schools using a lecture-section
format, tAare was sharp criticism, especially by students,
of the lack of cohesion between lectures and sections.
The discontinuity, which is most apparent between different
sections, arises from the narrow groundings of the
participating faculty. Many, if not most, faculty relied
upon their "discipline" for the orientation of their
section. Faculty readily admitted to emphasizing the
materials they knew and glossing over those which were alien.
As a result, the Core courses were equivalent to the Core
area as viewed from the instructor's discipline, Florida
Presbyterian realized this situation was inevitable, and in
1971-72 began permitting students to choose their section
In addition, Florida Presbyterian, Reed, and
leaders.
Columbia held regular staff meetings to insure that some
level of cohesion within the program is maintained. These
meetings are amployed to discuss the course material and
general course policy. Attendance at such Core meetings,
however, was usually poor.
The body of new material encompassed in the Core
makes the sections very difficult to prepare for the first
year faculty, as indicated by a large portion of the faculty
sample. One section leader at Columbia reported spending
as much as eighty hours a week in preparation for his first
section. Similarly, a number of faculty indicated that
in their first year they were really lost because of the
overwhzlming amount of new material. Science faculty

at Florida Presbyterian felt especially helpless in this
situation.
The section format is very costly especially when election
leaders are faculty, as in four of the five sample programs.
In each program, the Core course counts as a regular part
of the faculty member's load so that there is a loss of one
course for each section mounted. Since sections are intended
as discussion groups they are small, necessitating a net
loss of student enrollments in each section period. This high
cost was one of the reasons Bard College abandoned its
Core.

Columbia reduced the cost by employing graduate students
instead of faculty. The C.C. course load has traditionally
been so heavy at Columbia that C.C. graduate instructors
have had a poor record of dissertation completions. In
addition, according to the Columbia student course evaluation, the C.C. graduate instructors rated below the
Columbia University norm in clarity, speaking style, and
lecture interst, although they did rank high in instructor
ranking.
The individual section method motorizes the side
car andabandons the motorcycle. Columbia's C.C. program
operates in this manner. The commonality of the lectures
is transferred to a commonality of materials studied in
the sections. A common list of readings is prepared
for the course and each instructor must select at least two
of the works on the list for each of the Contemporary
Civilization topics, in addition to any other reading
Readings are supplemented by mimeographed selections
desired.
used uniformly through the course. Time allocated to each
topic is the same throughout the course. This method,
however, sacrifices the commonality of learning once used
to bring the freshman class together. The sections are
very diverse since the participating faculty are drawn from
different departments. One instructor likened the
sections to introductory courses from the five departments.
Faculty commonly complained that the Cores did not
include the natural sciences. Florida Presbyterian
began to offer environmental studies Core courses in 1971-72.
Most faculty, whether positive or negative to the idea of a
Core, admitted that they had learned an enormous &mount
thr-mgh participating. The word "broadening" was most
commonly applied by faculty and students alike. Many faculty
indicated that they had obtained much more than their students
had.
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Many students and faculty, as much as 57% at
Reed, characterized the Core as too ambitious, indicating
that the reading was so voluminous that only a superficial
treatment of the material was possible. Groups
of two or three students regularly criticized the Core
for repeating high school work and small numbers of
faculty at each school complained of low morale. Students
criticized the required nature of Core courses at three
schools because of the incoherence between lectures and
sections or because the course was felt to be unsuccessful.
No more than a few individuals criticized the Core simply
for being required.

Frequent change in the Core was felt to be a problem
by faculty and students alike. Faculty, as much as 22%
at Florida Presbyterian where change was most common,
criticized the constant change for making it impossible
to get a handle on the Core. One faculty member echoed
the group sentiments in saying, "It is always like preparing
a new course," which is, asindicated1 hard in the Core
programs. Students criticized the Core for its effect
upon faculty and for the uncertainty as to what would be
studied in the Core.
Inierest in Cores commonly revives with the creation
of new colleges. Prescott College and New College both
began with required Cores and both programs utterly
collapsed due to the difficulties in integrating
disciplines and organizing, the increased faculty time
consumed, and the lack of student interest. Bard attempted
a voluntary Core in 1970-71 but this was abandoned for the
same reasons as the others, as yell as the large expense
in using so much faculty time.
Similarly, three of the five Core sample schools have
undergone reduction in requirements. Reed and Columbia
originally had two year required programs. Reed made the
second year optional while Columbia turned the second year over
Most of the
to the departments providing the Core faculty.
second year courses soon became departmental introductions
required for majors by the sponsoring department, and in
1970 the second year requirement was eliminated. Stevenson
College originally requirea a three quarter Core, but this
requirement was quickly reduced to one-quarter.
SUMMARY - A SCENARIO FOR THE DEATH OF A TWO YEAR CORE COURSE
1.

Lectures led by Great Man.

Great Man leaves--succession of lesser Great Men,
tried with little success.
2.

3.

Sections introduced to supplement lecture.

4.

Faculty team brought in to teach lectures.

5*

Original enthusiastic faculty leaves the program.

6.

Unwilling faculty are drafted--morale is poor.

7.

Big turnover rate--faculty never get a handle on

material.

Course quality poor--inconsistency between
lectures and sections; section quality poor; Student and
faculty dissatisfaction.
8*

Changes in second year program with ultimate elimination of second year requirement.
9*

10. Attempts to buttress first year program.

Buttressing does little to effect major problems;
continued student and faculty dissatisfaction.
11.

Elimination of Core lectures owing to faculty
inability to collaborate.
12.

Cut back in number of faculty required from
departments.
13.

14.

Requiem.

CORE DISTRIBUTION PROGRAMS
Core distribution programs, as examined in this
report, are programs consisting of heavily prescribed
and student selected courses created for general education
purposes, theoretically with a built-in level of coherence
as opposed to smorgasbord distribution programs. Such
programs were examined at Residential College, University
of Michigan and Justin Morrill College of Michigan State
University.
Faculty and students at both colleges were unhappy
with their Cores--70% of the Residential College and 62%
of Justin Morrill faculty wanted large Core changes, while
38% of the Justin Morrill students and more than half of
the Residential College students expressed dissatisfaction
with the Core. Many more students, however, expressed

GENERAL
EDUCATION
REQUIREMENTS

UNIVERSITY
OF CALIFORNIA
SANTA CRUZ
3 courSeS in
each of 3
divisions

BARD

2 courses
in each of
4 divisions

PRESCOTT

n,

Lower-class
yea;s
i 0 2
designated
English
courses,
Upper-class

20-Eburse
in each
division.

JuSTIN
MORRILL
COLLEGE

Humanities
No credits in 4 of the
following areasHistory, Religion,
Philosophy, Fine Arts,
and Interdisciplinary
Humanities.
Social Science
20 credits from Politics,
Psychology, Sociology,
Economics, Anthropology,
Interdisciplinary Social
Science,--No more than two
courses or two credits in
one area.
Natural Science
(20 credits) including
3 JMC courses and any
of a smorgasbord of choices
with as many as two Michigan
State courses.
Foreign Language
Z year proficlency through
JMC intensive or Michigan
State courses.
In uiry of Expression
cre its
1-Expository Writing
2-Expository Writing 2
3-individual Writing
4-Experiments in Aesthetics
Field, Foreign or Independent Study
112 credits in one time block)
Senior Seminar
g credits

(Continued)

'Or

GENERAL
EDUCAT/ON
REQUIREMENTS

SARAH LAWRENCE
COLLEGE
No distribution.
Limitation of 1 course/
departmental term during
the first 2 years

ANTIOCH
1-3 years (Level 1)
2 courses in each of
Arts and Humanities,
Physical Science,
and Social Science.

Physical Education
(16 credits)

Math and English Skills
Exam--Levd. 1 Exam

1-5 Years

2 courses in each
division.
Level 2 achievement
exam.
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
RESIDENTIAL
COLLEGE

Freshman Seminar

(1st Term)

Foreign language
through reading level.
3 Natural Science
courses
2 in one department

cti

Logic and Language (may
be counted as a
science course

3 social science
2 in one department

3 Humanities
2 in one department

milder degrees of dissatisfaction.

Majorities at both schools thought the Core a
central part of the curriculum which should be requirede
but felt wide flexibility of course selection and sequence
was necessary.
The material describing student and faculty attitudes
toward the Residential College Core is derived from reports
by Bill Moore, entitled "Student Comments on Core curriculum
at Residential College, 1969-70 based upon interviews with
one hundred students, 20% of the student body, and John
Francis, P.ntitled "Reactions of the Residential College
faculty to t4le College, Students, and the Core Curriculum"
based upon Interviews conducted with forty-three members
of the Residential College staff and faculty.
At the Residential College, student dissatisfaction
hinged upon the lack of quality within the Core courses and
the fact that the courses were required. More than twothirls of the students felt the Core met poorly the objectives
of providing a broad foundation in the liberal arts, permitting
broad stddent exposure to a variety of areas, and developing
intellectual skills, self-directed learning, and a sense of
intellectual community.
Half of the students sracifically stressed the aeed for
more alternatives and options within the Core. The need for
a better organized program was also cited by many students.
Criticisms were directed at the interdisciplinary Core
courses for the lack of integration, vagueness, and
generality. Foreign language requirements were viewed as
too extensive. Freshmen seminars were heavily praised,
while required English courses were criticized highly.
Slightly more than half of the students felt there was
little coordination between Core courses, indicating a
need for better communication among faculty.
Students frequently recommended inclusion of more
math and science as well as non-western studies and the
performing arts. The language requirement was specifically
suggested for deletion.
Less than 15% of the faculty at the Residential
College felt the Core specifically met their philosophic
objectives. Faculty generally agreed that increased

flexibility was desirable, as veil as echoing the specific
changes requested by students, although elimination of the
language requirement was controversial.
The Justin Morrill College students and faculty reacted
similarly to their Core and distribution requirements. While
it should be noted that the Associate Dean of Justin Morrill
felt the recorded responses were somewhat unreliable because
they were obtained through random, rather than selective
sampling, 20% of the Justin Morrill students and 63%; of the
faculty samples felt that the requirements should be reduced.
Since the completion of this study, both Justin Morrill
and the Residential College have reduced their requirements
whale still maintaining the Core concept.
The process of change in Core distribution programs
is partially illustrated by the following description of
change at Florida Presbyterian College, although the Core
course there remained intact throughout:

Icademic curricular requirements, 1960-61
Number of courses required to graduate-39
Core-4 years
Language-3 year proficiency
Mathematics-I year
Science-1 year
Social Science-i year
World Literature-1 year
Changes put into effect in 1962-63
Number of courses required to graduate-36
Core-4 years
Language-3 year proficiency
Mathematics/Logic-1 year
Science-1 year
Changes put into effect in 1966-67
Core-4 years
Core Science-2 years
Language-3 year proficiency
Mathematics/Logic-1 year

Changes put into effect in 1968-69
Number of courses required to graduate-32
Core-4 years
Language-3 year proficiency
Changes put into effect 1971-72
Core-4 years
4'7
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Of all distribution requirements, foreign languages
have undergone the least change due largely to the existence
of large departments with tenured professors and the fear
that student enrollment will slip sharply. Such fear3 were
not realized at Brown where language faculty subsequent
to the requirement elimination expanded their undr..irgraduate
program to include large numbers of offerings in the
university freshman seminar program and underclass courses
of literature in translation. However, Trinity College
had mixed results with a sharp decrease in enrollments
during the first year after the elimination of the requirement and subsequent small increases in all language
departments except French and Greek which continued to decrease
and Russian which increased enrollments the first year and
maintained this level the second.
DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS

The distribution programs at Antioch, Bard, Prescott,
Sarah Lawrence, and Santa Cruz can be considered together.
Unlike the Residential College and Justin Morrill Core
distributions, these programs specify no specific courses,
but rather require areas of study.
Student reaction to these programs was largely indifference. No more than 11% of the students at any school
(Antioch) felt the distribution forced them to take courses
they ordinarily would not have. On the other ham.,
students praised the quality of the liberal arts experience
achieved.

Faculty viewed the distribution by comparison with
their own general education philosophies rather than through
their experience with the program. As a result, eqnal
numbers characterized the porridge as too cold, too hot,
and just right. Faculty replies gave little insight into
the actual workings of a distribution program.
Stevenson college at the University of California,
Santa Cruz, had completed the only study among sample
schools, of the distribution of graduated students. The
following exerpt is taken from "Some Comments on the Analysis
of Course Work Taken by Stevenson College Graduates":
Average Number of Courses Taken in Division of
HUMANITIES
Majors
HUMANITIES
NATURAL SCIENCE 10,8
SOCIAL SCIENCE 12.65

HUMANITIES LESS
LANGUAGES

NATURAL
SCIENCE
2.71

715
110,03
41!
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3,78

SOCIAL
SCIENCE
S.83
5,08

(Three courses from each division are required of nonmajors.)

If the intention of the campus-wide breadth requirements in Humanities, Natural Sciences, and Social Sciences,
is merely to ensure that every student is exposed to at
least three courses in each area, then the experience of
Stevenson's four year graduates in 1969-70 would seem to
indicate that:

No regulation is needed to ensure the objective
except in the case of students maioring in
Humanities and Social Sciences, who are unlikely
tr take three courses in Natural Sciences volun'Airily:1

(tram "Some Comments on the Analysis of Course Work Taken
By Stevenson College Graduates")

This result is consistent with interviews conducted
among Sarah Lawrence College students in which 50% said
they did not plan to take natural science courses.
It should also be noted that students are placing
a heavy emphasis upon major division at Santa Cruz with
Humanities concentrators taking 73% of their courses in
Humanities. Filling in the distribution chart to include
concentration area produces the following results:

Average Number of Courses Taken in Dtvision Of
HUMANITIES
Majors
26.44
HUMANITIES
NATURAL SCIENCE
SOCIAL SCIENCE

HUMANITIES
LESS LANGUAGE

NATURAL
SCIENCE

SOCIAL
SCIENCE

20.12
19.57

GUIDELINES

A series of voluntary requirements are prescribed
for students at Trinity and Haverford mirroring the typical
distribution program.
Students at both schools had no interest in the guidelines. Only 7% of the Haverford sample, and 2% of the
Trinity sample indicated using the guidelines at all.
Haverford supplements the guidelines with a freshman group
advising session, called Freshman Inquiry, about which students
were very positive and generally satisfied with the level of
personal feedback providAd. Inquiry was considered far
(See Advising)
more valuable than the guidelines.
.

A majority of students at both schools indicated
distributing themselves well over the entire curriculum.
Others noted omission of one or more areas, commonly
including the natural sciences. A number of Trinity
students indicated attending Trinity because it had no
requirements.

Eighteen percent of the Trinity sample and 5% of
the Haverford sample, consisting of only freshmen and sophomores, said they were not distributing because they were
already doing major work. The major, particularly at
Trinity, serves as a clear demarcation point--most students
having a major are no longer distributing their courses,
while those students who are still uncertain about a major
distribute because it is the way to find a major. It is
likely, based upon interview resonses, that students are
spending less time on distribution and more time upon the
major than in the past--however, it is still too early to
examine the difference in distribntion patterns occurring
before and after the initiation of guidelines.

Although the failure of guidelines as a method for
encouraging a pattern of student distribution is clear, it
is not clear what effect the resulting free elective system
has upon undergraduate education. Some insight is gained
from a study of free electives at New College,
NO REQUIREMENTS
In 1968-69, all distributional requirements at New
College were eliminated. Students and faculty, with rare
exception, were satisfied with the resulting free elective
system.

A study of diversification for 1969-70 produced the
following result:
PERCENT OF STUDENT WORK IN THE THREE NEW
COLLEGE DIVISIONS, 1969-70
NO WORK IN A DIVISION

Humanities-6.1%
Social Science--37%
Natural Science--57%
75% OR MORE WORK IN ONE DIVISION

Humanities--35%
Social Scienae--8%
Natural Science-9.4%
43
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90% OR MORE WORK IN ONE DIVISION
Humanities--24%

Social Science-3.2%
Natural Science--2%
This study is severely deficient in that it is a "oneshot" examination of all student distributions for one year.
A redeeming feature is the lack of inconsistency with the
Santa Cruz study cited in the 'Distribution' section and
student interviews. A study of the distribution of graduated
students over a period of several years would be most
desirable, Nonetheless, gross results of the study are very
clear. A very poor level of distribution is apparent with a
pronounced tendency by most non-scientists not to take science
courses and by a very sizeable minority of humanities students
to take little more than humanities. Students interviewed at
Brown, where there is no distribution requirement, too indicated
an unwillingness to enroll in science courses,
FRESHMAN SEMINARS

Freshman Seminar Programs were studied at Brawn,
Harvard, Haverford, Sarah Lawrence, Stanford, and Trinity.

Faculty and student opinion of the seminars in which
they participated was generally positive. At least 69%
of the faculty at the four schools where opinion was successfully gauged were positive regarding seminars in whicn they
had participated. At Trinity and Haverford, the other
two schools, seminars were highly praised by faculty as well.
Between a plurality and a majority of students were positive
regarding the seminar courses. Overall student response
was as negative as it was for two reasons: Particularly at
Sarah Lawrence College, the chief needs fulfilled by the
seminars at other colleges were not present; and because the
seminars were oversold.
The chief strength of the program indicated by students
was the opportunity to work with, and know a professor during
the freshman year. Students also praised the program for
providing a social context for meeting other freshmen and
for the seminars' small size. The degree to which small size
was mentioned was inversely proportional to the smallness
of the student's other courses, so that this attribute
was cited most freouently at Harvard and least at Sarah
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90%(+)
10%(-)

Faculty

50%(+)
39.2%(-)
10%(0)
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92.5%(+)
7.5%(-)

Faculty

40%(+)
341(0)
26%(-).'

Studants

Students
62.5%(+)
27.3%(-)
10.21(0)
Faculty
69.1%(+)
7.2%(-)
23.2%(0)

Students,
8%(-)
241(0)
68%(+)
Faculty
93.5%(+)
6.5%(-)

Students

Opinion

Students
-83.5%(+)
3.3%(0)
13.2%(-)
Faculty
Highly
favorable

Science-10
Social Science-13
None in Political
Science
6 in History
3umanities-12
done in Fine

Not important
since enrollment
not required.

One in each
'Department,"
though Sarah
Lawrence has
no divartments.

Humanities-35
Social
Science-11
Science-8

Unimportant
since enrollment not
required.

41 Humanities
24 Science
10 Social
Science
70-71
22 Humanities.
21 Science
4 Social
Science

Distribution
of
Courses

Students
42.9%(+)
27.6%(0)
28.6%(-)
Faculty
Unclear
Generally
Favorable

.

Arts
Phys. Ed. - 1

TRINITY

STAMFORD

SARAH LAWRENCE

HAVERFORD

HARVARD

BROWN

Lawrence. Similarly at Sarah Lawrence, the smallest and
most inner-directed of the schools, the social context was
not mentioned.

No more than 60% of the students at any school felt the
freshman seminar program especially appropriate to freshmen.
A significant number, often equal in size to the group
feeling seminars appropriate for freshman year, thought
seminars useful during any year, while only a very small
number said the seminar was inappropriate for freshmen,
generally feeling they could make better use of it later.
Faculty praised seminars primarily for serving as a
change of pace. Faculty almost uniformly perceived the
seminars as different from regular courses for a variety of
reasons--most often for permitting flexibility. This
different perception of the seminar among faculty was
manifest in positive and negative results. Positively,
many faculty used the course as a laboratory for experimentation with new instruction format. Several indicated
bringing new teaching methods derived in their seminars
back to their departmental classrooms. Negatively, inability
to succespfully apply the teaching method perceived as
necessary disturbed many faculty, in a few cases, causing
observable disquiet. Additional experience with the seminar
will be necessary for some faculty to gain a handle on the
program.

What is essential to understand about the freshman
seminar is that there is no level of coherence within the
All that seminars have in common is a course limit
program.
and certain inbult structures, such as advising, or at
Haverford, a common meeting time to avoid student selections
upon time criteria, or at Stanford, the common practice of
meeting in the professor'a home.
Course meetings were generally of two types--meeting once
a weak for a large block of time, or meeting a number of
times a week for shorter duration, though at Harvard it
was common in the smallest seminars for a professor to open
himself and his research facilities to seminar members as
the students desired. Only at Trinity did any number of
students express a preference for any time format, favoring
multiple short meetings.
Other than these giveni, the seminar format was
completely at the discretion of the instructor. As a result,
the liabilities and assets attributed to the individual
seminars were those which would be ascribed to any course
such that few comments were generaVy applicable to any
)
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program as a whole. However, four significant problems were
mentioned in all or most of the programs; gearing the course
above the freshman level; using the seminar as a lecture;
attempting to be "relevant" to the extent that the
course lacked content; and inability of freshmen to participate
fully as a result of shyness.

A different type of format, an open seminar, was
attempted at several schools, notably Trinity where the
practice was institutionalized. Open seminars are those
with no prearranged topic, rather the students and faculty
member together structure the course substance. All but one
of the faculty in the Trinity sample who had taught open seminars
(8) exprssed a desire to structure their seminars next time.
Most indicated having to increasingly structure their
seminars throughout the semester because "the students
wanted me to do it." A few faculty said a length of time
was necessary for the class to choose a topic for the course.
One explained that his class chose a topic three weeks into
the term only after he had scolded them. At this point,
it becomes difficult to obtain course readings without
additional time loss. The majority of faculty at other
schools keading open semesters reported the same problems.
Three different enrollment patterns existed in the six
programs; required seminar programs--Sarah Lawrence,
Haverford; recommended non-required programTrinity,
Brown) and supplementary program for selected freshmen
Stanford and Harvard. The required and recommended programs
utilize the seminar as the core of the general education
program; none of these four colleges impose additional
general education requirements though Trinity and Haverford
have voluntary general education guidelines.
Three of these four programs, Brown excluded, use the
seminar leader as the student's advisor.
In the recommended programs, an attempt was made by
Trinity and Brown administrations to publicize the programs
to obtain high freshman enrollments. In both instances, the
effect was an over-selling of the program; that is attributing excessive virtues to the seminars. Many freshmen at
Brown noted that orientation materials were especially
deceptive while the 1970-71 "Evaluation of the Trinity
Freshman Seminar Program" by Director Borden Painter
recommended not "overkselling" the program. As a result,
the seminars at those two schools were viewed as least
successful by their students.

The supplementary seminars, more at Harvard than Stanford,
serve as an addendum to the freshman program, rather than the
central feature of the general education program as at other
Both Stanford and Harvard have required distribuschools.
tions for general education purposes. At Stanford, the seminars
have only been oversubscribed for the past two years,
though initiated in 1965, and attempts are being made to
increase the number of seminars, as noted by the accommodation
of 300 more students in 1970-71 than in 1969-70.

Only at Brown were students other than freshmen admitted
into the seminars. Sophomores were permitted enrollment only
after freshmen had completed registration. The Registrar
indicated that only a very small number of sophomores had
registered, so their impact upon the program was negligible.
At four of the six colleges, faculty members (Brown-20%,
Trinity 24%, Sarah Lawrence-7%, Stanford-18%) said that
freshmen were unable to utilize the seminar adequately,
because they did not talk in class. Several faculty suggested either screening freshmen for seminars or permitting
upperclass enrollments. At Trinity, Brown, and particularly
Stanford, freshman seminars are currently insufficient in
number and/or topic distributions to adequately handle
the freshman class, with no immediate possibility of change.
Regular admission of upperclassmen would only exacerbate the
situation. Furthermore, the important function cited by
students, of providing a social context for meeting other
freshmen, would necessarily be altered.
Trinity occasionally uses undergraduate teaching
assistants in seminars. In 1970-71, eight participated.
The program director and the two faculty interviewed at
Trinity who had worked with the T.A.s indicated that these
students cut down thr: distance between faculty and freshmen. At Brown, one faculty member used two undergraduate
T.A.s with the same result. In the Trinity study by Amy
Yatzkin '73 of 292 students enrolled in seminars during
Fall, '70 (of the 404 freshmen enrolled in seminars), 80%
of the freshmen from sections utilizing T.A,s found the
upperclassmen played a helpful role as contrasted with 21%
(One fourth of Ms. Yatzkin's sample had
who disagreed.
been in seminars with T.A.s.) One-sixth of the Trinity
faculty interviewed felt T.A.s had been so successful that
they would employ a T.A. in their next seminar. Graduate
T.A.s were not as successful since freshmen perceived
them as closer in role to the professor than themselves.
In addition, a number of instances of abandonment by a
faculty member of a seminar to a graduate assistant were
noted at Harvard and Stanford by both the abandoning faculty
and the seminar students,

In conclusion, addition of undergraduate teaching
assistants might be a useful tool in diminishing freshman shyness manifest in a lack of participation in seminars.
Trinity College provided Teaching Assistants with the
incentive of one course credit for their participation in
the seminar.

Trinity, Harvard, and Stanford sent the entering
freshmen a description of the individual seminars during
the summer prior to freshman registration. The students at
Harvard are permitted unlimited seminar choices, at
Stanford five choices, and at Trinity three choices. Trinity
and Stanford place the student in one of his choices while
Harvard gives the student applications to the individual
instructors to choose the desired students. Oversubscription
is handled at Harvard by screening and at Stanford largely
by random selection. At Haverford and Brown students receive
seminar descriptions during orientation, and enrollment
is first come-first served during registration, Sarah
Lawrence places students in seminars based upon interest
areas indicated in addmissions applications.
Each of the selection methods has created serious
problems. Placement by stmdent preference has resulted in
third chdlce placements, which in many cases, led to student
dissatisfaction. In fact, 15% of all students at Trinity
were unable to gain admission to any of their three
preferences. The lack of flexibility in the number of
seminars has made transfer into different seminars for
extremely ill-placed students impossible. The problem is
far more serious at Trinity than at Stanford because of the
more central position of the seminar in the Trinity freshman
curriculum. The first come-first served method again,
in view of the lack of seminar options, means that a student
who is not among the first to register frequently will be
unable to find any seminar of interest. Thirty percent
of the Brown freshmen in the sample, who did not take seminars,
cited this reason. The process of screening students by
the seminar instructors at Harvard has caused great unhappiness and feelings of inadequacies for rejected applicants.
Before college even starts a majority of Harvard and Radcliff
students have been rejected for a freshman seminar, apparently on their own merit, with several students experiencing
premature "identity crisis" despite the fact that most
instructors admitted a degree of arbitrariness in their
choices. A few professors each year find the selection of
students so difficult that they admit a few more than the
15 limit, which is undesirable in terms of small group
In addition, some students are admitted to
interaction.
multiple seminars, necessitating a waiting list since students
are permitted attendance of only one seminar. As a result,.

even a few of the students ultimately admitted to a seminar
enter with feelings of second-ratedness.
A subsidiary problem, according to faculty and students,
is that students frequently do not know well enough
what the seminar will study, how the seminar will
operate, or what the instructor is like when enrolling.
It was therefore proposed that the Modes of Thought
courses begin one or two weeks after other courses so that
students could investigate possible courses more fully before deciding on one. The suggestion that all Modes of
Thought courses be deferred until second semester was also
brought forward. Deferring seminars to second semester
would be deleterious to any advising function of the seminars.
On the other hand, instead of beginning classes two weeks
late, Haverford and Brown provide occasions for students to
meet seminar leaders and discuss their courses during
orientation week. Unfortunately, such meetings have been
poorly attended by faculty and students. Additional
informatiNnt however, beyond the one-shot meeting might
pmvide the needed input, such as trial seminars during
orientation with seminar instructors, fuller descriptions
of seminars and seminar leader expectations, and increased
opportunities for prospective studentf, tr) meet seminar
instructors during orientation week. These measures, however,
will only work providing they have the cooperation of
freshmen and faculty instructors.
The Brown, Harvard, Haverford, Sarah Lawrence, and
Trinity programs all rely principally uron college or
university faculty, though senior faculty make up a
minority of program staffs. Brown obtains additional staff
from the graduate student ranks. Five graduate teaching
assistants were employed in 1969-70 and nine during 1970-71.

At least 30% of the seminar staff at Stanford were
This method of
from areas not teaching undergraduates.
faculty employment brings to the seminars those faculty
with lighter teaching loads, who are more likely to be able
to teach freshman seminars without having to drop other
course responsibilities. This is an economical way of
increasing seminar offerings and providing added perspectives
to the program. This use of graduate and professional
faculty also provides input at the graduate level as to the
condition of undergraduate education. Twenty-three percent
of the entire Stanford faculty sample indicated the seminar
was their first experience teaching undergraduates and that
they were grateful for the experience. The saccess of these
-Insttuctorar:nxesents,-Milny'similat possibilitiesifbr economical
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seminar programs, e.g.,
expansion of freshman
use of volunteer retired faculty, community professionals, etc.

According to program administrators at each school,
When the number
all participating faculty were volunteers.
administrative headof volunteers were insufficient, an
hunter was sent to negotiate with departmeats to free
the rrinity
people who wanted to teach. Yet over 20% of complained
about
faculty and others from Brown and Haverford
being forced to participate in the program.
has been
A problem of all freshman seminar programs
faculty disinterest especially in rigidly departmentalized
colleges and graduate oriented universities. The
forced to use excepBrown Freshman Seminar Committee was
owing
tional flexibility in approval of seminar proposalssubmitted."
to the "disappointingly small number of proposals Richard
Director
In Trinity's 1969-70 Program Evaluation,the
best men we have
Lee indicated difficulty in "persuading
of
to donate a large part of their energy to this kind
teaching" in that "it cloes not typically increase one's
paycheck or professional standing." Trinity's 1970-71
Freshman'Seminar Director Borden Painter said departments
in many cases,
which provided faculty for the program,felt they were doing
provided fewer faculty than requested,
the program a favor.
In interviews a majority of the non-participants
indicated a greater interest in their department or field
and lack of interest in the seminar program.

A majority of faculty at Brown echoed the sentiments
of a faculty leader who said, "Interdisciplinary prIgrams
curriculum,
of any sort, which were encouraged under the new
receive no help at all or are sabotaged by departments.
individual (who
What you're doing in effect is asking any life
blood of his
participates) to cut off his ties to the
career."
Brown, Haverford Sarah Lawrence, and Trinity do not
fund their freshman seminar programs. The non-funding
The distribucreates severe problems in faculty staffing.
tion of seminars at Brown is therefore badly unbalanced.
4 social
In 1969-70 Brown had 21 science, 22 humanities, and
24 science,
science seminars, and in 1970-71, 41 humanities, humanities,
Haverford had 35
and 10 social science seminars.
seminars in 1970-71.
11 social science, and 8 science difficulties is the
Another manifestation of staffing
inability of programs to provide adequate numbers of
mount only 36.
seminars. Trinity for instance, was able to
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of 39 desired seminars.

At Brown the participating departments are the larger
ones with the lightest teaching loads, while some smaller
departmerts with heavier loads, provided no freshman seminar
faculty. To illustrate the problem more graphically,
Fngineering and Biology Medical Science, the departments
with the greatest numbers of faculty, rated sixth and seventh
in the number of undergraduates enrolled; while Sociology/Anthropology and History rated sixth and eleventh in faculty size
and second and fourth in tha number of undergraduates enrolled. As a result, small departments with heavier teaching
loads are unable to release faculty for seminar teaching.
A faculty member desiring to teach a seminar must therefore
do so in addition to his regular load, though this is even
the practice in a number of larger departments. Several
individuals at Trinity also taught seminars in addition
to their regular load, although the Freshman Seminar
Committee at Brown indicated some improvement in this area.
Nevertheless, for the junior man, teaching in a seminar
means increasing his teaching load, cutting his research
time, and ultimately being denied tenure. Aside from the
fact that junior people will not participate under these
conditions, the impact upon the freshman seminar program
would be a lack of continuity since all faculty who participated in the program would be forced to leave the school.
One junior faculty member indicated that he was willing
to work under these conditions. He went to his department
chairman to ask permission to teach a seminar above his load,
but the chairman deaied the request, explaining that if the
department permitted such activity the administration would
expect it in the future.
Regardless of whether departments or individual faculty
are granted stipends, it is absolutely necessary to establish
a program budget. At Brown, which has no such budget, many
faculty complained that their class experiences, equipment,
Xeroxing, etc.had to come from their own pockets, research
money, or the department's budget.
Similarly, at Stanford,
which encourages informal meetings at the professor's house,
one faculty member complained about having to pay for food and
drink for his class each week. The amelioration of this
situation would require a comparatively small budget, whose
omission can mean the difference between the success and
failure of a seminar program since forcing instructors to
pay such costs is undoubtedly injurious to staff morale.
Stanford and Harvard do fund their freshman seminar
programs, at very high cost. Harvard provides no

remuneration for senior participating faculty, while junior
faculty are given a decrease in course load for which
the program must reimburse the appropriate department.
Payments for release time account for $78,000 of
the Freshman Seminar Program's $100,000 budget,
For the first three years of the Stanford program, the
only compensation offered was a graduate assistant for
senior faculty and the possibility of release time for junior
received onefaculty. Partl.cipating graduate students
quarter time teaching appointmerits. Since 1968,
provision has been made in the program's $79,000 budget
that
to pay most seminar instructors. It should be noted
Stanford staffs nearly twice as many seminars as Harvard
at a lesser cost.
Funding of seminars creates as many Problems as not
funding, in that it is increasingly difficult to obtain a
program faculty willing to partIcipate without funding.
Departments are unwilling to let junior peopla, even with
light teaching loads, participate without repayment for
their slots. As a result of this financial limitation,
Harvard and Stanford are both Knable to mount sufficient
seminars to accommodate their Intire freshman class.

Tufts avoided the funding problem by organizing an
ad hoc seminar program, The Experimental College (See
Extra-Departmental Curricular Inplits) offers a voluntary
program of seminars for freshmen, limited to enrollments
permitted enrollment, as at
of twelve. Upperclassmen are
Brown, after freshman registration, providing seminars are
not full. All of the seminars are taught by undergraduates
participation.
and instructors receive course credit for their
The program has been popular as indicated by an April, 1970
report entitled "The Experimental College of Tufts
University" by Florence Trefethan--Assistant to the Provost,
which said, "Those who have participated, either as students
or leaders, usually strongly endorse the Freshman Seminar
format
Program." It was further indicated that the seminar
"fosters confidence and eases discussion." Trefethen
concluded that "Peer teaching may have special values in
such a setting, exposing the freshman to one teacher who
is of his own generation and yet is more experienced and
knowledgeable." Limitations in peer teaching are
serious, however. Students at Tufts reported putting less
work into peer taught courses than faculty led courses.
(The limitations are more fully discussed in the in-depth
study of the Experimental College in Extra-Departmental
Curricular Inputs). The program also offers significant
advantages, including a lack of cost for the entire proof the
gram and accommodations for all interested members
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Tufts freshman class (approximately 350). However,
enrollments and numbers of courses mounted have been
somewhat erratic. The major problem, aside from those
difficulties found inherent in peer teaching, was that
the Tufts program runs contrary to many of the rationales
for initiating a freshman seminar program.

SPECIAL GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS
The programs considered in this cluster are the Yale
Directed Studies Program, the Berkeley Experimental
College Program, and the St. John's four year Great
Books Program, All of these progr,Ims are similar in that they
aro intended for a self-selected group of students to utilize
E. core format consuming all or part of the participant's
As a result of the self-selection, these programs were
generally popular with the participating students and
faculty--more universally popular than any other core program
discussed.
DIRECTED STUDIES

Directed Studies is a freshman and sophomore general
education .1rogram admitting only a select group of Yale
freshmen. The program is unashamedly elitist and aims to
accept only those students who have shown most academic
promise.
Students aro given the opportunity to apply after
acceptance by Yale. Applicants are considered over the
summer based upon the same dossier emploimd in admission
to the University. Approximately 220 students apply
each year (slightly less than 20% of the freshman class)
and between 70 and 95 ara admitted, although 75 is the
official goal. College Board Scores are the crucial factor
in admission to Directed Studies; students with scores
below 750 are rarely accepted. Students completing one year
have the option of continuing for a second, and about twothirds of the students do so. The program is run with its
own budget.
The Directed Studies courses are specifically designed
for the program and are taken only by students enrolled in
In the freshman year, they are:
the program.
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Literature I
Philosophy I
History of Art I

History and Politics I
Mathematics
Biology

Students planning to concentrate in the humanities
take courses 1-4 with the optlon of substituting a
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language course and either Math or Biology. S.mdenty
planning to major in the sciences take three e.lf the
two science
humanities courses (1,2,3,4) and select
courses they wish, including the two Directed Studies
courses.

The second year focuses on the social sciences and
offers courses in Economics, Law and Society, Literature,
Philosophy, Religious Studies, and Sociology. Each of
these fields is presented through topics considerably more
narrow than the courses offered the first year. The courses,
particularly in the first year, are taught with lectures
and sections, but the emphasis is on the sections which
usually account for two of the three hours of weekly
meeting,
The Program Director indicated that Directed
Studies in recent years has become more specialized which
has hurt the program by fostering less of a feeling of
common interest among the studenta in it.
Seven of the twenty-four faculty who taught in Directed
Studies in 1970-71 were interviewed in March, 1970-71.
Their overall opinion of the program was split; 42% positive,
29% negative, and 29% neutral.

The professors cxpressed three reasons for teaching
Directed Studies. 43% were asked by their department
chairmen, 43% volunteered out of interest, and one professor
volunteered because he had liked the program 1,/hen he
participated as a student. In most cases, 711,, participating
in Directed Studies counted as part of the instructor's
regular course load. In other instances, the instructor
did not feel overburdened.
The strengths of the program pointed out by faculty
reflected the special nature of the program. Students
were said by all to be quicker. Forty-three percent of
the sample noted the small classes in Directed Studies as
a strength, while others said the program was flex:1111^
and gave faculty more freedom to teach but was more demanding
of students (29%).
The weaknesses pointed out, however, were significant.
Elitism, the program's greatest weakness, was also its
greatest qtrength. Forty-three percent of the faculty felt
the program was for the wrong people; it "encouraged verbal
kids to talk too much" while leaving the nonverbal students.
in big lectures. Another commonly mentioned weakness
It was
(43%) was the lack of coordination in the program.
felt that each department worked independenply, thus providing
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little integration in the program. Other weaknesses
mentioned were that, recently, fewer faculty were
volunteering to teach Directed Studies so that
the staff waz being dominated by new and younger drafted
teachers, students were "imprisoned" in the program for
a year with no way to get out, it is impossible to find
seventy-five freshmen with sufficiently common backgrounds,
and, as an e%tension of the lack of departmental coordination, a feeling that the program is falling apart. In
addition, 29% of the professors were disturbed that the
Directed Studies students didn't criticize the program
more. They thought this occurred because students were
cowed by the feeling of having a good thing not available
to others.

The Director and the Course Critique felt most
students in Directed studierina it. The Course Critique
pointed out several strengths and weaknesses nf the-FF.6'gram.
The strengths were that students and their work received
greater faculty attention, a sense of community results
from common class membership, and the better quality of
Directed Studies survey courses than those in the regular
curriculum.
The major weakness cited was the failure of the
integrated approach for Directed Studies, crumbling
immediately after the first course on the Greeks. However,
Directed Studies is considered by the Course Critique to be
a poor program for Students who disliki-WITIETT-iii-Sure
of their major, or are introverted in class.

EXPERIMENTAL CCELEGE PROGRAM,

BERK=

The first two year cycle of the Berkeley Experimental College
In
Program began in September, 1965 and was completed in June, 1969.
July, 1965 a description of the program was sent to all Berkeley
freshmen with an invitation to join. 325 applications were received
from the 4800 freshmen, and 150 students were randomly chosen.
The Experimental College program was based on the 1920's Alexander
Meikeljohn Experimental College at the University of Wisconsin. The
Berkeley ECP curriculum was divided into four periods: Greece, 17th
Century England, the American Constitutional rounding, and the
It had a theme or problem orientation exploring
Contemporary Scene.
freedom and authority, individual and socinty, war and peace, corscience
and the law, and acceptance and rebellion. The periods were used as
historical clusterings (cultures) through which to examine the themes.
The program material centered around a short common reading list. The
course calendar listing readings and illustrating curricular division follows:
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CALENDAR FOR FIRST YEAR, READINGS (THREE 10 WEEK QUARTERS)
Fall Q%4arter

Homer's Iliad
Iliad
Homer's Odyssey; Xenephon's Anabasis; Hesiod's Works
and Days
Thucydide's
Pelopennesian War) Supplemented by selected
4.
Pelopennesian War
5,
lives from Plutarch and
Pelopennesian War
6.
comedies by Aristophanes
Aeschylus' Oresteia
7.
Sophocles' Three Theban Plays
8,
Euripides' The Bacchae
9.
10, Plato's Apology and Crito
1.
2,
3.

Winter Quarter
1.
2,
3.
4.
5.
6,
7.
8.
9,

Plato's Gorgias
Plato's Republic
Republic
Republic
Bible
Bible Selections from the King James version
Bible
Shakespeare's King Lear
Machiavelli's The Prince

Spring Quarter
Milton's Paradise Lost
Paradise Lost
Hobbe's Leviathan
Leviathan
Leviathan
J. S. Mill's On Liberty
On Liberty
Arnold's Culture and Anarchy
Culture and Anarchy
10, General Review

1.
2,
3.
4,
5.
6.
7.
8,
9.

SECOND YEAR

Fall Quarter
Henry Adams, The U.S. in 1880
The Flag Salute Cases U.S. Supreme Court
The Federalist Papers and the Constitution.
John Marshall
McCulloch v. Maryland
Disquisitions on Government
Calhoun
Selections
Edmund Burki
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Winter Quarter
Supreme Court Cases on church and state, conscience, freedom
Tho-eau (selections)
Political Freedom
Meiklejohn
Spring Quarter
Marx (selections)
Freud (selected works)
The Education of Henry Adams
The Autobiography of Lincoln Steffens
The Autobiography of Malcolm X
Education Between Two Worlds
Meiklejohn

The ECP student needed to take one course per semester
outside the program. The program was therefore, two-thirds
to three-quarters of the students' academic load. Only one
stIvient suggested that more outside courses would be
Instead of the usual course building unit,
desirable.
tne program was broken down into lectures, seminars, and
conferences,
,

Lectures were scheduled twice a week for about an hour
and a half each and all students and faculty were expected
to attend. Though the lectures were coordinated with the
reading, they did nob discuss what was read or give glosses,
rather they were intended to try to raise questions and
examine problems by employing the literature. Lecture
formats varied from a single faculty lecturer either from
within or from Outside the program to a group presentation
by some or all of the participating faculty. The only
uniform feature of the lecture was that all ended with a
question and answer period.
The lectures received the least enthusiastic comment
of any feature embodied in the program and students said
they suffered from much faculty bickering. Suczek, et. al.
in Personality Development in Two Different Educational
Atmospheres, which dfscusses tn.first cycle of the Tussman
program, said, "From the outset these meetings - often
abandoned and then reinstated - were a source
of major disappointment to faculty and students alike" (pp.
37-38). Tussman too recognized shortcomings in the lectures
saying, "With some exceptions Tuesdays (lectures) fell
when deliciously real faculty quarrels boiled over
apart
into public view. The staff was generally upset and
students (were) frequently disappointed."
.
worried
Only one student in the sample praised the lectures.
Faculty conspicuously omitted discussion of the lectures.
.
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Despite the depth of criticism, Tussman felt the
lectures a necessary unifying experience in a common
program.

learning

Seminars went through much change in the two cycles of
the program.
In Fall, 1965, it was planned that students
would meet in groups of thirty one afternoon a week. These
groups proved tco big causing several instructors to split
the group in tv.%) with a teaching assistant. Because
fifteen was also too large a group and because one meeting
a week was insufficient, groups of eight students meeting
twice a week, once alone and once with an instructor,
were introduced. The structure of the individual seminar
was left at the discretion of the individual instructor.

Enthusiasm for seminar structure was great. Thirtysix percent of the sample characterized the seminar as a
principle strength of the program. Twelve percent of the
students and one-third of the instructors remarked upon
the weakness of the student attended seminar, indicating
poor attendance and inability of the seminar to make progress.
The lack of success of these sessions indicates a student
dependence upon faculty supervision.

Writing was viewed as an essential part of the
program. Tussman felt that each student should spend at
least an hour a day writing, believing that writing is
explanatory of the mind at work. For this purpose,
students were asked to maintain a journal, which would be
examined periodically. In addition, five formal papers
were assigned per semester with specified form and topic.
Initially a term project was also required, but poor organization caused the abandonment of this requirement. During
the second semester of the first program, Tussman noted
that many students never got started on the projects and
many of the undertakingswere not in spirit of the a6signment.
In the first cycle, five Berkeley faculty were hired,
two from Speech, one from Aeronautic Engineering, one from
Philosophy, and one from Political Science. After one year,
one faculty member who had secured only a one year leave
left the program as did another who was dissatisfied.
In
the second cycle, six faculty were involved and all completed
the program.
The first cycle faculty was recruited by
Tussman from Berkeley faculty acquaintances expressing
interest in teaching the program. The second group consisted
of friends chosen by Tussman from outside the Berkeley campus.
.

The Suczek study explains that the first cycJI1, faculty
could only agree that they wanted to take part in tila program.
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Although they spent the entire summer previous to the
launching of the program planning, one-third of the
faculty remarked that they were lost until the program
Initially a collegial relationship among the
began.
participating faculty was sought. Quickly, however,
Joseph Tussman emerged as the ECP director. A director
was immediately needed to handle small details and Mr.
Tussman was given this resonsibility. However, it should
be noted that Tussman created the program with definite
ideas abnut what it would do. All of the faculty members
interviewed resented Tussman's overdirection, while onethird of them acknowledged that someone had to make decisions.
Tussman and Suczak both pointed toa similar faculty
character type. The ECP faculty had in the past always
worked alone in planning their courses, had a strong notion
of academic freedop, and were strong3y cvroanded In their
One faculty member from the second cycle
disciplines.
noted very importantly that faculty "simply had to have a
shared vision of the aim of education" or "a program
like dlis degenerates Into the mere workings of the great
books and frequent tutorials."
The second cycle differed only in that a collegial
Tussman assumed the
relationtihi l. was never tried.
directorship from the start. Thirty-two percent of the
students in the sample characterized Tussman's leadership
as overbearing.
Although faculty readily admitted disharmony in the
program, two-thirds highly praised the advantages of working
with an interdisciplinary faculty. The faculty members
each felt the program overly demanding in time commitment.
It was clearly impossible to continue with research or
outside activities. One instructor suggested one year in
three be spent outside the program, while another suggested
one year in four.
Both students choosing the ECP and those rejecting
it were resonding to a dean's letter describing the program
sent to all freshmen during the summer. The letter said
departs rather sharply from the
.
the program ".
The
.
traditional pattern of lower division work
the spirit
flexible .
program (will be)
risks as well
experimental program .
.
informal
as rewards . . . Problems will call for imagination and
flexibility . . ." These descriptions, no doubt, yielded
positive and negative images in minds of the freshmen
reading the letter depending very much on the individual.
In this way it is possible to see that self-selection was
likely linked to personality differences.
.

.

.

:.
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The ECP student was primarily a social science or
humanities concentretor, The demanding nature of the science
major mitigated against participating in the program and
graduating in four years.

Twenty-two percent of the students in the ECP left the
University (although about 40% left the program), while 40%
of the students in Letters and Science left the University.
An important comment made by 40% of the student
sample was that students were not mature enough-to obtain
(It would have been
the full value of the program.
surprising if they had indicated the opposite, since that
so rarely happens without hindsight.) In addition, one
faculty member indicated the program was better suited
for seniors while another felt students lacked background,
and two other faculty noted tbat students needed maturity
to utilize the program effectively. Twelve percent of
the students suggested screening to eliminate these
problems.
Students expressed difficulty in making the transition
from the.ECP to the upper division. Of the ninety students
who completed the first cycle, approximately fifteen took
their junior year abroad. Of the student sampie interviewed,
44% found they were not prepared for the nature of upper
division study (not to be confused with the content); 16%
more were not prepared for disciplinary study; and 20%
suggested that the upper division program lacked relevance
and cohesion. One faculty member also sugsested that
participation in the ECP limited student ability to adjust
to upper division courses. In addition, 16% of the students
sggested increasing the program's length to four years.
In a not yet completed study by a former ECP faculty member,
it is said that ECP students had higher grades and made
fewer changes in upper division majors. After completion
of the two year period when students in che Suczek
groups were retested it was found that, though personality
differences existed, "the differences between them (the
groups) was no longer significant."
Although the ECP was non-residential, an old two-floor
fraternity housa at the edge of the Berkeley campus
was provided for the program. The top floor was used for
faculty offices. On the main floor was a large lounge,
several small lounges doubling ar conference rooms, a library,
and a kitchen. Very little furnishing was present and what
was there came as gifts or loans. The house never emerged as
It did little more than
a community center for the College.
serve as the place for lectures and conferences.-
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It is necessary to realize that the program operated
as an organic whole within which were many structures; to
this point the UCE study has emphasized only the trees omitting a wondrous forest,

Faculty and students found it difficult to approach
the program in terms of structurevrather words like
"coherent," "relevant," "broadening," words not commonly
used to describe a lower division ptogramjwere employed.
All faculty praised the conception of the program, even
the one who was previously described as bitterly attacking
Tussman, while 36% of the students characterized the entire
program as excellent. Twelve percent of the students and
one faculty member said the program was the best lower
division program in America. Two-thirds of the faculty
called the program a great teaching experience. In fact,
several faculty talked of taking part in, or initiating
such a program elsewhere, while one faculty member did so at
the University of British Columbia.
An important feature inherent in the ECP was the
political. emphasis. This feature was criticized by 48%
of the students and commented upon by two-thirds of the
faculty. Tusaman's bias in the program was that students
could be given a sense of freedom by being taught the
obligations of good citizenship. It has already been shown
that his orientation differed from that of other faculty
in this respect. Several of the faculty and students
referred to the program's process as "Tussmanizing". One
student in particular talked of a cathartic experience in
realizing that he no longer thought about things, but
rather applied a "Tussmanized" standard. Sever other students
made siluler remarks, but less dramatic in nature.
Only 8% of the students commented on the degree of
freedom while only 6% complained of the lack of freedom
embodied in the program. One additional faculty member
felt the program failed for its lack of freedom. Suczek,
on the other hand, said of the first cycle students that they
all perceived the program as offering great freedom.
The students indicated to him that they were free to
pursue their own interests in a manner of their own choosing,
whether they perceive"' the program critically, favorably,
or indifferently.
One last explanation needs to be made regarding the
nature of the interviews. Sample faculty and students
had been visibly and certainly emotionally affected by
their participation in the Experimental College Program.
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In most other programs observed, disinterested responses
by faculty and students were common; however, the ECP
particinants leapt at the opportunity to discuss their
experiences and paternalistically discussed the ways the
program could be improved, a subject each interviewee
had previously thought about in depth. The feeling of
paternalism and proprietorship resulted in many an overzealous comment or attitude verging on worship or hatred.
This should be borne in mind in finally assessing the
successes and failures of the Experimental College Program
as portrayed in this section.
ST

JOHNIS_ COLLEGE

St. John's is composed of 300 students, 48 tutlrs,
and administrators. All administrators at, or above, the level
of assistant dean are considered tutors and teach in the
program, though generally with a reduced course load.

The first year at the college is devoted to the
Greeks, the second to the Romans and the Medieval period,
the third to the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
and the last tothe nineteenth and a small part of the twentieth
centuries. All students were asked whether they would like
to see tho curriculum broadened or narrowed in any way.
Eight Arcent of the student sample said they should have
more choice in what they study, and six percent said books
written after 1925 should be included. One of those who didn't
want the curriculum changed said, "There is a general
acceptance here that you don't mess with something that
works." On the other hand, one junior said he can't wait
to get to graduate school to specialize and read the same
book for more than one week.
Tne books, which were praised by students and faculty
alike are all ackncowledged classics which, during the past
forty years at Columbia College, the University of Chicago,
the eniversity of Virginia, and St. John's, have found their
way onto the list of Great Books. The list of books in the
program varies only slightly from year to year.
Some tutors thought that the different emphasis St.
John's professes was important, saying the major strengths of
the program were the lack of pre-professional and pre-graduate
school training, or the lack of disciplines and the abandonment of the separation of the humanities and sciences, or
simply that the program was coherent and one could refer to
other parts of it in a class and expect to be understood.

Although the structure of the program has changed
slightly through the years, it is essentially the same
for each of the eight semesters normally needed for
completion.
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CLASSIFICATION OF AUTHORS, ACCORDING TO SUBJECT MATTER, THROUGH
THE FOUR YEARS
1970-72
History
Mathematics
Philosophy
and Social and Natural
Literature
and Theolo
Science
Music
Science
Homer
ato
ero o us
Euc
First
Aristotle
Aeschylus.
Thuyedides Nichomachus*
Year
Sophocles
Plutarch
Ptolemy*
Lucretius
Lavoisier*
Euripides
Aristophanes
Dalton*
Second
Year

Virgil
Dante
Chaucer
Rabelais
Shakespeare
Donne*
Marvell*

=111111MIV

Aristotle
Plutarch
Epictetus
Trlitus
Plotinus
Dante
The Bible
Machiavelli
Gibbon
Augustine
Anselm
Thomas Aquinas
Luther
Calvin
Montaigne
Bacon

Third
Year

Cervantes
Milton
Swift
Racine*
Melville
Fielding

Descartes
Pascal
Hobbes
Spinoza
Locke
Berkeley
Leibniz
Hume
Kant

Fourth
Year

Moliere*
LaFontaine
Goethe
Tolstoi
Dostoevski
Baudelaire*
Rimbaud*
Valery*
Yeats*

Hegel
Hegel
Kierkegiard
Marx
Nietzsche
Documents
William James from American PolitiPierce
cal Hlstory

Locke
Rosseau
Adam Smith
U.S. Constitution
Hamilton,
Madison,
Jay
Toc ueville

*Studied in the tutorials or laboratory
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Appollonius*
Galen
Copernicus*
Kepler
Harvey*
Descartes
Darwin
Mendel*

Galileo
Kepler
Newton*
Leibniz
Huygens*

Faraday*
Lobachevski*
Dedekind*
Maxwell*
J. J. Thomson*
Bohr*
Milliken*
Schrodinger*
Darwin
Freud
Einstein

Palestrina*
Bach*
Mozart*
Beethoven*
Schubert*
Verdi
Stravinsky*

Mozart

Students attend a seminar based on books from the program
for each of the four years. Seminars contain fifteen to
twenty students and two tutors, and meet twice a week
for at least two hours. they are started by one of
the tutors who asks a question, about that week's
reading, and a free-flowing discussion follows.
This was a chief strength of the program for over one-eighth
of the students. A weakness mentioned comparatively
frequently, however, was the "idle rap." This was a
situation felt to be particularly apparent in seminars,
in which discussion is ruined by dull or lazy people not
contributing, or by. individuals dominating discussion
in order to impress either themselves or their tutors.

Students also have a language and a mathematics
tutorial each year. In each of these, eight to fifteen
students and a tutor spend one hour, four days a week trying
to, in one case, learn the nature of language by studying
Greek and French for two years each, and in the other, to
learn the nature and workings of mathematics.
In addition, groups of fifteen to twenty students
meet witb a tutor twice a week for laboratory. The
topics studied here are as follows:

SECOND SEMESTER

FIRST SEMESTER
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Year
Year
Year
Year

Particle Analysis of
Theory of Measurement
Matter
Biology
Classical Mechanics, Optics and Elestromagnetism
Atomic Theory

Some students said the laboratory should be more technical.
A music tutorial is given to all students in the
sophomore year to give "an understanding of the phenomenon
of music." It is attempted to tie the study of music to
the liberal arts by showing its relation to language,
rhetoric, and poetry while at the same time showing its
unique aspects. Several students said the different
backgrounds of students particularly plagued the mathematics and music tutorials, while one tutor felt that
specialists maintained the music program more than any other
area. He acknowledged that music presented a special
problem because of the varied backgrounds of the students,
but said that the tutors nevertheless seemed to expect
too great an understanding from the students. He felt this
problem was only compounded by the music program being
the fifth course in the sophomore year which, he said,
is the toughest year, so that students often give lees
time to music than to other courses,
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Preceptorials were added tc the program in 1962.
These allow a nine week period in which juniors and seniors,
with a tutor, can Itudy one book or theme in depth.
This replaces the seminar for that period. Although all
upperclassmen must take preceptorials they do provide
the only place in the curriculum where the student has
some choice, since he can choose any of the fifteen to
twenty preceptorials offered each year. Preceptorials
were praised by tutors for permitting a chance to study
one area of interest in depth and lessening inbreeding,
Twelve percent of the tutors felt there should be more
offered and that the nine week period should be lengthened,
although all agreed they should be kept out of the first
two years of the program. The students interviewed had
efther liked their preceptorials, were looking forward
to them, or had no opinion. Those who had liked them
mentioned that they provided all the relevance needed in
the college, and that they were small and "unrushed."
(Typical of subjects providing this relevance seemed to
be Descarte's Discourse and Plato's Symposium.)

Another component of the St.John's program is the
Formal Lecture, a Friday night presentation by an outsider
or tutor; followed by a discussion. These are held almost
every week, and often attract people from surrounding
communities as well as students and faculty. This structure
received praise from students and faculty alike.
From this description of the structure of St. John's,
it should be clear that the conventional way of describing
a college by breaking it down into departments, or requirements versus electives, or discussing its general education
requirements, is not applicable to St. John's. There are
no departments; all faculty are simply St. John's tutors.
And there are, except for the preceptorials, no electives;
all students take the same required program.

Students were asked how well the program had lived
up to their expectations. They responded as follows:
Very Well--51%

Fairly Well--30%

Poorly--19%

The teaching load at St. John's is unique. It i3
important to understand fist that the goal of every tutor
is to be able to teach the entire program, although there
are now only a handful of tutors capable Of doing this.
It was said thateven new tutors can teach the parts of
the program they want without having the disappointment
common elsewhere of having to "earn" the right to teach the
best courses.
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The average tutor's weekly schedule includes
four class hours for the seminar, four class hours for
a tutorial, and another four or five hours for an
additional tutorial or a laboratory. In addition, there
are up to forty-five paper conferences with individual
students each term, plus sitting in oral exams and don
rags (See Grading), and the usual burdensome faculty
committee work. Furthermore, tutors spend a large amount
of time meeting with individuals and groups in the coffee
shop, and, in addition, there is little secretarial
help available. Finally, many tutors audit other
classes so they will be able to teach them in following
years. This was one of the chief strengths of the
program. One tutor felt the first few years as a faculty
member should be devoted more to auditing and less to
teaching in order to give the tutor greater preparation
and less chaos.
mentioned by tutors
The most common weaknesp
was the amount of time comium4a by the program. Tutors
said that there is simply too much to do, although they
were quick to acknowledge that shortening the reading list
might remove some of their favorited, and lessening the
workload is a financial impossibility without weakening
Individuals said there is little time to pursue
the program.
a line of inquiry, they can't follow their individual
interests, some books are not studied adequately, and the
demands on students are too great. Two factors, however,
tempered this criticism. First, even from those who protested
the skimpy treatment of some works, etc., there was a
strong feeling that students should be instilled with an
interest in the Great Books which will last them all their
lives. If the program is successful, the students will
qo back in future years and study the works in greater
depth. Second, as an assistant dean pointed out, the program
is flexible, and as a consensus is reached that there is too
much material, some works are dropped. Connected with
this were the comments dEthe younger tutors that it is "a
frantic existence trying to carry such a load and deal with
so much new material."
Accepting a pocition at St. John's involves a great
risk. Because there are less than fifty hours a day, one
must devote oneself completely to the program in order
to fulfull what is expected. Thus, the tutors establish
neither a reputation nor contacts in their field, or for
that matter, in any part of the academic world outside
St. John's. This, coupled with the fact that 75% of the
new tutors are denied tenure would seem to make a teaching,
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position at St. John's as desirable as a hair shirt, yet hundreds
of applications have been received for the few open teaching
positions.

What is important to note is that faculty at St. John's
accept the limitations of their school in a different sense than
They, for the most part, oppose
other college faculties.
changing the program in any way, even if it meant their particular
complaint could be removed. In addition, despite their criticisms,
They are
they don't leave St. John's unless they are forced to.
very dedicated to the program and willing to accept the risk
involved in working at a school which allows them no chance to
make a "professional reputation".
Because St. John's accepts students only as freshmen, the
Thus, in 1969-70,
student body is weighted toward the early years.
there were 125 freshmen, 97 sophomores, 66 juniors, and 59 seniors.
Currently, the Admissions Office aims for a freshman class of
126, or 21 in each of six seminars, and 14 in each of nine
tutorials. Faculty consistently praised the students for
their high intelligence and commitment to the program.
The tmogram was a significant factor in all but one
sample member's decision to come to St. John's. About
half. mentioned the program by name as the most powerful
attracting force, while other students listed reaaons
closely connected to the program:

Although the number of applicants has increased beyond
that of fifteen years ago when St. John's grabbed almost
have
anyone who appliedethe Admissions Office would like to
about three times their present number of applicants.
Only once did they approach that figure, following an article
in the Saturday Review in 1963.
Transfer students are an interesting phenomenon at
unit
St. John's. The program is viewed as an integrated
and therefore all new students, including transfers, start
few students each year
as freshmen. (This also includes a
who start St. John's after only finishing the junior year
Yet about 20% of each year's freshman
of high school.)
who
class consists of transfer students. Some are people
dropped out of college for a few years, while others
transfer directly from another school.
The four years of matriculation required for all students
causes a peculiar problem. That is, that the attrition,
which is quite high, cannot be compensated by accepting a
large number of transfer juniors. The attrition rate seems
to be consistently over 50% during the four years, i.e.,
less than half a freshman class graduates.four years later.
Some of the drop-outs, perhaps one-sixth, are asked to leave,
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a larger group transfers to other schools, and, of the rest,
administrators are quick to point out, some come back and
finish years later.
From the start of the new program until 1967 about
2400 students entered St. Jdhn's and 642 graduated (27%).
These figures include the Santa Fe campus, open since 1964.
Of the graduates, 59% went to graduate or professional school,
and a large percentage went into teaching. A study compiled
by the alumni office in 1967 shows the distribution of fields
for the 380 graduates who, at that time, had attended graduate
school. The study indicates a wide diversity of professional
fields. Seven alumni are currently St. Jdhn's tutors.
Some felt that St. John's intellectual withdrawal
from the rest of the academic world gave its students and
tutors too great a feeling of superiority. One tutor
described the present attitude at St. John's to be somewhat
"monastic," and he felt he would be happier if there were
more of a tolerance of the idea of reading the Great Books
without devoting one's life to them, One tutor said that
the faculty devote themselves so totally to the program
that they tend to become passive and uncritical. Another
felt the common program itself was a problem because
the lack of diversity of tutoreinterests tended to make
faculty life somewhat boring. One tutor simply said the
school is a "little too rigid." Students too pointed to the
"incestuous," "ivory tower" nature of the school. This
was noted by 11% of the students with the added feeling
that St. John's despises other educational ventures to the
extent that it becomes bored with itself and ignores its
own problems. Several students thought the major problem
was that St. John's was too small, and others said it was
too intense. Another group said it was a dull place
socially, and several others blamed all the college's woes
on being in a town as "boring" as Annapolis.

Among the changes suggested was that St. John's
become part of a larger college complex, although the tutor
who suggested this was afraid that some of the closeness
perhaps
now present might be lost. He also suggested that
an environment more like that of the Santa Fe campus,
which is surrounded by mountains, would give peonle a way
to escape every now and then. Another suggested solution
to the same problem was that students be encouraged to
work off-campus to ease the claustrophobia.
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DIVISIONS

The objections to traditional departmental structures
have caused some colleges t to broaden their departments
or to create distinct structures to sponsor interdisciplinary work. One method has been to try to increase the
importance of the divisions or schools (Social Science,
Science, Humanities) which house the departments by giving
them greater responsibility. Four of the colleges studied-Bard, Florida Presbyterian, Reed, and New College used
this approach.

Bard College has, in recent years, considered divisions
its major structural units,giving them not only the responsibility for faculty hiring, but also requiring each student
to "apply" to concentrate in a division.
The Bard faculty indicated that the diviR.I.onal
structure had, at times, fostered greater inter-departmental
contact,but that this had led to little inter-die,Aplinary
work or team teaching. Professors in departments with only
one or two members felt most involved in the division while
others ac/tnowledged that as the school has grown, the
divisions have become unwieldy, forcing reliance on a
smaller unit--the department.

Both Florida Presbyterian and New College started with
an emphasis on divisions, and the divisions have continued
to be the administrative unit in terms of faculty hiring
and funding. Nevertheless, professors at Florida Presbyterian expressed feelings similar to those noted at Bard,
indicating that professors in small departments found the
division more important for course planning and meeting
others than did faculty in larger departments. In addition,
all professors in the natural sciences felt their department
was a more significant unit than their division.
Almost all faculty at New College, on the other hand,
felt the divisions functioned sufficiently well to make departments either secondary or insignificant. This is due, at
least in part. to the fact that each professor at New College
functions as an individual administrative unit in that the
instructor has almost complete freedom regarding what he
In addition, the school is so small that the
teaches.
resulting gaps in each department's offerings could not otherIt was noted, however, that there has
wise be avoided.
been little team teaching at New College despite the success
of divisions, which have occasionally become as inner
directed as the departments they seek to avoid.
Divisions at Reed College serve as units responsible
for administrating course offerings. Faculty hiring is
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conductee by search committees composed of two nrofessors
from the appropriate department and one from outside the
division.

Faculty reaction to the divisions was cinisistent
only within each division indicating at least an accepted
relationship-between each department and its division.
Professors in the History and Social Science Division,
for example, considered it to have precedence over its
constituent departments, while those in the Division of
Math and Science agreed their division was irrelevant.
The Division of Literature and Languages functioned
well and made most major decisions because, it was felt,
the departments within it fit together logically. There
was no indication that the existence of divisions had
encouraged inter-disciplinary work at Reed.
INTER-DISCIPLINARY STRUCTURES

Three other schools studied--University of California,
Santa Cruz; university of Wisconsin, Green Bay; and Prescott
College--were each founded recently with structures designed
to avoid 4epartmental domination.
Faculty hiring at Santa Cruz relies upon the
Universfty's cluster college structure; a university consisting of constituent colleges. Although the academic
structure is divided into three standard divisions, the
disciplinary units within each division, called Boards of
Study, differ from departments in two ways. First, they
have no budget, and second they hire faculty only in
conjunction with the Santa Cruz Colleges. Thus, although
each Board functions campus-wide, each professor must be
connected with one college in addition to this Board. The
faculty offices, with the exception of those in the Natural
Sciences, are grouped randomly within the Colleges, and not
by department.
The faculty at Santa Cruz were extremely satisfied
with this arrangement because it made it easier for them to
know colleagues in other fields, lessened departmental
competition and jealousy, and encouraged inter-disciplinary
It was noted that the random assignment of faculty
work.
offices was also responsible for some inter-disciplinary
efforts since professors from varied fields often became
friendly by virtue of these assignments.
The faculty cited difficulties, however, in staff
recruitment since all appointments must be approved by
both a College and a Board whose interests do not always
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Professors also noted that Boards havn little
coincide
flexibility in making future plans and that there is
occasional duplication of effort between the Colleges and the
Boards. More significantly, most of the professors in the
Natural Sciences felt little attachment to the Colleges,
considering themselves members of a department constricted
by lack of budget and the occasional necessity to compromise
in hiring.
Despite the objections noted, the Santa Cruz structure
seems to deal effectively with the problems raised by
departmentalization in two of the three divisions, with
faculty in the third division feeling only unaffected rather
than harmed by the system. It must be realized that the
Santa Cruz faculty were aware of this structure when they
were hired so that a similar plan might not meet with equal
enthusiasm at another school. However, the assignment of
faculty offices on non-departmental lines might be an
easily implemented device for reducing departmental inbreeding
and perhaps stimulating inter-disciplinary, team teaching.
Since its inception in 1966, Prescott College has
chosen to.stray even further from the traditional departmental
structure by offering a curriculum divided into five interdisciplinary centers--The Center for Contemporary Civilization;
The Center for Language; The Center for Man and Environment;
The Center for the Person; and The Center for Systems.
These centers each pursue a series, of themes changing from
year to year upon which its courses are organiZed, and is
the administrative unit through 'which faculty are employed.
The outcome of this arrangement varied from center
to center. The Language Center of seventeen faculty, which is
by far the largest and most diverse, was characterized as a
directionless hodge-podge by both students and facull°v.
On the other hand, the next largest center, that of han and
Environment with thirteen faculty, was described as three
distinct departments--AnthropolOgy, Biology, and Geology-and Anthropology was said to be "as much a department as
any university undergraduate Anthropology department, only
more professional," The three other centers, each employing
fewer than seven professors, operated more effectively as
inter-disciplinary units, however, it should be realized
that the Center for the Person was not an acceptable concentration area and that the small size of these three centers
precluded internal departmental groupings.
Among the benefits of the center system cited by
students and faculty was the inter-disciplinary contact
provided professors with resulting inter-discipVtAr; and
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team taught projects. At the same time, a significant
number of professors, finding the centers growing increasingly
isolated and self-contained, felt the level of inter-disciplinary
activity did not represent a significant improvement over
more conventional schools. Impressions of the concentration
structure varied, although a thread of disorganization
weaved itself through most comments.

A program similar in structure to Prescott's center
is also being attempted at the University of Wisconsin's
new college in Green Bay (UWGB). Unlike Prescott, UWGB
has chosen to focus its entire curriculum on the environment,
and therefore its centers and themes--called colleges and
concentrations--are concerned with that issue.
There are four colleges with associated concentrations:
Ohma the UWGB Catalog)
College of Human Biology--"Emphasizes human
1.
73--"SUEEFEE7airiBall
and physical environa apta
ment."
2.

College of Environmental Sciences--"Emphasizes
the

3.

OTTSFINEUFET'arrriimment."

College of Community Sciences--"Urban Analysis,
14;5"dirfr-uiaTEn-17687371377--

4.

College of Creative Communication.

In addition to these colleges, UWGB has a School of Professional Studies which attempts through its offerings to
fill the gaps left by the colleges: Teacher Education,
Business and Public Administration, Leisure Sciences, Mass
Communication, and Social Services.
Although the faculty is organized through the
concentrations, it is also divided into what are called
"options." The options correspond to traditional
disciplines, and students can select one to combine with
their concentration. However, the options are intended
to be merely groupings of faculty with no budget, though
they do help recruit and make recommendations for faculty
hiring.
The faculty at UNGB, like that at Prescott and Santa
Cruz, had, in the vast majority of cases, been attracted
to the college by its distinctive curricular structure, so
that their interviews during the school's second year
showed a high level of excitement regarding college efforts.
It was noted, for example, that approximately 10% of the
College's courses have been team-taught. However, since
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professors from each discipline did not form the hiring
unit, some difficulty in faculty recruiting was being
In addition, a few professors indicated
experienced.
fears that some areas had already become too departmentalized.
Indeed, there is a very close correspondence between
the theme of colleges and traditional divisions in other
colleges. From the Chart, it apnears that the College of
Community Science is a Social Science division, the College
of Creative Communication is a division of the Arts and
Humanities, and the Colleges of Environmental Science and
Human Biology share the division of the Natural Sciences.
It does reflect favorably upon the future of interdisciplinary
work at UWGB. At leant 5 of the 11 concentrations suggest
courses for theirstAhritg in other concentrations and several
options. It is also encouraging that each concentration
also involves at least two options and most include 4-6.

THE OPTION AFFILIATION OF PROFESSORS FROM
EXM, COLLZGE AT UWGB.

.

ARTS
HUMANITIES
SOCIAL
SCIENCE
(Literature PEFFormSCIENCE
(9TairiEry,
ing and
and Lang(MENFOTOlogy,
Biology,
Visual
uages,
Economics,
Physics,
Arts)
History,
Geography
Mathematics,
Philosophy)
Earth Sciences) Political
Science,
Psychology,
Sociology,
Public Admin.
Business Admin.)
.

College of
COMMUNITY
SCIENCE

2

CREATIVE
COMMUNICATION

ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCE
HUMAN
BIOLOGY

0

0

1

50

31

55

0

0

8

0

0

45
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CONCENTRATION

Concentration is tied closely to faculty structure.
tinder the traditional division/department structure,
each student must choose a department in which to concentrate.
Students are usually asked to select a tentative major at
the start of.the freshman year and to make a definite
declaration by the end of the first year.
TRIAL MAJOR
Bard College formalizes this procedure by having a
"trial major" during the freshman year. All freshmen must
select a major and take two of their four courses in that
field. A student may change majors as often as desired,
however, several departments require a basic background
obtainable through specified courses to be taken prior to a
student's acceptance as a major by the department's division
in the sophomore year.

The trial major was intended to quickly expose students
to both breadth and depth, but it has become, in the words
of a Bard.administrator, only "the fossilized remains of a
program." The dominant reaction of both students and
faculty to the trial major was that it was useless since
students went through a succession of alternate majors,
so that the concentrated trial major had little feedback
value for students, representing only a discarded past
interest. Some students even considered it detrimental
because of the course selection restriction it imposed,
including both the requirement of two courses in one area
and the practice by several departments of offering courses for
trial majors alone. In addition, some faculty felt students
became trapped by their trial major.
On the other hand, a very few students felt the trial
major had saved them from majoring in an area they would
have disliked. Despite these remarks, the trial major
concept seems to provide only a needless formalization of a
simple process employed without effort by many colleges.
In the past, most concentration programs, consisting
of major courses and cognatestabsorbed about one-half of a student's course selections, but departments in the Social
Sciences, and Humanities and Arts have gradually lessened
requirements in recent years so that only one-fourth to
one-third of a student's courses must be in his major.
Similarly, departments in the Social Sciences and the
humanities and Arts have reduced the number of specific
requirements so that, at many of the sample schools, there
.

are only one or two common courses in each department
required of concentrators, and in fact, numerous departments
require only a specified number of their upper-level
courses. Departments in the Natural Sciences have, in
most cases, maintained the large number of required
courses, many of which are specifically designated. This,
combined with a required sequential order,forces the
science concentrator to commit himself to his major much
earlier, generally at the beginning of the freshman year.

The number of students choosing to major in each division varied, as could be expected, from college to college,
and year to year. In general, however, unless a school is
strongly identified with the Natural Sciences, the number
of science majors tends to be less than twenty-five
percent.
DOUBLE
AND JOINT MAJORS
ani=aM
omommi. asel

While a few schools have tried to avoid the standard
departmental majors completely, many more have added
options wbich attempt to compliment the traditional system.
The simplest of such offerings is the Double Major, studied
at Haverford and Santa Cruz, which necessitates a student's
completion of all the requirements of two departments.
Because a double major requires such a large percentage of
a student's course load, few use the option. Whether or not
this option is formally available at a college, it is
possible for any student to theoretically have a double major
by completing the requirements of any two departments.
Haverford, however, regulates double majors by reserving
their use for only "high ranking students" who obtain the
"permission of the Associate Dean as well as (that of)
the Chairman of each department concerned."
The factors commonly cited by students for creation
of double majors were a great interest in two disparate
fields or an interest in a field covered by two departments.
For the later reason, some schools offer the possibility of
a "joint major." Santa Cruz's employment of this option
is typical. A student must receive permission to
construct a program fulfilling most of the course requirements of two departments. The comprehensive major exam,
required at Santa Cruz, is satisfied for the joint major
by the administration of an exam prepared by the
particinating departments. Haverford's "interdepartmental
majors" are similar, although it is specified that the
Chairman of one of the departments will serve as the student's
advisor.

nouble and joint majors were undertaken--9% at
Haverford and 7% at Santa Cruz--though they halre, in
general, been satisfactory for students employing the
The reason so few schools have formally offered
option.
such options is that a student with interests extending
beyond one department can usually major in a recognized
field and still find time to take the courses he wants in
another. To most students in the Natural Sciences, where
such flexibility is more difficult, double and joint majors
are not usually attempted.

INTER-DEPARTMENTAL MAJOR
The snecified inter-departmental major is another
alternative to traditional majors. Such offerings are either
proposed by students and faculty or grow out of Concentration
options such as joint, or student created majors. In these
situations, the demand for certain inter-disciplinary
programs is so constant that a faculty will establish the
subject as an on-going department or as a major listed
in the catalog and administered by an inter-departmental
committee. Both models utilize in their programs a large
percentagg (frequently one-hundred) of courses and staff
from other departments. Only the second category--nondepartmental programs--will be considered here.
Reed offers majors in American Studies, International
Studies, History-Literature, Mathematics-Economics,
Mathematics-Sociology, Philosophy-Literature, PhilosophyReligion, and special programs temporarily linking different
disciplines. In 1971, about 8% of the seniors graduated
with inter-departmental majors, including 3% who had
created special programs. These are distinguished from
student-created majors in that they still emphasize
departments as the unit for major construction.
Yale offers a similar option, called "Special Majors."
They are:
About
"History, the Arts, and Letters"twelve students are normally enrolled in this
program (less than 1%).

"Social Science Major"--started in 1956, originally
required a student to be in the top half of the
class and was later revised to the top fifth. While
designed for twelve to fifteen students a year, it
attracted only five members of the class of '72 and
a decision was made to suspend it for two years in
order to rethink and revise it.
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"Culture and Behavior."

"Combined Science Major"--encourages students to pick
one scientific area to focus upon.

Trinity offers three such majors and Brown offers four.
No general rules for the operation of such programs
were found. The observed methods of supervision varied from
faculty, or student-faculty inter-departmental boards,
single faculty directors, to no administration.
An increase in departmental proliferation has accompanied
the growth of iner-departmental programs. Faculty frequently
cited the lack of budget and the need to rely upon courtesy
appointments as the reason the programs are ill equipped
to grow with increased enrollments or even fend for themselves in a departmental environment. As a result, the
largest programs have been forced to seek departmental status
in ordez to survive. Faculties, however, have been reticent
to support such transformation, for fear of dnpartmental
funding loss following affirmative action, further dividing
an already tight university budget.
STUDENT-CREATED MAJOR
A more significant modification of the concentration system is the additiln of student created majors. This
option, whtch allows students interested in non-denartmental
areas to form their own programs has been adopted f:ly many
schools in recent years. Sixteen of the twenty-one sample
schools requiring traditional majors, offered this option.
Student-created majors were studied at: Antioch, Bowdoin,
Brown, Haverford, Reed, Stanford, Santa Cruz, Trinity, and
Yale.

The student created major is thf_ easiest mechanism to
establish in order to give students the widest latitude
of choice in major study.

Most of the student created majors observed in the
study either combined two, or occasionally three disciplines,
or were focused on a specific period, problem, or culture
by using material from several departments. While many
such programs encompassed material exclusively from one
division, a significant number were inter-school proposals,
At Antioch, in fact, 54% of the student created majors
in 1968-69 and 1969-70 relied on material from more than
one school. The Natural Sciencesare least often part of
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such programs. This is due tn the prerequisites and
hierarchial nature of cou-ses in most science
departments. Faculty at several schools expressed a
fear or skepticism of student proposals with mystical
or politically radical orientations. Yet such programs
were very rare at all of the nine schools.

The structure of student created concentrations was
remarkably similar at each of the schools studied.
No school had chosen to reserve this option for a select
group such as "honors" students. Rather, any student
was able to write a pronosal for a concentration including
in most cases, a description of the courses and independent
study he planned to undertake, and, where relevant, a
proposal for a senior project.

The number of courses required for a student
created concentration is usually the same as that required
for the average departmental major, and schools which require
a senior project or examination easily fit that institution
into their student created majors. At Reed, for example,
the senior thesis for such students is administered and
evaluated by a committee of representatives from each
department involved in the student's program.
The procedure for anproval of a student created major
usually involves consultation with a sufficient number of
people (advisors, department chairmen, prospective
teachers, etc.) so that before a proposal is formally
considered, it has been either discouraged or molded into a
form corresponding to committee guidelines. As a result,
few proposals considered by the committee are rejected or
returned for student modification. At Yale, for example,
sixty-four of sixty-eight student created programs proposed
in 1970-71 were approved, including six initially returned
hi:revision, while at Trinity, fifteen out of sixteen were
approved.
The number of student created majors has been so small
that even the administrators of each of the schools studied
were surprised. Although officials at a number of schools
reported that the interest in such programs had increased
dramatically within the last two years, the only school
studied at which more than 6% of classes of 1971 and '72
were participating in majors of their own design was
Antioch.

STUDENT CREATED MAJORS; Percent of Graduating
Students Enrolled
Antioch
Bowdoin
Brown
Haverford
Reed
Stanford
Trinity
Santa Cruz
UWGB
Yale

12%
3%
4%
2.5%
4%

2% (Or less--figure based on
administrative estimate)
2%
6%
0%

3,5%

While the fact cannot be denied that these figures are much
lower than many schools expected, some of them are slightly
deceptive. Figures for non-traditional majors can be
enlarged by the inclusion of the number of proposals
rejected, ultimately unsubmitted, and undertaken within
other options such as double, and pre-structured
interdisciplinary majors. For example, at Haverford,
the ten to twelve students in double majors, and the
five or six in interdisciplinary programs, in each year's
class of approximately one hundred and sixty, added to the
three or four who create their own majors, yields a more
substantial figure of 12.5% involved in interdisciplinary
programs, Still, one Haverford administrator said there
is "very little use of the flexibility available."
Although such expressions of disappointment were
common among the administrators and faculty interviewed, a
majority of the sample faculty had formed no opinion of
student created majors, having had no experience with the
program. Nevertheless, the overwhelming reaction of the
faculty who had had experience with student created majors
satisfaction with all
was enthusiasm for the concept and a
or most of the program. Professors at all schools praised
the flexibility and opportunity provided for students,
especially the more aggressive and self-directed. Most
faculty considJred the programs at least as coherent as
departmental majors.
On the other hand, a few Professors at each school
believed work in a "discipline" was necessary. Students and
faculty alike feared a negative graduate school reactimm
to student created majors. However, so few have been
completed that an accurate assessmentis not possible. Other
reservations were that some students create a special
major only to avoid specific requirements, and that some
of the programs created could easily have been housed in one
department. An opposing danger cited by several faculty
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was that majors would exceed the resources ancl exnertise
available at the college. Mile this charge was invariably
denied by members of concentration approval boards, rare
examples were noted, such as the Oriental Studies major
at a sample school with no Oriental Studies facilities.

Student created majors, indicatinq large student
interest in a specific area, have occasionally been the
impetus for institutionalization of interdiscinlinary
programs. At Antioch, for example, the demand has been so
great for interdepartmental majors of International Studies,
Environmental Studies, Pre-Law, and Social Work that formal
nrograms have been organized and additional professors have
been hired.
In view of the positive experiences and reactions to
student created majors, it is difficult to understand why
so few students have employed the options A primary factor
at several schools seems to be a lack of awareness of the
existence of the option. At most sample schools this
ignorance was the fault of the students and their advisors,
but at Bowdoin, Wesleyan, and UWGB, sample administrators,
including Registrars and Deans, were unaware of the
existence,of this option at their school despite the inclusion of a description in the catalogue. Such descriptions
alone are apparently insufficient to perpetuate a program.
This maxim is well demonstrated by the history of student
created majors at Brown. In 1968, when the Brown curriculum
was dramatically revised, student initiated concentrations
was part of the package approved by the faculty. However,
the Brown catalogue had, since the late 1940's, mentioned
the student created major as a nermissible form of concentration. The Registrar reports that the ontion was not used
prior to the curriculum change. Following the change,
denartmental requirements were reduced, made less specific,
or expanded to include other options in twelve departments,
yet 4% of the students chose to construct their own majors
in 1969-70. In the Spring of 1971, faculty on the
Curriculum Committee noted iacreased numbers of students
created their own majors. This growth occurred despite
further departmental liberalization.

A small number of students indicated abandoning their
major proposal because of a lack of faculty encouragement.
Several members of this groun cited nrofessors who felt
a departmental major essential for study of their field.
Similarly, the report by the Yale nean of Students office
warns of problems for the student with an inter-denartmental
major "because he is, in effect, in a program by himself
(so that) he must forfeit some of the services normally
major." He
provided as part of a departmental
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therefore must find his own advisors, acquire the necessary
background and sustaining interest without much outside
help, and often convince graduate schools and others of
inherent value of a program thfly have never nreviously been
presented with.
The lack of interest and occasional hostility
regarding student created majors by administrators and
faculty, together with the legitimate warnings publicized
by schools like Yale, combine to provirle a strong pressure
to choose a departmental major. In addition, standing
departments fulfill the needs of many students, while others,
though not entirely happy with any one discipline either
lack sufficient direction to choose from a limited number
of departments let alone create their own concentration, or
find the requirements of one department sufficiently minimal
and/or flexible that they are easily completed, permitting
the addition of many electives. This ease, and the
associated lack of bureaucratic red tape increased the
desirability of departmental majors for many sample students.
This factor increased as some departments, as at Brown,
loosened their requirements and/or offered formal interdisciplinary options. Yet, the departments at Antioch,
where many students design their own major, offer great
latitude with few specific courses required. The fact that
high student involvement in such a prorTram is found at a school
with attractive departmental requirements might be attributed
to Antioch's policy of seeking students "who are ready to
assume responsibility for their own lives
and for their
own learning." (1970-71 Catalogue; page 192), accordingly
drawing a more independent and self-directed student body.
This unique-student hypothesis is strengthened by the
presence of a work-study program which causes the students
to work independently for one half of college years. This
uniqueness of both the Antioch student and program helps
explain the much higher incidence of student created majors
at Antioch than at other sample schools.
REQUIRED STUDENT CREATED MAJORS
Upon reaching the junior year all Justin Morrill
students are expected to choose a faculty member to serve
as a concentration advisor and assist the student in planning
a major program.
The concentration can be either of
departmental or interdepartmental nature, and may be anything meeting certain credit requirements which a faculty
member will sign.
In recent years, 40-50/ of the majors
have been standard departmental concentrations, while others
have closely resembled them.
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Such a program forces each student to address the
question of what he wants to learn in college, encourages
the planning of programs rather than mere enrollment
in random courses, currently the rule within many departments, and is compatible with the prevalent disciplinary
organization of the faculty. On the other hand, such a program in schools lacking Justin Morrill's enormous facultystudent contact time would experience the same difficulties
(See Advising). In addition, a
found in advising systems.
faculty review board designed to maintain academic quality,
usually included in student created major programs, would
become very costly, requiring an enormous commitment of
faculty time. The omission of such a board, however,
enhances the possibility of all the potential problems
attributed to student created majors.

NO MAJOR AND CONTRACTS
Three schools not having concentration programs were
studied. One of them, discussed at length under General
Eeucationo is St. John's College which requires a common
four years general education program for all students.
The other two, Sarah Lawrence and New College, are more
conventional in orientation,
Sarah Lawrence has no formal mechanism to allow students
to concentrate and, in fact, attempts to enforce breadth
by requiring students to take each of their three courses
each term in a different department. Juniors and Seniors
are permitted, with the perfunctory permission of a committee,
to take a "two-thirds program" with two courses in the same
In fact, ntudents may not specialize as much as they
field.
do elsewhere since, in 1971, the following number of
students had opted for a two-thirds program.
NUMBER. AND PERCENT OF SARAH LAWRENCE STUDENTS
TAKING no--THIPDS PROcakl

Number of Students
in Class

Number Taking
2/3 Program

Percent Taking
2/3 Program

Junior

157

30

19%

Senior

125

60

48%

Nevertheless, it is possible to achieve the equivalent of a
traditional major by taking a course each .semester in one
department. Although these figures were not available,
84
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most faculty members interviewd estimated that between
50-75% of the students graduated with a major, while
approximately two-thirds of the students in the sample
planned to graduate with a major.
All but one professor felt the lack of majors was a
good idea not adversely affecting students interested in
graduate school, while this professor felt Sarah Lawrence
provided insufficient background for graduate school.
A significant number of students, however, indicated
problems with not having a major. Over one-third of the
students planning to concentrate felt they would be at a
disadvantage because of the absence of official majoring.
Several students interested in psychology, theatre, and
English said they were going to another school for at least
one year to take the programs they thought they needed for
graduate school. While this problem, felt by one-fifth
of the sample is serious and should be investigated,
it must be remembered that a significant contributing
factor to thesituation may also be the limited faculty
size and course offerings available at Sarah Lawrence,
which necessarily cause gaps in the curriculum.
An even more novel approach to concentration and
course selection is the contract system adopted at New
College in 1969. The College abolished official majoring and
substituted an option to work under a contract each term.
Students were given the choice of declaring a major, and
of the seventy. 1971 graduates, thirty-one had done so.
Since some of the students were carried over from the
old program when a qualifying exam was required, the College
Recorder felt the number of students declaring a major would
drop.

It should be noted that despite the novelty of
concentration at Sarah Lawrence and New College, and some
student and faculty fears, neither school has experienced
any difficulty in having ita students admitted to excellent
graduate schools.
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COMPREHENSIVE EXAMINATIONS AND SENIOR YEAR

1

CREDIT BY EXAM

Minor efforts have been made by colleges to deal with
the varied educational backgrounds and learning rates of
undergraduates. One program permits students to receive
credit for prior knowledge that corresponds to university
course offerings.
The most simple instance of such a program is at
the University of California, Santa Cruz where, as an extension of the arrangements many colleges have to exempt
proficient students from language and distribution requirements, a student may petition to obtain credit for any course
if he feels he has mastered the material. The course
instructor must approve the petition and administer an
examination.

Administrators said the option has not been as
popular as anticipated; however, the Registrar's office showed
it to be frequently used. During 1970-71, "approximately
two hundred and twenty-five students," or 7% of the student
body used'the option to obtain course credit by examination
for at least one course.
At Florida Presbyterian College, Credit by Exam is
suoplemented by a program of "Directed Studies" which gives
prepared syllabi for certain courses to students when they
are unable to attend the course; when summer vacationing,
when involved in study abroad, when the course is not being
offered, or when the student has a time conflict. Because
a syllabus must be prepared, the program is only available
for specific courses.
In 1970-71, thirty-six Directed
Studies courses were available.

A professor is responsible for students taking one of
his Directed Study courses and he must be available for
advising (in some cases, written) and the administration and
review of papers and exams. The only problem noted
concerning Directed studies was that some faculty members
sponsor too many students each term so that they are unable
to provide adequate advice or paner supervision.
The final such offering studied was the Self-Achievement Program sponsored by the Experimental College at
Tufts University. This program is intended for students who
feel they can better master the material of a course
outside the class with the help of a professor, than in the
classroom. Thus, students who have had difficulty with
math, for example, have used this option, rather than the
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course, to move more slowly and emphasize troublesome areas.
A student in the Self-Achievement program works with a
The program attracted only
professor and must pass an exam.
eight students in its first year, 1969-70.

COMPREHENSIVE EXAMINATIONS
For the purposes of thissection, a comprehensive
examihation will be defined as a written or oral test which
is administered universally to the members of one academic
Comprehensive exams were studied at Bard, Haverford,
year.
Reed, St. John's, Santa Cruz, and New Collegeschools
representing a spectrum ranging from the classical to the
innovative curricula.
SOPHOMORE EXAMINATIONS

A few schools have felt a need for a rite of passage
between freshman and sophomore years of general education,
and the junior and senior years of specialization. Bard
College, for examnle, divtdes its program into an "Upper"
and "Lower" college with a "moderation" exam required for
transition. Moderation consists of a student self assessment
through a required paper, academic tasks required by some
departments, and an oral defense before a faculty board of
three from the division in wIlich the student desires to
concentrate. The Moderation is held during the sonhomcre
year to determine whether the division will adcent the student
as a major. A student failing noderation must apply to
moderate in a different division; he may not choose a different
major option within the division. About 10% of the students
fail Moderation on the first attemnt.
Bard's faculty were more positive regarding the
Moderation, at least in theory, than were its students.
About 80% of the faculty praised the concent of providing
students with a needed period of introspection, although many
indicated a feeling that the Moderation had deteriorated
over the yearq, and at least one division had unriertaken a
faculty survey to re-evaluate it. Only a small number of
faculty felt it created undue anxiety, although several
indicated that it was very difficult for transfer students.

Less than one-third of Bard's students were happy with
the practice of Moderation, although like tIle faculty, a
significant number were enthusiastic about the concept.
Similarly, less than one-third of those who had already
experienced the Moderation had found it valuable. Students
felt that divisions had different goals and employed
different practices. For example, all the students who had

taken the Moderation in one division said it was impossible to fail
while all those in another stickd it was used by their division to cut
In addition, several students indicated
down its oversubscription.
that the ease of Moderation depended as much upon who was on the
panel as in what division the Moderation occurred,

One ofien-expressed fear concerning ordeals such as Moderation
is that great, and implicitly harmful, anxiety will be created as the
students worry about failing. At Bard, 40% of the sample, when asked,
indicated such feelings.
St. John's College employs a similar procedure called Sophomore
Enabling. Sophomore Enabling is a review, conducted by the Instruction
Committee, of the student's first two years at the college, after which
a decision is made regarding his continuing at the college. Decisions
the student is "enabled". i.e., becomes
fall within three categories:
a junior; the student is told specific work he must do to be enabled;
or he is not enabled and asked to leave. All sophomores write an essay
summarizing^what they have learned and this, according to the catalogue,
is a major part of enabling.

Because St. John's, unlike Bard, requires its students to meet
individually with all their professors each term (see GRADING))
Sophomore Enabling was not considered as unique as Moderation was at
Nevertheless, faculty and student reactions were not dissimilar,
Bard.
with faculty at St. John's thinking it was a good idea:while students
had very mixed feelings. The anxiety caused by Enabling was somewhat
greater than that encountered at Bard, since many students reported
having no idea what was being examined, how to prepare for it, nor on
what basis judgements were made.
Both St. John's and Bard combined the potentially worthwhile idea
of requiring students to examine where they've been and where they're
going with the somewhat tired structure of a comprehensive exam with
its judgements of success and failure. Thus, the important issues of
what a student learns and what he wants to do with it are made subsidiary
to passing. A school which dealt with this more successfully, however,
was Haverford College.

At the end of the freshman year, each Haverford student meets with
a panel of faculty and seniors to discuss the student's general education
program and future plans. The panel is charged vith making advisory
reccomendations for the student, including further studies if necessary.
(See ADVISING for an in depth study of Haverford's approach.)
The final college studied with a sophomore exam was New College,
which at the entrance of its charter class required passage of a
qualifying exam to enter each department as a major. Because each
department treated the exam so differently, the requiremeut
was dropped in 1970, after
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six years, and the exam was left as an option to each depliwtment. Only two departments, Biology and Mathematics, chose
to continue it.

JUNIOR EXAMINATIONS

Reed College imposes a junior qualifying exam to
ascertain each student's ability to write the required senior
thesis. Each student is given two chances to pass this exam,
after which he is denied the opportunity to continue in that
department. Exams for students pursuing interdisciplinary
majors are tailor-made by the sponsoring faculty.
The qualifying exam has become less difficult in recent
years. The Registrar reported a past failure rate of 15%
and a current failure rate of 3 or 4%. This Aeorease is
partly due to the efforts of same departments, which, after
a student fails once,go over his weaknesses with him and tutor him
for several weeks until he can pass the second time.
Like most of the exams mentioned, Reed's aroused
little enthusiasm from students and only theoretical praise
from instructors. The faculty were divided largely between
those who felt the exam had symbolic value as a final barrier1
and those who thought it was a meaningless ritual, while only
a small humber thought the exam was a useful review of the
first three years. While some professors thought the exam
was very difficult and required much preparation, all the
members of the sample acknowledged that the fear of failurs
was no longer a significant factor.
Students were united in their lack of strong feeling
for the junior qualifying exam. All but one sample member
felt no real pressure or anxiety with regard to it, and
no one seemed to feel that it was an onerous intrusion upon
their lives. Similarly, all but one of the seniors interviewed found little benefit in the actual functioning of the
institution.
SENIOR YEAR EXAMINATIONS
Some colleges require a comprehensive elcam in tIlc senior
Each of the three schools studied employing this
year.

device administer the exam through the student's mjor,
At Reed, for example, seniors, before graduation are 2equiree
to take a two hour oral exam based on their collegs
experience, but focusing on the thesis and senior year work.
Although students and faculty were not asked about thili
the Registrar explained that the exams are used to tie

together the college experience and, as no one has failed
in many years, they have become only a nsychological
hurdlc:.

One of the few original requirements New College has
maintained is a senior exam called the Baccalaureate. A
committee of the student's prefessora, two students, and
the senior project advisor administrate the Baccalaureate
exam. The form of the exam is determined by the individual
committees, although the purpose is generally to review
each student's work and senior project. Associated with a
very law failure rate was a lack of apprehension by students.
The final examination to be discussed is that given
by Santa Cruz where every senior must T.,ass a comprehensive
administered by his Board of Study (department). The exam
may be written, oral, a combination of both, or, in some
cases, a thesis. The Registrar reported that approximately
10% had chosen to write a thesis each year, although it was
felt this number had been rising. Each Board sets its own
policy. A student working under an interdisciplinary
major receives an exam created by his advisors while students
with double majors generally take two exams. The exams are
graded honors/pass/fail, and those who fail must repeat the
exam. Two failures may keep a student from graduating.
Exam formations vary by subject area. For example, students
in the fine arts must assemble a one-man show, while those in
the sciences must engage in research activities, and those in
literature must take a test based on a list of thirty to forty
books.
Faculty and students both liked the idea of the
exam although a significant number of the students expressed
a lack ofmformation regarding its workings. The major
strength cited was that it helps students synthesize what
they have learned. Weaknesses noted by both students
and faculty were that the exam is administered with varying
degrees of seriousness in different departments, and that some
anxiety is created prior to the exam. Fifteen percent of
In addition, some
the sample students expressed this fear.
students felt the requirement was a burden which did not
provide a sufficient reward.
SENIOR PROJECTS

Senior projects were studied at Bard, Reed, and
New College.
Bard College requires each student to complete a senior
project which accounts for one course each semester of
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senior year. The nature of the project varies from
division to division, i.e., from an artistic project, to
laboratory research, to translation of a foreign work,
to the topically oriented evaluatory, analytical or
critical long paper. The tonic for the senior project
must in thedry be approved by the division faculty, though
in fact, the job is lodged largely with the student's
advisor. The analysis of the completed project by the
division includes, as did the comprehensive, an oral
examination before a faculty board.

The senior project is by far the most popular feature
of the Bard curriculum. Over three-fourths of the students,
and a large majority of the faculty expressed enthusiasm
for the project. Aspects of the project which received
praise, were the close contact between students and faculty,
the opportunity provided for independent study, and the
psychological benefit resulting from such a nroject.
The last factor was emphasized by professors who said senior
projects had imparted a sense of confidence to many students,
and by students who indicated the work they had been able to
do for a project had made important changes in their selfStudents felt no anxiety toward the senior project,
image.
although 40% of the same Bard sample had expressed anxiety
concerning the Moderation previousLy discussed.
At New College, one quarter of each student's last
year is devotei to preparing a thesis in his major field.
(Due to the abolition of required concentration, this
Because a great stress is
requirement will be changed.)
placed upon independent study at New College, requiring
that students complete a certain number of independent
study projects, the senior project did not provide the same
breath of fresh air it did at Bard. Students and faculty
were pleased with it, but it was simply considered as an
extended independent study project.
The thesis at Reed College, however, received the
same overwhelming enthusiasm as was noted at Bard. The
program is structured and administered similarly at the two
schools, although the Reed administration seemed to regard it as
an even more central part of the curriculum. The quality of
work produced is apparently so high, and so often cited,
that a small number of students expressed fear of being
equal to the task. Several theses each year have been
published in professional journals, and the requirement is
considered a sufficiently integral part of the senior year
that 6% of the student sample felt it had been a significant
factor in their derlisions to either finish all four years
or to return after having dropped out.
The faculty and students thought the senior thesis
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was an excellent idea which was well administered and
properly responded to by all. Many said it was the best
part of the Reed curriculum. The members of the
student sample already working on their theses expressed
unqualified enthusiasm while most other students ware
looking forward to beginning tne thesis.
SENIOR SEMINARS

The senior seminar, like the senior thesis and
comprehensive, seeks to provide a useful culmination
to the senior year, however the seminar utilizes a common
senior sharing experience to replace the individual achievement
and testing atmospheres characterizing the other methods.
The programs studied at Bowdoin, JuStin-Morrill, and
New College all try to constitute the senior year as more than
a moratorium in which to haphazardly look back at past
exploits and to timidly make plans for the future, by
attempting to engender a synthesis of student experiences
and a sense of the wholeness of knowledge.
An *effort to have senior seminars at New College has
already been abandoned. The college's plan was to devote
the first and third years to diversified course work, and
the second to a major. One element of the third year
program was to be the senior seminars which were to be
interdisciplinary offerings.

In 1968, the seminar was dropped because, according
to New College Institutional Self Study, 1970, by the senior
yeaF7students were already too specialized for interdisciplinary work. It was also found impossible to locate
and organize a "uniform and relevant" program.
Similarly, a senior seminar program at Justin
Morrill College, structured as an interdisciplinary, teamtaught course, has been remodeled, owing to student
dissatisfaction and the excessive costs inherent in team
teaching. Currently, the seminar program reintroduced in
Fall '70 is a more modest undertaking with three or four
sections (per semester) each taught by individual faculty,
for the two hundred seniors.
Bowdoin College has made one aEthe most comprehensive
attempts in the country to reexamine and rebuild the senior
year, far surpassing the more limited efforts of the other..
two schools. In 1964, Bowdoin opened a Senior Center and
began a program of senior seminars.

The suggested structure of the seminars, which
professors are encouraged to experiment with, is to have a
few weeks If class meetings at the start of the term, then a
lengthy period in whith each student works on a topic-related
project, either individually or as part of a gronn, and then
further class meetings at the end to try to learn from each
other and tie together what was learned. Coordination of
seminars is achieved through staff meetings occurring
twice a semester. Seminars are limited in size to fifteen,
although each year a few have been larger. Despite ne use
of four and five point grading systems in the College, the
seminars have, since their inception, been graded on an
Honors/Pass/Fail basis, in an effort to lessen student's
fear of leaving the discipline In which they felt secure.
All faculty are approached to teach in the program,
and, through "gentle persuasion and arm-twisting' twenty to
twenty-five seminars are mounted each year for the two
hundred and thirty seniors. Faculty must obtain departmental
permission to particinate in the seminar since the conrse
counts as part of their teaching load and is financed by
their department. The Director of the Seminar Program
said he had had good cooneration from the faculty, and
professors from all departments have participated.
From the start of the Seminar Program in 1964 through the
Spring of 1970, full professors had, surprisingly, formed
the largest contingent in the volunteer teaching staff.
In that same period, professors from the humanities
were 30% of the program staff, while social scientists
accounted for 32%, and scientists and mathematicians provided
27%.
Since several science faculty presented seminars on
non-science topics, an occurrance not reciprocated by
the other professors, the percentage of science seminars
offered is aomewhat less than 27% of the total.
Students sign up for seminars by listing their first three
choices, and are placed on a first come-first served basis.
Students have been asked to suggest seminar topics but,
to date, there has been little response, although the effort
has not been abandoned.

When the program started, seniors were required to take
one seminar each semester. In 1967, the requirement was
reduced to one seminar during the year, and in 1970 the
requirement was dropped. During the period from 1967 to 1970,
when one seminar was required, anproximately two-thirds
of the seniors took two seminars. /n the first year following the elimination of any seminar requirement, 89% of the
seniors took at least one seminar.
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Members of the sample were asked their opinion of
the strengths, weaknesses, and overall value of the seminar in
which they had participated. Almost half of the students, 49%,
had a positive reaction to the course (19% were highly
enthusiastic,)16% were negative, and 35% were neutral or had
no oninion. All the faculty interviewed felt positively
totiard their seminr exnerience.
The strengh mentioned most frequently by students was
structure of the seminar. Students appreciated both the
loose, informal nature of the course, ana the opportunity
provideel for freedom and independent study. Most
interestingly, only one student mentioned finding value
in the opportunity provided to view another field. The
quality of the instructor was the most frequently cited
factor affecting seminars, and it was listed as a weakness
twice as often as it was a strength. Other frequently
mentioned weaknesses were the lack of participation by
seminar members, the assumption by the instructor of too
much student background, and the lack of academic substance
in the seminars.

Faculty more often than students favored the program
on the basis of its philosophical foundation. Thus,
groups of professors felt the seminar was valuable for
affording an opportunity for students and instructors to
deal with subjects not part of their disciPline. 70% of
the faculty sairl teaching the seminar was a great
exnerience, and 42% mentioned the excitement they felt in
Faculty members
getting non-majors interested in a subject.
also felt the seminar provided highly motivated students
because they emphasize topics of student interest. Similarly,
several professors noted enhanced faculty motivation owing
to volunteer faculty involvement and utilization of seminar
tonics of high faculty interest. Science tonics, however,
were considered difficult to transmit to non-science students.
rulty felt seminars were harder to teach than other courses
the first year, and easinr thereafter.
Students overWhelmingly felt subject matter was the major
reason for enrollment in specific seminars. However, a majority
of students felt seminars would be no less valuable for sophomores,
juniors, or seniors.
Although students are generally not permitted to take
seminars in their specific major area, it is significant that
55% of the students enrolled in seminars whose subject was
On the following page is a list of
outside their school.
seminars offered in the Fall term, 1970, well representing the
nature of topics offered in the seminar program.
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Science, Technology, and Society
Fifth Centure B.C. Athens: A Century of Greatness?*
The Musical Avant-Garde, Old and New*
The American Revolution*
Political Institutions and Social Change: Recent American
and British Exclerience*
Memory*
The Art of Color*
Strategies for Games*
Friedrich Nietzsche: A Problematic 7igure of our Time

Environmental Decision-making: The Citizen's Role in Land
Use Planning in Maine
The Artist as Philosopher*
Herman Melville*
The Literary Work of Herman Hesse, the Steppenwolf*
Modern Architecture and Urban Planning*
Don Quijote de la Mancha
Elementrophy
Seminar on Drugs
*Seminars excluding students with majors in related fields.

An Important aspect of the Senior Seminar Program
is that some of the seminars have been used by faculty as
experiments to test a possible departmental course offering.
Thus, a senior seminar in 1966 on "Africa: The Politics
of Development" became a freshman course in 1967. Similar
experiences occurred with numerous other seminars. But, more
importantly, faculty indicated using the seminars as a
laboratory to experiment with new teaching methodologies,
which many brought back to the departmental classroom.
The most significant feature of the 13owdoin seminars
is their inclusion in a comprehensive senior program housed
in a senior center. The Center is a small complex of
dormitories with facilities to house the senior class and a small
number of faculty. The Center contains a dining room, guest
apartments, and recreational and common rooms, and is used
almost exclusively by the senior class. The exceptions
are generally public events open to the entire college.
Activities taking place in the Senior Center include
concerts, lectures, some classes, and many of the senior
seminars.

The Senior Center has an annual budget of $35,000
to $40,000 which pays visiting lecturers, student enployment,
If the cost of
secretary salaries, and travel allotments.
the faculty time, which is absorbed by the departments, is
included, the budget is close to $100,000 and even this
figure ignores the maintenance of the Center.
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The Dircctor of the Center, in his annual report,
indicated that while senior seminars are the largest "single
element of course" with limited enrollments, they may not be
as necessary as they were in 1964. Now there are more small
classes in the curriculum, there are more opportunities for
independent'study elsewhere, and the freshmen and sophomore
distribution courses which the seminars were intended to
compliment, no longer exist.

It is immediately clear that the Center has provided
a large number of seminars which, for many seniors and
faculty, have been a rewarding experience. In addition, the
Center has offered many cultural and other non-credit
activities which have been well received. Also, the Center
has given all seniors the chance to live together, which
seems to be an accomplishment of dubious value.
The Center has also made Bowdoin more receptive to
innovation. Although the College had been considered by
its constituents, as well as by outsiders, to be somewhat
conservative academically before the Center was started,
Bowdoin has since that time made a number of changes which have
destroyed.that reputation. For example, the College loosened
its grading system shortly, but significantly before such
changes became common place. It also has a number of
interdisciplinary course offerings which, while not a great
number, is more than colleges of greater size offer.
Also, the fact that students can create their own majors,
though few people do so, must be considered an innovation of
note.

While it can be suggested that these changes are
attributable to the temper of the time, it seems that would
be unfair. For Bowdoin has shown an interest in its students
and in different forms of learning emanating from the
presence of one innovative program which has proviled a
good example by not failing. That program, the Senior
Program, has been far from a total success, and it has
not, through its own offerings, radically changed Bowdoin,
yet it seems to have created, or perhaps only focused, an
awareness of the necessity of regulating and revising
academic programs.
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EXTRA-DEPARTMENTAL CURRICULAR INPUTS
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Departmental structure has not been able to incorporate nontraditional learning formats into the conventional curricula. Therefore, some colleges have loosened or changed the organization of their
faculty and/or departments to include such programs. (see CONCENTRATION)
Other schools have created supplementary structures to sponsor offerings
which are frequently not faculty taught, strictly disciplinary, nor
course oriented. This chapter will examine these extra-departmental
structures.
.

UNIVERSITY COURSES
The university course is an extra-departmental structure,
designed primarily for juniors and seniors though in practice intluding
the entire undergraduate student body, created with the intent of
broadening the very narrow experience encountered by students in
departmental majors. University course programs were examined at
Brown and Trinity.
Each year since 1969 faculty at Trinity have offered a number of
interdisciplinary courses outside the departmental structure, called
In 1970-71, fourssuch courses were given in the Fall
College Courses.
term and an additional course was given in the Spring. The five courses
enrolled 136 students while 458 had been enrolled the previous year. The
size differences can be attributed to a cut-back in the number of courses.
Any faculty member may teach one College Course per year as a
fourth course without departmental approval, or as a thrid course with,
departmental approval. Faculty indicated that most departments are un.=
enthusiastic about the concept of college courses, and since no other
tangible incentive is provided, it is not surprising that so few
professors volunteered and that only one who did was junior. Opinion
regarding the courses, from the small number of participants interviewed,
varied markedly even in the same course. The faculty samnle expressed
little interest in, or knowledge of the program, while several students
noted that the courses were overcrowded.
:

University Courses at Brawn have been equally disappointing. These
existed well before the 1969 curricular change, but the Maeder report had
proposed considerably expanding the number of offerings, then tax, to the
level and nature suggested for third tier courses in the Magazivir Report.
(The Maeder report, essentially a faculty evaluation of the student
written Magaziner report, provided the framework for the 1969 curricular
change at Brown.) Yet only 14 such courses, taught by 9 faculty, were
offered in 1969-70. Three were given by Brown's University Professor, the
only member of the Brown faculty with no departmental affiliation.
University Course topics f r 1969=70 were:
Modes of Experience: Science, History, Philosophy, and the Arts
Conceptions of Man: Diversity and Coherence
Between Man and Man
The Earth as Man's Abode
Technology and the Moral Order
Introduction to Cinema
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Film History and Theory
Sociological Study of a University Student Environment
urban Design Studio: A Case History
The Role of Science in Civilization
The Informative Way of Life
History of Materials: Technology and Culture
Technology and the City
Morphology-A Study of Form in Human Experience

Although most faculty participants had found their
experiences to be posittvo and indicated they had learned a
great deal, their conceptions of what the program should be
varied considerably, with several noting that they used the
course as a laboratory to try new techniques and teaching
styles. The only consistent complaint made was that
students demanded more structure to the extent that one
faculty member said he was forced to return to a "regular
course format."
The other faculty in the samnle were asked why they
had not participated in the program. The vast majority
merely indicated a lack of interest, although several said
it would also be an additional course to teach. No department
encouragement was noted by any faculty member, though several
noted a passive attitude.
Although few students in the sample hai been involved
with University Courses, their reactions, like those of the
Trinity students, were extremely varied. The coherence
and philosophy of an entire program was in no way apparent,
which is to say that each course emerged as a separate
entity. The only criticism lodged with any frequency was
that so fe,Y University Courses are offered that classes
are overcrowded and many students are excluded.
The class formats varied as much as the recorded
comments, ranging from a standard faculty lecture to a
student structured and lead seminar. Given this information it would clearly be impossible to complete an evaluation
since there is no clearly defined program in practice.

The very existence of an extra-departmental program
at the University of California, Santa Cruz, would seen
unnecessary because the encouragement of interdisciplinary
work has been such a central concern of the planners of its
curriculum and faculty structure. For example, the Provost
of one Santa Cruz college estimated that 101 of the
University's courses are interdisciplinary in the sense that they
couldn't be offered within the confines of one department,
and some of these are taught by more'than one professor,
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often from different divisions.
Yet, despite this figure which, comnaratively at
least, is quite impressive, several of the colleges at
Santa Cruz have ,Ireated structures to further facilitate
interdisciplinary courses. Stevenson College, for example,
offers college seminars which study specific crossdisciplinary topics in depth and Crown, the college emphasizing the natural sciences, offers optional senior seminars
with topics "often chosen to illustrate and to explore the
inter-relations betwoen scientific and non-scientific
disciplines." The Crown senior seminars offered in 1970-71
were:

*The Problem of the Pollution of Air and Water
*The Phenonenon of Man
*Ecology
Organization Climate: Philosophy and Ecology
1Governance and Management
Science Fiction
and Society
Heredity, Evolution
The Quest for Enlightenment
Human Biology
*Environmental Influences on Human Characteristics
The Visual Arts
Interdependence in the Atlantic Community
Technology and Community
Frontiers of Knowledge in the Light of Modern Physics
,

* indicates course taught by professors from different
Boards of Study (departments).
1

indicates course taught by professor and administrator.

OPEN-ENDED EXTRA-DEPARTMENTAL COURSE PROGRAMS
The extra-departmental open-ended course prograims,
as discussed in this section, are groups of non-departmental
and inter-departmental courses prepared for individual
students, groups of students, or groups composed of students,
In each
faculty, administrators, and community people.
case, these courses were chosen by an extra-departmental
student-faculty committee from suggestions submttted by its
constituency. Such programs were studied at Brandeis,
Yale, Stanford, and Tufts. Brandeis offers the simplest
prIgram, providing only a handful of traditional courses.
Tufts is the largest program going far beyond single course
formats in its offerings. The additional structures
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examined at Tufts provide thle context for supplental study
of ad hoc programs, such as independent study and multilde
course unit groupings at other colleges.

The Flexible Curriculum Program at Brandeis is administered
by a student-faculty committee, though final approval lies wlth
the Dean of Faculty's office whidh has occasionally vetoed
controversial courses. The program has been successful in
having their courses picked up by departments. Four Flexible
Curriculum courses were subsequently offered by departments,
which is particularly significant since only half of the
participating faculty have been members of the regular Brandeis
One course, "The Biology of man", was even picked up
faculty.
by a department after approval by the Flexible Curriculum
Committee, but before it was given.
The numller of student and faculty suggestions have
been few, no more than ten in any term. The courses have,
however, been well attended with size limits imposel in
several instances. The program has occasionally been used
by students, in the words of the Dean of Faculty, "to do their
radical thing." In one instance, a student leafier sitting
on the Committee suggested a course taught by a controversial
professor. whose contract was not being renewed, and in
another instance, a student groun tried to use the Committee
to pass a number of coursescomprised in an experimental college
program which the regular curriculum committee would not
consider. Otherwise, as felt by most and again verbalized
by the Dean of Faculty, the Committee "functioned only
routinely."

Yale University's program to snonsor non-depertmental
courses is of much greater magnitude than any of those
nreviously discussed. Since 1968, the school has offered a
program of Residential College Seminars, given with full
course credit and organized within each of Yale's twelve
residential colleges. The courses are each limited
to fifteen students, with most between twelve and fifteen.
Courses can be repeated no more than twice, and by 1970-71,
150 seminars were being offered each year of more than 200
proposed.

The seminars wero established not only to provide
an educational outnut for the colleges, but also to provide
a structure to accommodate course experimentation and
immediate demands for presentation of specific material.
Students from the sponsoring college are given preference,
but all students are eligible for all seminars.
The Yale College Course Study Committee must approve
all seminars. The courses, suggested by students or faculty,
must also receive the approval of the appropriate departments,
the College's senior fellows committee, and perfunctorily
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One Committee member said the Committee often
the faculty.
screens courses to insure faculty approval and maintain
the Committee's good renutation. Most of the seminar leaders
are from Yale, although many have infrequently taught
undergraduates. The non-Yale teachers have included several
"big names"'such as Jonathon Kozol, Arthur Miller, and
Vincent Canby.
Each residential college has a budget of approximately
$22,000 from which departments are repaid $1500 to $2000
for each professor's time. Although dnpartments are generally
cooperative, the program's Director said some fight not to
give un their professors. He said, however, that there is a
general acceptance and, in many cases, imitation of the
seminars within departments.
One of the purposes intended for the seminars was to
test run courses for adoption by the departments. This has
been successful for many courses including "Creative
Writing," "Art," "Afro-American Studies," "Urban Studies,"
"Environmental Studies," "Hebrew," and "Literature."
One problem with this however, according to a report in the
Yale Daily News, is that some departments have adopted an
ifitistireicurthir-Ehey need make little effort to accommodate
student suggestions for innovation since the student can go
to the Residential Collegn Seminars (RCS).
Faculty were asked why they had tau/ht a seminar.
Only one said his department chairman had asked him, while
the rest were split evenly between those who had volunteered
to teach a subject of special interest and those who had been
asked to teach a specific course by students. Those who had
volunteered from their own initiative did so because their
course couldn't be taught in their department, they liked
the idea of college seminars and wanted to participate, or
they wanted to teach freshmen and sophomores (which they
usually couldn't). The topics students had asked professors
to teach differed little from those the other professors had
designed. They ranged from "Ecology," "The Philosophy of
Science," and 'Genetic Manipulation' to "University Protest"
and "Broadcasting for Social Purposes."
The seminars are all structured in the same manner,
They meet for about three hours a week, either in one or
two meetings, and most require a paner and/or project.
Many have each student acquaint himself with a particular
aspect of the toric and give an oral presentation to the
class while some combine field work with classroom activity.
One seminar had five professors from varied fields eat lunch
with ten students each week and discuss their current
research and interests,
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One third of the faculty sample taught the seminar in
addition to their other course work. Many of the others
said their department encouraged them to teach seminars
because it gave the department a "good image" outsirle its
usual constituency, and several professors indicating a problem pectaiar, to few colleges, said their departments were
so over-staffed that their time was their own.
Both professors and students were overwhelmingly
enthusiastic about their exneriences with the Residential
College Seminars. 85% of the faculty sample expressed a
positive reaction and no one felt completely negative. Students,
as reported in Yale's Course Critique, were equally
enthusiastic.
Rating an courses on a six point scale,
30% of the seminars were rated five or more, placing the RCS
at the top of Yale's other departments. The strengths
mentioned by professors focused on the structure of the
seminars, the material and the teaching experience obtained.

One strength mentioned or implied by most was that teaching a Residental College Seminar was fun.
The strengths mentioned by students were the high level
of discussion and the emphasis on individuality, freedom
and flexibility.
Most weaknesses mentioned by professors were expressed
in terms of things the professor would change after his
first experience with the seminar. These included
professors who, in the future, would teach students with
more structure or less breadth. An example of one professor
who learned from his seminar was a man who offered a
superficial survey of all natural sciences, which he found
too broad. Since his students particularly enjoyed the
section on relativity, he planned to devote a whole seminar
to that the following year.
Weaknesses mentioned by students were poor planning in
some seminars, the many hurdles to course approval, and the
occasional variation in the student and the professor's
concept of the course. An example in this last category
was a seminar entitled "Is a Just War Possible" about the
Pelopenessian War, which students had expected to be more
contemporary.
Stanford University employs a number of structures
to initiate non-departmental courses. Its oldsst program,
established in 1964, is Undergraduate Special Courses, which is
intended to provide three types of offerings:
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Courses offered to undergraduates by members
of the graduate and professional schools.

"1.

2.

Experimental, inter-disciplinary, and other
innovative courses which professors find easier
to offer outside their department.

3.

Student initiated courses which, while suggested
by students and often designed by students with a
professor, are usually taught by a professor."

Students may take up to twelve Undergraduate Special
Courses, or 36 credits, whichever is less, during the four
years.

The courses offered vary greatly. Courses given in
one term of 1970-71 included, for example, Masters of
20th Century Architecture; Economics of Health; Math and
Science for Non-Scientists; Modern Hebrew; Legal Problems or
Campus Unrest; Helping High School Students Learn by Inquiry;
Roots of zen,

The number of courses offered and the number of
students enrolling has mushroomed which may be an indication
of the program's success since participation for both students and faculty is voluntary and without departmental
incentives and compensation,
UNDERGRADUATE
SPECIALS
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70

.

Number of
Courses

Number of Student
Participants
208
602
1947
2193
3503

14
34
99

100
124

Average
Class Size
15
18
20
22
28

A second non-departmental program offering courses
is the Stanford Workshops on Political and Social I3Sues
(SWOPSI). This was organized during the summer of 1969
to attempt to turn the college curriculum "more directly
toward urgent social and political problems ..." The program
hopes to affect the University in general and the residents
of the surrounding communities, as well as the participants
in each workshop.
SWOPSI is student led and presents primarily studentinitiated courses, although not student-taught. The courses
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are open to anyone, although only undergraduates receive
course credit. In SWOPSI's first term ten courses were
offered on topics such as "Air Pollution in the Bay Area,"
"California Logging Policy," "Delivery of Health Services,"
"University Research Policy," and "Disarmament Negotiations."
nespite the inclusion of the last topic,the program attempts
to sponsor courses on issues which can be studied first hand.
The program has grown and offered eighteen workshops
in its second quarter, twenty-two in the Fall of '70 and
twenty-seven in the Winter of '70-71.

Most of the workshops combine weekly seminar metings
with much independent research. Most are graded pass/fail
and each is provided with a small budget for expenses,
although larger sums are available for workshops wishing, for
example, to publish a report. Several of the inaugural
workshops released lengthy reports which were credited with
influencing specific local and state-wide policy decisions.
Seventy percent of SWOPSI's first year operating
expenses of $10,000were provided by a Ford Foundation grant
while its second year budget of $12,000 was provided by a
Ford sponsored University "Innovation Fund."
Stanford's third non-departmental forum is the Student
Center for Innovation in Research and Education (SCIRE),
designed to be a "facilitating mechanism for educational
projects specifically designed to resnond to student
proposals." (Catalogue). It was proposed by Stanford's
student government and established for a one-year experiment
It is considered a formal subcommittee of the
in 1970-71.
Committee on Undergraduate Studies and has the power to
grant limited amounts of credit (27 credits per student)
for individual and group projects. SCIRE is governed
by a student-faculty board, requiring a two-thirds majority
for most decisions, and administered by a half-time director,
part-time assistant, and full-time secretary.
SCIRE's most significant facet is that the impetus for
any project must originate from a student. The student must
approach SCIRE's governing board with a proposal for a project
or course, and the board offers advice and decides if, and
how much credit should be given. If the board approves a
proposal, the student must find a faculty advisor.
In SCIRE's first three quarters of operation, it
received 47 proposals and approved 34. Approved were 12
individual and 22 group projects which together enrolled 333
students. The proposals not approved are often referred to
a department, SWOPSI, or the Undergraduate Specials, so
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that of the 13 turned down, 6 were immediately offered
elsewhere and two were to be resubmitted. The method
of grading is decided by each instructor, and about
one-half used letters and half pass/fail. From a small
questionnaire return, the board was able to make several
conclusions. All students and faculty attracted to the
program felt they would participate again in SCIRE and
few had previously enrolled in one of the University's
other distinctive programs. Also, of the program's
first fourteen offerings, seven appeared to be successful
in terms of traditional course criteria, and two were just
individual directed studies which, while leaving a
substantial number of failures, is a good average for an
experimental program.
SCIRE's other function in its first year was to be
a clearinghouse for information regarding any seemingly
distinctive academic program or course at, or near Stanford.
In this capacity, SCIRE managed to temporarily adopt two
other student-initiated programs. One part of the clearinghouse function is the "Friends of the Center." This is a
list of the 134 members of the 600 member faculty who
responded to a questionnaire asking what types of studentinitiated'programs they would be interested in advising,
either formally or informally. Another example of SCIRE's
compendium of information is a "Paper Bank". It began to
bring together students who have written papers with alumni
and other outside professionals who volunteer to comment cm
papers sent to them. This gives a student more feedback
on a paper than just his professor's reaction.
The types of projects SCIRE has offered is indicated
by the list from the Fall, 1970
Individual:

Group:

FM Station Research

First Year Bengali

The Municipal Executive:
A Case Study of Sacramento

Alternative:

Research in the Chemistry of Ceramic Glazes

The Alienated Student:
A Case Study

Research in Environmental
Law and Water Law

Suicide: Community
Context and Suicide
Prevention

Community

Poverty and Law

Real Estate Syndication

Field Methods in
Conuzunity Development
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Group:

Guyana Queh-Queh Dance
Satyagraha: Non-Violence
and the Spirit

The Police:

A Closer Look

Branner Section--Stanford
Pottery Workshop
Difficulties had arisen in SCIRE for which no solution
had yet emerged. The major problem was the "disappointing"
number of proposals received despite a comprehensive
publicity effort.
Another problem was the determination of SCIRE's
place among the similar Stanford programs. SCIRE's claim
to distinction is that it offers not only student designed
courses (like SWOPSI) and not only student designed programs
(available through Inter-School Majors), but a place where
a student can design both a program and its components.
Especially since SCIRE makes it possible for a student to
create his own program with his own courses, however, few
departments would allow more than three of SCIRE's courses
to be used for a formal concentration program.
SCIRE's budget for its first year was $18,000 which
came from a Ford Foundation grant. For the second year,
its proposed budget was $24,000, all of which WAS to came
from the university:
Staff--Full time Director, Administrative Assistant,
Part time Secretary - $17,000
Equipment -$a,200
Projects--Travel, postage, printing of questionnaires
and reports, etc. - $5,000
The most ambitious program studied to provide additional
inputs to the curriculum is the Experimental College at
Tufts University. While this "college" has a wide range
of offerings, it differs from the Residential College at the
University of Michigan or Justin Morrill College at Michigan
State University, for example, in that it cannot exempt a
student from University requirements or substitute for a
major. There are not, therefore, "Experimental College
students" at Tufts, rather all students may avail themselves
of its offerings.
The Tufts Experimental College, governed by a studentfaculty board, started in 1964 by offering two seminars,
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but by 1970-71 they were turning dawn fifteen to twenty
proposals per term to stick to a manageable, self-imposed
limit. The following table shows the number of seminars
with their enrollments for the first seven years of
college:
Taught by
Undergraduates
Number Enrollment

Taught by Others
Number Enrollment

27
39
61
45

69
384
556
918
741

10
10
13
28
60

26
196
176
159
246
526
825

178

2668

133

2154

2
8

1964-65
1965-66
1r,*-C-67

6

1.-1-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71

TOTAL

Total Seminars
Number Enrollment
2
8

26

105

196
245
543
802
1444
1566

309

4822

16
37
52
89

In terms of both number of courses and enrollments, the College
iv now the fourth largest department on campus,
The distribution of instructors for the seminars for
1969-1971 was as follows:
Tufts Faculty
Undergraduate
Students
Visitors
Graduate
Students

30%
30%
30%
10%

Each of these groups will be discussed in turn.

Faculty led seminars: Faculty are recruited to teach
at the Experimental d011ege through a letter sent to all
faculty and a notice in the Untversity newspaner. All
faculty who teach in the College do so in addition to their
regular load, despite faculty legislation encouraging the
contrary. The Conege is neither allowed to pay Tufts
faculty nor financially able to reimburse their departments.
Each course instructor is only allawed limited funds for
course expenses.
Student led seminars:

Undergraduates who teach

in the-EiRniiiiardaTig4e for the first time receive
crdit for two courses since, in addition to leading a
course, they take a seminar concerned with teaching. The
purpose of this samiLar is t d.scuss problems which arise
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whi7.e teaching, and hopefully to improve the student's
firlt teaching effort.

All student-led seminars must have a faculty sponsor.
The seriousness with which this is taken is indicated by
the fact that at the end of a term when all faculty are
asked for written comment about the course they "sponsored",
only 20% have been able to reply, although efforts are now
being made to get sponsors more actively involved in courses
by working with the instructors in "Leading a Seminar"
and attending classes.
Class size limits of 12 freshmen and 20 for upperclassmen were imposed to avoid the lack of student-teacher
interaction characterizing other Tufts courses, particularly
freshman courses. Because of the limitations, students are
excluded from many seminars and the coordinator estimated
that potential student interest in seminars is twice as
large as that currently enrolled.
Although freshman seminars were the first Tufts
program to permit student-teachers, only ten were offered
for 1970-71. The program appears to be dying, largely as a
result of recently initiated English department freshman
(see General Education)
seminars.
The student-teachers almost universally find their
experiences to be rewarding. One of the most common
responses according to a College-administered questionnaire
for all former instructors is that the instructor started
with aconcrete idea of what he wanted to accomplieh, and
concluded that their class was too diversified for complete
Student-teachers felt that because courses are
success.
pass/faill students don't put as much effort into them and
most also said they would have organized the material
differently.
The students taking courses taught by their peers
rated them very slightly below faculty-led courses.
Their objections usually had to do with the coherence and
structure of their seminar. Students indicate that they
do less work for a student-led course, and the observations
of the coordinator are that the students do less "formal"
reading, but generally produce good papers. Nevertheless,
the 1968 faculty evaluation of the College indicates
that student-led courses are a source of concern for many
faculty members.
Visitor-led seminars: Although visitors are not
recruited-for ihe Expercmental College, a diversified
group have offered themselves each year. These include
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staff from the University, retired people from the surrounding area, and people active in various endeavors in the
Boston area. At least one of these people has moved onto
the regular University faculty after spending a year at the
College. Visitors are the only teachers the College is
authorized to pay, although efforts are being made to pay
graduate students who teach at the College. The amount of
payment is at the discretion of the Board, and no visiting
lecturer may be paid for more than two terms. The College
has shared the cost of a visitor with a department at least
a half dozen times. For example, the cost of a visitor
offering a welfare rights seminar was shared by the
Political Science department, and the cost of a seminar
on "Biology and Education" was split four ways.

Again, according to the tabulations of the College,
the reactions of students in seminars taught by outsiders
has been similar to that of those in student-led courses.
This suggests that the problems in the courses could be
accountA for by the lack of experience of the teacher
rather tnan any factors which might be expected to arise from
students being taught by their peers.
Gra.duate student-led seminars: Although graduate
students can teadh in the College, few have done so. This
is due, no doubt, in part to the fact that they receive
neither credit nor money for participation. Nevertheless,
the Board of the College hopes to be able to attract more
graduate students to the College as some graduate
departments give credit for teaching in the College and some
money is made available for such service.

Mhen the Seminar Program was started, the faculty
greeted it with great enthusiasm. As the number of courses
mushroomed several years ago, the coordinator felt a bit
of akepticism developed. By 1971, however, much of this
skepticism had disappeared and more of the College's offerings had been accepted for major and distribution requirements. This has usually occurred only through individual
petition, however.
One idea of the Experimental College and the Seminar
Program specifically is to move "innovations" into the
University curriculum. It is for that reason that no
teacher of a seminar can be paid more than twice, and few of
the seminars have been offered more than twice. In recent
years, departments have been picking up about two or three
courses a year, although the staff of the College feel
they haven't had sufficient time to push all the departments
which should be adopting their courses,

"kis

Statistics compiled by the Board of the College show
that students compared their seminars very favorably with
The only factor in which the
their other courses at Tufts.
seminars rated below other University courses was the amount
of work put into each class.
Auditing for Breadth: This program, administered by
the Experimental College, allows a student to receive course
(This can be divided
credit for one course by auditing three.
The program, started in 1965, had
between two semesters.")
attracted about 200 students by the end of 1970-71. Over 50
students had started and withdrawn. A study compiled by the
program's designer in tha Spring of 1970 reported that the then
151 students who had passed through the.program had audited over
130 courses in 25 departments. When the students were asked
to rate their enthusiasm for the program as "high", "moderate",
or "low", 85% chose "high". The most frequently cited strengths
were the "broad exposure and removal of pressure" while the
weakness mentioned most often was the difficulty of deciding
which courses would be most beneficial to audit.

Participant in Discovery: This program was started in
1969 to gfve students an opportunity to work with senior
investigators on research projects. The College sends an
inquiry letter to all faculty members, including those in
Tufts Medical and Dental Schools, asking if they are doing
research in which a student could participate. If a
student responds to the list of opportunities accumulated,
an apprentice-like relationship is arranged fdr one semester.
This replaces one course in the student's program. The
Participant in Discovery option has attracted forty to fifty
students in each of its two years, and currently is able
to offer a greater number of research cvportunities than
are demanded. This, of course, is partly attributable to some
options having less appeal to students. To date, almost all
of the offerings have been in the natura.l. sciences.

OtbIrs: The final programs of the Experimental
College-6175-5e discussed are the three structures which have
already found a home elsewhere in the University. One is
the Applied Physics Program which was prevented entrance
into the regular curriculum through a lack of agreement
between the Engineering and Physics Departments. By 1971,
the program was being run by the Physics Department.

A coordinated program which offered a student both a
Bachelor's and Master's degree was originally placed in
the College and .s now moving completely into the
Graduate School.

Lastly, Introduction to Research and Scholarship is
a program started by the Experimental College 'oo help
improve the writing of freshmen by matching each student
with an upperclassman and faculty advisor. The freshman
and upperclassman meet together for three hours a week,
and with the advisor for a fourth. Although the program is open to all freshmen, those with low verbal SAT
scores are specifically invited into the program.

An evaluation of this program conducted after its
first semester of operation indicated that those who had
accepted invitation into the program had achieved grades
at the same level as the rest of the class, while those
The program
who had declined had received lower grades.
attracted 137 freshmen in its first two years of operation
out of a possible 600, before it was adopted as a regular
University program.

Experimental College Enrollments

Number of
Enrollments
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70

Autumn 1964-Spring 1970
Total Undergraduate
Students at Tufts
Over Two Senesters
6344
6577
6285
6441
6230
6583

27

226
233
599
939
1714

.

Experimental
College Enrollments as Percentage
of Undergraduates
,9

6,7
10,3

18.5
29,4
51.9

Some of the programs, such es Introduction to
Research and Scholarship, which have found a tamporary
home at the Experimental College also owe their existence
to the College. Within the weighty bureaucracy of a University
it undoubtedly helps the introduction of new programs if they
can be begun in a way that does not automatically institutionalize their existence. Initiation of a program under other
circumstances tends to imply a more permanent commitment
owing to faculty appointments, interest groups, and funding.
New programs offered through already existing administrative
structures can be more easily abandoned should they prove
unsuccessful. The Experimental College is particularly
well suited to sponsor such programs since it is m structure
established sxplicitly for experimentation.
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Other benefits from the Experimental Cdlege have
accrued to the University without actually being incorporated.
This concept can be expanded by the inclusion of programs
merely needing a place to be coordinated such as Participant
in Discovery which benefits students and researchers and costs
no money.
Two other benefits should be noted. First, it is
reasonable to suppose thd:the College, through its involvement
in the surrounding community, has positively affected the
University's public relations. Secondly, the minor use of
the College as a laboratory for experimentation with subject
matter and teaching format necessarily has some impact upon
the faculty members when they return to their departmental
classrooms. Also, although such things are impossible to
measure, it is probably true as the 1970 evaluation concludes that "The College, by providing an example of innovation, has improved the climate for change in the whole
University."

On the other hand, there is a problem inherent in
having a "center for change." That problem, which WAS also
felt at Yale and Stanford, is that those departments and
individuals outside that center will abrogate all innovation
to it and assume a position of greater stability and/or
intzansigence than they would have otherwise. This fOIL
example, happened until recently with independent study in
some departments, which -outinely sent most applications to
the Experimental College.
The College also suffered from problems, which, hopefully,
are not inevitable. The two biggest seem to be the small
degree of faculty participation and the difficulty of managing
the College. Although these are both significant, the first
is felt to have improved in the last two years and the College
is far from immobilized or even threatened by either.

The 1970 evaluation of the College describes the
faculty mcod at the time the legislation was passed as
"cautiously willing to try a new idea rather than thoroughly
enthusiastic." What this has apparently meant to most
faculty members is that passage of the proposal for the
College entailed a responsibility only to watch the College
develop, rather than to participate. Although the enabling
legislation for the College suggested that faculty receive
reduced teaching loads when participating in the College, as
noted earlier, this has rarely occurred.
While the faculty who remain uninvolved do not seem to
ilialcA any effort to subvert the College, the words of the 196970 Chairman of the College Board seem apt:
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"For several professors, the Experimental College
is one of the most exciting activities on the campus,
where ideas and practice come together for once. Yet
for most professors, it is a waste of professional
energies, since it is not a 'route to university
or professional advancement'."
For example, the spealJr himself, was denied tenure
and forced to leave Tufts. His successor, said that no one
has time to be both a full-time faculty member, and the
Chairman of the Board. She, in fact, was the Board's
secretary the previous year, and was promoted at least
in part because she did not have other university
commitments.

The 1970 evaluation said the problem of time affected
"It seems unlikely that nine people, busy
the whole Board.
with their other activities as students and teachers, can
simultaneously function both as stimulators of innovation
and as monitors of the College's operations."
The budget for the College's seventh year was
approximately $28,000. The largest expense was salaries
for visitprs, which range up to $1000 each. The other
costs, in descending order of maghitude, were office
supplies including films, administrative salaries, and
equipment. Although this budget, by many standards, is
small, its growth since the inception of the College may
reflect the administration's enthusiasm:

Experimental College Budget, 1964-71
$2,000
$3,630
$5,510
$5,000
$5,000
$18,000
$28,200

1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71

The following exerpt discussing the budget for 1969,
taken from the 1970 evaluation helps indicate the relative
cost of the College:
"In terms of the cost of instruction, the Experimental
College is a uniquely economical portion of the
University. If a rough figure of 1600 enrollments
in the College for 1969-70 is divided into the budgeted
$18000, the cost per course enrollment comes to
If students regard their tuition
$11.25
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then
.
the purchase of credits toward degrees
each may be said now to spend roughly $2400 per
year for 30 credits, or $80 a credit. Some 1600
student enrollments, typically at three credits a
course or program, plus three additional credits
for some 70 peer teacher3 this year, yields a total
of over snoo credits, representing the expenditure
of some $400,000 in tuition."
.

.

it seems clear that, if there
The evaluation concludes, ".
were no Experimental College at Tufts, the regular curriculum
would be absorbing 1600 more course enrollments this year,
in larger classes or in extra classes."
.

.

STUDENT TEACHING

Arrangements for student-taught courses were studied
at four colleges in addition to Tufts and Stanford (whAre
they were discussed as part of larger undertakings): Ant;ioch,
Santa Cruz, Sarah Lawrence, and Trinity. The procedure
of the programs, which was almost identical at the six
schools is started by an interested student writing a
detailed Jcourse description, usually including a reading
list and means of student and course evaluation. The student
then selects a faculty advisor and submits the proposal
to an 'appropriate committee for approval. Most of the
courses are offered pass/fail either through requirement
or student option,
The University of California, Santa Cruz, alone
states explicitly thatonly juniors andseniors can propose
courses, yet this corresponds with the practice at the other
schools. The courses usually have an upper limit for
enrollment of between ten and twenty, but only Antioch
College supplied a lower limit of five. At all schools,
the student-teacher as well as the other students received
credit for one course. Only at Tufts University, as noted
previously, was a seminar in teaching offered to the
course initiators.
Few student -taught courses have been mounted at any
of the schools. At Antioch, between five and ten such
courses have been offered each year while Sarah Lawrence
College, which prominently displays the offering ift its
catalogue, has had only one or two student taught courses
annually. Similarly, seven students were teaching other
undergraduates at Trinity College, although between fifteen
and twenty students were involved in teaching high school
students in a program to be discussed further on. Finally,
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Santa Cruz offered eighteen student taught courses in 1970-71.
While one or two student proposals at each college have been
turned down and the sizes &the schools differ, it is fair
to conclude that at each one a very small percentage of the
student body has been attracted by the opportunity to teach
a course.

Nevertheless, a much larger segment of the students
are involved with student taught courses as participants.
At Antioch, for example, which imposes no upper limit
on the classes, an average of 254 students enrolled in 'student
taught courses each term for the five terms from Winter '70
through Winter '71. It is interesting to note that of this
group 990 students took one course, 120 took two courses,
10 took three courses, and 2 students took four.

While the number of sample participants in studenttaught courses was necessarily small, certain factors are
apparent. The reaction of student participants must be
divided between those who taught and those who enrolled.
Those in the first category universally found the experience
to be difficult but worthwhile. While there was some
disappointment expressed because of unanticipated problems and
an inability to achieve all course goals, on balance every
instructor interviewed was glad to have taught a course.

Appraisals by other students and faculty sponsors wre
less positive.
Students indicated, as expected, that the
quality of the offerings varied from course to course, but a
majority in each sdhool either felt the course was disappointing or worse than a faculty-led course. While the quality
of the material, the flexibility and informality of the class,
and the teacher's obvious enthusiasm were all frequently noted,
poor structure, a lack of classroom leadership, and a lack of
knowledge on the part of the teacher were more prevalent
comments. Several students who had not participated Bound
the idea inconceivable. A student as Sarah Lawrence said,
"I can't understand why anyone would want to take one (student
taught course) when they could take a real course instead."
Nevertheless, enthusiasm did exist both for the concept
and for specific courses. Faculty sponsors were sUrprisingly
more favorably impressed than the non-teaching student
participants. While poor ztructure was again cited, faculty
comments were more c_haritable, often saying the courses were.
"more exploratory than a professor's" or "a joint effort of
all in the room".
Since student-taught courses were most beneficial to
student teachers, additional programs offered by Tufts and
Trinity are of great interest since they permit undergraduates to
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design and teach a course to other than undergraduates.
These programs must be distinguished from the teacher
training progams many colleges sponsor to give a student
sufficient credits and experience to be certified as a
public school teacher. Such programsassign a student to
an elementary or secondary school teacher and usually
require full-time participation for one or two terms.

Tufts, through its Experimental College, sponsors
undergraduates a chance
two programs which not only offer
to teach, but also are of assistance to the neighboring
of
community. Tufts has arranged with the nearby city
Somerville to supply teachers-students, faculty, or
others--and the municipal government provides students,
a building and advertising. While the number of courses
offered has been low, they have been attended by a mixture
of high school students and working men and women.
Another offering at Tufts, which has provided
teaching opportunities for six undergraduates and one
administrator is a course in English offered to the
University's 21 Portuguese-speaking employees. The undergraduates receive credit for one course and their "students"
receive time off from work.

The courses offered in these programs provide the same
experience as teaching other undergraduates for the undergraduate-teacher. A more valuable encounter is offered the
students, however, since they are taking a course which again
is something they could not have otherwise. The undergraduates in student-taught courses, on the other hand,
are taking the course in lieu of a faculty-led course which,
according to the members of the student sample, they would
probably have considered more valuable.
Trinity's High School Seminar Program embodies these
benefits in a larger program which offers undergraduates
credit for teaching one course offered to high school
students. The students pay two dollars to enroll and do
not receive any credit, although the program has the approval
of the local Secondary Schools Principles' Association.
Each Trinity student must have his course approved by a
committee and supervised by a professor. At the end of the
course, he is given a pass/fail evaluation by the advisor.
The program has been wonderful for those students
who have participated. The seminar entailed more work than
anticipated, but yielded very positive results to the
instructor regardless of whether or not the course
had to
succeeded. It WAS indicated that a student-teacher

be good in order to maintain attendance, and the reading
list had to be short for the students to keep up because
the seminars were taken in addition to their regular high
school program. Several of the courses were criticized
by their faculty sponsors for lacking academic quality
and having bored the instructor and students. Other
courses were praised as enjoyable and worthwhile.
Nineteen High School Seminars were given in 1969-70
and a greater number the following year. Between 15%-20%
of the course proposals have been rejected.
INDEPENDENT STUDY

This section could be headed "self-directed study" in
that the programsto be described are those which offer
students a chance to work with no formal classroom meetings
and, generally, little faculty contact. They will be
referred to as "independent study," however, only because
that has been the term used by most of the sponsoring schools.
This section discusses programs which have used defined
mechanisms or official emphasis to encourage and expand
the use of independent study. Such programs were examined
at Santa Crlz, Brown, Tufts, Justin Morrill, Florida
Presbyterian, Yale, Trinity, and New College,
Santa Cruz often encourages students to substitute
independent study for course work. In this case, the
encouragement comes more from a faculty and administration
who believe such work is important than from any unique
structure. The catalogue states that "Independent Study is
regarded no less seriously than the regular offerings of the
faculty,"

There is no limit to the number of independent studies
a student can take and, upon permission, they can be counted
toward major falfillAent. Each is taken with the sponsorship
of a professor. While all students are eligible to
participate, it is intended for, and used primarily by
upperclassmen. Of the 3700 students enrolled, approximately
800 independent studies are taken each quarter.
Santa Cruz, like other schools, often has more than one
student investigating the same topic. While this is to be
expected, it is often a logistical problem since professors
in an area have difficulty finding the time to sponsor too
many studies. Brown has attempted to take advantage of this
(GISP)
by instituting Group Independent Study Projects
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GISPs are cooperative inquiries, in which students have the
major responsibility for planning and conducting the course
work. These credited courses are each sponsored by an
instructor whose function is to approve the area dnd plan
of the study, serve as course advisor, and evaluate the
work of the course members. Graduate assistants, with
departmental permission, can also sponsor GISPs.

The proposals are reviewed by two committees to
assure academic quality and avoid undue duplication. They
are generally initiated by one or two students, and others
are invited to sign up and organizational meetings are then
held to begin the work.
While this program is new, it has been vezy popular,
particularly in social sciences and humanities. /n 1968-69,
lts first year, 19 GISPs were presented with enrollments
of 200. The following year, 75 projects attracted 685
students.
Departments at Tufts allow students to undertake an
independent study, but the Experimental College has attempted
to enlarge this offering. While i will not sponsor any
study which can fit into a department, it does permit both
individual and group study. All independent study proposals
have a faculty sponsor and are reviewed by a student-faculty
committee. The Experimental College has sponsored over 200
independent studies. These were projects which would not fit
in a department because they sought credit for more than
one course or they were of subject matter not representative
4
of a department.
Tufts, like Brown and Santa Cruz, has been able to
satisfactorily involve many students in independent study
by expanding upon the notion that such study is not harmful,
to say that it is beneficial and should be readily available
to all. Several other schools have carried this further
by requiring all students to pursue some independent study.
Two colleges in the study--Justin Morrill and New College-operate in this manner.
New College requires students to complete four
independent study projects (ISPs) before beginning their
final year. Such projek.ts normally require prior approval
of the student's advisor and one month of intensive work.
Until formal concentration requirements were abandoned, at
least one ISP had to concern a topic outside the division ot
the student's majorg
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reported that
The Independent 'Studies Coordinator
with their ISPs, but that
students were generally satisfied
performed in some
faculty thought too little work was being
off-campus ISPs
23% of the faculty sponsoring
cases.
This figure was
rated them only "fair-un5ati5factory."
which indicates that
much lower for on-campus projects,
they hac
professors were least pleased with the projects
been unable to regulate while in progress.

Faculty at New College were considerably less pleased
with the quality of independent work than were professors
at schools where student participation in such programs
was voluntary, and therefore less frequent. Similar problems
were found in almost all required undergraduate curriculum
structures studied.
As noted, Justin Morrill College also requires some
independent study, but in a form different from that at
New college. Although twelve credits (three courses) of
self-directed work is asked for, students are currently
expected to meet this requirement through one project
It is preferred that such
which consumes an entire quazter.
projects,be undertaken off-campus, but on-campus projects
are permissible.
Because independent study at Justin-Morrill is
designed to be a full quarter's activity, rather than
occasional substitutes for courses, it can be planned more
coherently than at New College. Each student takes a
preparation seminar the term preceeding his independent
study, which includes journal maintenance and field study experience.

When the full-term field study is undertaken, little
counseling is available to the student, He is made aware
of projects undertaken by others and of cooperating agencies
and organizations known to the University, but he must make
his own arrangements. Projects initiated by students have
varied from sailing in the Mediterranean to learning a
language at Putney or living with a foreign family, The
College contributes two-thirds of the tuition for certain
programs and students are not permitted to earn money while
on field study, in order to discourage the experiences found
in some work-study programs of students simply working as
waiters and meeting only American tourists.
The quarter after the student's return from the
independent study a follow-up seminar is given to assimilate
what-he has learned. The entire independent
share
and
study experience, including both seminars, is graded pass/fail.

Althouqh occasional bad placement seemed to be
the most serious problem, it is disappointing that a
whole program which sounds so exciting has failed to
elicit great enthusiasm from the students. Most students
were putting the program off as long as possible because
no project or subject had captteect their interest.
Nevertheless, the program's Director felt it provided
a more valuable experience than the courses which might be
taken in its place, and this observation appeared to be
valid. Students returning from field study were often
very enthusiaatic about their experience, although it
rarely seemed to lead to further study in an area,
Four programs were studied which accept a number of
applicants to study independently for at least a full
semester's credit.
The oldest of the foar, the Scholars of the House
program at Yale University, was creatcd twenty years ago
to allow a small number of students to design and
pursue two full terms of independent work in the senior
year. Students interested in this program meet with the
aprropriate committee chairman and then submit a letter of
applicatibn containing a detailed description of the plan
of work they propose to pursue. A faculty committee then
interviews aad selects the program's participants.

The accepted students work with a faculty advisor, usually
of their own choice, and are freed from formal course requirements. An interview is schlduled in December for a progress
report and, by May of the senior year, a finished essay or
project must be presented "which must justify by its
scope and quality the freedom which has been granted," and
an oral examination designed specifically for each student
must be passed. In addition, the Scholars of the House
meet with the supervising committee every three weeks for
dinner and a discussion of progress made by each student.
To be eligible for the program, a student must have
completed all distribution requirements by the end of the
junior year. Students are not required to finish their
department's concentration requirements, though prospective
students for the program are urged to work intensively in
their major during the junior year.
Each year about 10% of the senior class applies for
the program (100 students) and ten to fifteen are selected.
In 1970-71, twelve students were chosen, and their topics
were the following:
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Field Ion Microscopy
The Theme of Ambiton
Double Poles in the S. Matrix
Psych-Histcry of the Chinese in America
Life and Works of George Farquhar
Writing a Novel
Painting: Balancing Visual Process with Subject Matter
The Italian Renaissance Epic
Membrane and Relate Phase Transii;ions
Biography of Sarah Gertrude Millin
Sixteenth Century Architecture in Peru
Representative Realism-Art Portfolio
The student course critique makes several points
regarding the Scholars of the House program. First, it is
definitely not a "gut"and is recommended only "for those
seriously involving themselves in an area which interests
them and which cannot be pursued through any more formal
course of study at Yale College." It is also suggested
that "freedom and loneliness" have been the most significant
factors to past Scholars of the House. The loneliness
is partly.alleviated by the recently added tri-weekly
meetings. Finally, projects "never quite turn out the way
the prospectus written in April before senior year outlines
it."

A much newer program at Trinity College, called the
Open Semester Program, provides a similar opportunity to
pursue an uninterrupted independent study for one semester.
This however, can be undertaken in any year, though it is
recommended for one of the last two. It accounts for a full
semester course load only if desired by the student. The
semester may be used to fill concentration requirements at the
discretion of the appropriate department, but no provision is
made to exempt students from any requirements. A professor
serves as the ..seme3ter advisor with the responsibility for
evaluating the Open Semster upon criteria established with
the student. The semester is graded pass/fail and, as at
Yale, students are required to pay the regular tuition
fee for the semester in which they participate.
Unlike Yale's program, however, the Open Semester
Program is not limited in size. Nevertheless, only 37 students
enrolled the first year and 70 the second. Considering the
program was available to approximately 1000 students in those
two years, the extent of interestshown was similar to that
at Yale, although participation has been higher.

The program works with the Office of Educational
Services in attempting to find appropriate Open Semster

Opportunities to match student interest.

The Open Semster Program was considered a success
for its participants. The Program Director rated the
experiences of the first year students at 38% "goodto-excellent," 46% "passable-tc-good," and 16% "below par," and
the faculty advisors felt students accomplished a great
deal. The most prominent problems noted were a lack of
student-advisor consultation, a lack of commitment on the
part of some sponsoring agencies, and the substitution by
some students of a whirlwind of activity for purposeful
involvement.
Tufts University's Experimental College sponsors
independent study projects of one or two semesters, called
Student Sabbaticals. The first one, sponsored in 1967,
permitted a student to spend a semester in Spain combining
a stlAy of Spanish history and culture, an analysis of
sti:Lent political attitudes in Spain, and a photography
-rAect. In the first three years of the offering, there
nave been six Student Sabbaticals.
The last semester long independent study program to
be discussed is also probably the most ambitions; the
Jefferson House Program at Florida Presbyterian College
(FPC).

Jefferson House is a program which exempts participants
frrm formal graduation requirements and allows them to
design up to four years of study, in cooperation with one
or more of the FPC professors associated with the program.
Jefferson House is not a physical setting and there
is no commonality of living within the program. The lack
of commonality was built into the program to avoid a
situation smacking of elitism.
The program currently consists of 90 students (8%
of the student body) and nine faculty advisors. To be
admitted, a student must explain to a faculty board what
use he plans to make of the program.
The programs chosen by students in Jefferson House
have been surprisingly traditional. According to several
participating faculty, and confirmed by the studcnt sample,
over 80% of the students chose standard departmental majors,
and tended to specialize more intensely than students in
the regular program. This was particularly disappointing
since FPC has had few interdisciplinary majors from outside
Jefferson House.
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The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) extended the
basic tenets of Florida Presbyterian's Jefferson House to the freshman
and sophomore years for a self-selected group of students tn the Unified
Science Study Program (USSP). During the summer, 1969, all Fall M.:.T
freshmen were sent a description of USSP as envisioned by the staff,
with an invitation to probe further. 28 MIT students and several area
community college students enrolled. Students-were required to write a
proposal describing the program intended and to pursue this program on
their own initiative with the aid of the faculty core available. Students
participated in study of traditional subjects and regular Univertity
courses, including USSP seminars, individual USSP projects, regular MIT
courses, film series, and educctional colloquia. However, students in
the program were required to complete general MIT requirements.

Program faculty consisted of a dozen full-time
equivalent staff members, about a half dozen teaching
assistants, and approximately ten additional staff members
available on an occasional basis. It was felt by the
Program Director Judah Schwartz, that the existing staff
could "quite comfortably serve a larger number of students
and indeed were quite willing to do so." As a result of
the large staff and small student enrollment the program
exceeded the regular cost per freshman at MIT. The first
year of the program cost approximately $3000 per student.
This cost is exceptionally high since it includes only
costs related specifically to USSP. As the program grew
out of the Education Research Center, few of the faculty
involved came from MIT departments.
Of the 49 students who e:Irolled in the program during
their freshman and sophomore yers, only 15 remained in
Spring, 1971, at the termination of the firstacycle. An
equal number of program participants had left MIT entirely.

A detailed appraisal of USSP is not possible since the
program was little more than i year old at the time of the
UCE interviews. In addition, USSP students were difficult
to locate because they were all over MIT and the country at
However, many of the probthe time of the interviewing.
lems, strengths, and weaknesses in the program are discussed
in "Back to the Classroom" by Sandra Morgan and the 1969-70
USSP Evaluation by Judah Schwartz.
Lack of definition was by far the worst problem
noted by faculty. Much of this difficulty arose solely
because USSP was in its first year, so that no experience
or precedents were available. Students felt the lack of
definition specifically weakened the advising relationship
and obscured the role of the program within the University.
Students felt advising shou)d always have been connected
with their academic work and have been responsible for
providing them with feedbackoraculty too felt advising weak.
Similarly, students were unaware that their USSP work
did not meet any of the general Institute requirements.
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As a result, students were made to compensate for their
USSP freedom with a burden of heavy requirements, few
electives, and the need to choose a major immediately
after leaving the program.

After leaving the USSP students felt the regular
program differed in providing "expert guidance in
selection and condensation of materials; others praised
the availability of faculty and resources. Some also
liked the aspect cf not having to cone with self-evaluation."
("Back to the Classroom," p. 18) Students complained,
however, that the regular MIT program applied constant
pressure while failing to give them time to think.
Similarly, "Some complained that there was lack of
both theory and application in material covered by subjects."

New College expanded the M/T USSP by offering a
contract system for all students for up to four years.
Contractual Program--"The central idea of the
contractual program is that a student will developpin
term-by-tprm consultation with two faculty sponsors of
his choosing, a program of courses, tUtorials, etc.
which meets with his particular needs. The rmo sponsors
must be from different disciplines."
Noncontractual Program--"A noncontractual student
is obliged to complete three undertakings--seminars,
lecture courses, tutorials, special projects, etc.-each term in order to be satisfactorily engaged."
A noncontractual student must have one faculty
advisor who will assist him in developing an intelligent
course of study and who will approve and sign his
registration for each term." (from New College Handbook)
The chart below shows the number of people who
opted for a contractual program in the first four terms
such activity was possible. Freshmen are encouraged to
take a noncontractual program.
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NUMBER AND PERCENT OF NEW COLLEGE STUDENTS
SELECTIO-CdNTRACTUKU PROGRAMS

Freshmen

Percent
Without Freshmen

Upper
Class

Total

45
141

49
339

25%
75%

41
197

42

17%
83%

=0AMI=NN

Terms
.1
Fall, 1969
Contract
Non-Contract

Spring, 1970
Contract
Non-Contract

4

198

1

253

450

Fall, 1970
Contract
Non-Contract

13%
87%

Spring, 1971
Contract .
Non-Contract

28%
72%

In 1971-72, the New College system was changed to require
all students to work under contract.
New College's Institutional Self-Study (1970)
divided the contractual programs into three types:
"mostly indivieival projects and research
mostly regularly scheduled seminars
combination of seminars and individual work."

Their analysis of contractual programs formed during
1969-70 showed thc following breakdown:
TYPE OF WORK INCLUDED IN NEW COLLEGE CONTRACTUAL

PM-ChM---Mostly
Individual

Mostly Traditional
College Program

First Year
Second Year
Third and
Fourth Year

38%
18%
20%

29%
51%
44%

TOTAL

73T

TVE
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Combination
33%
31%
35%

Most students and faculty agreed with the idea
of offering contracts but some faculty were disanpointed
with the quality of work they had witnessed. Professors
who had sponsored contracts noted that the students
involved were exciting and that advising them on their
contracts had given them a welcome opportunity to get
close to students.
Weaknesses noted had to do with advising and
specialization. Some faculty said a contract could be
executed with virtually no faculty supervision, and that
sloppy work often resulted. It was also said by a few that
New College needed greater specialization than the contract
system allowed. A biologist, for example, turns down
offers to sponsor contracts because he feels it is more
important to make biologists.
Faculty were asked the extent of their involvement
with contracts and indicated a range from four or five
sponsorships a year to none. All seemed to feel a desire
to be an active advisor to the concentrators, but some
acknowledged that this had been impossible because much
of the work students ha done waR off-campus. Others
nevertheless demanded a weekly meeting or some form of
written communication. Several seemed eager to say that
in considering a contract they are not simply a rubber
stamp. They ask some students to revise their proposals
and some they even reject.
Examples of contracts from the students interviewed
included work on a campaign in New York, a study of draft
evaders in Canada, and a paper written in New York on
fantasy literature. On-campus contracts relating to
history, chemistry, and literature were described.
In 1970-71, contracts were undertaken by a group of
students who, as part of their contracts, agreed to live
in Kingsley Hall and interact with each other. Several
faculty criticized the ue of contracts by numerous
Kingsley Hall students which amounted to no more than
enrollment in a given number of courses.
One of the advantages of the contract system is
thatit allows a student to make use of facilities not
present at New College. Thus one student interviewed was
an anthropology major, although New College possessed no
For her Baccalaureate it was planned
anthroriologists.
that outside faculty would be brought in. Another advantage
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cited was that students under contract get much individual
faculty attention.
4-1-4 CALENDAR

An alternative to mandatory independent study is the
establishment of a period of time in which normal college
functioning is suspended and several options, including
independent study, are made readily available. In this
time periodIstudents have to confront the issue of engaging in independent work more directly since their
regular routine of taking courses is disrupted.
The 4-1-4 calendar arrangement- is a method for
providing this mandatory one-month independent study
period for all students. With this calendar, first semester
classes begin in late August or early September and end
before Christmas while second semester classes begin in
late January or early February and end in late May or
early June. The one-month interim period is used for
independent study. In November, 1969, according to a
study conducted by Laura B. Lenoir, Rhyne College,
Hickory, North Curolina, (ED 034 496) entitled "A
Survey of 95 Colleges Concerning Academic Calendar and the
4-1-4 System, Summer Employment and Sabbatical Leave,"
137 colleges were using 4-1-4, 48 institutions were
actively considering it, and 3 colleges had initiated the
program, and later discarded it. A February, 1968
study by Pittinger of T. L. Culver-Stockton College,
Canton, Mo. entitled "Research Project Investigating the
4-1-4 Month Calendar Plan" examined 35 colleges, 10 in
depth. The surveyed colleges indicated that the advantages
of the interim session included "reduced course load during
the regular semester, opportunities for independent study
and off-campus study programs, the interdisciplinary
emphasis of course work, and the change of pace." Disadvantages cited included "loss of continuity in year
long courses, faculty 13ad arrangement problems, poor
student attendance, lack of student initiative, and the
additional work required in planning," Several schools
cited no disadvantages. Smith College, however, adopted
the 4-1-4 but dropped it because of compressed and rapid
courses, weak projects, and lack of student initiative."
The 10 sample schools studied in depth felt the interim
session courses did not cost more than semester courses
(9-1).
Similarly, the colleges indicated that the January
term did not raise the course costs (4-2-rest unsure).

Florida Presbyterian, one of the first collegaz
to introduce 4-1-4, provides corroboration of the
Pittenger study and offrs a good context for an in-depth
study of the 4-1-4. The idea of the one-month period at
Florida Presbyterian, called Winter Term, is to provide
a period of intensive study, and students may enroll
in courses designed by a professor or they may create their
own projects. The courses generally include more
student participation and/or research than those offered
throughout the year. Each professor directs the
activities of 15 to 20 students and is available for
consultation throughout the four weeks. Students working
independently must have the sponsorship of a professor.

A representative list of the activtties in a recent
Winter Term include the following:
COURSES ON:

Paper Mache Projects
Cartooning
German Theatre
Trip to Munich
Philosophy of Africa
Witchcraft
Trip to England
Alice in Wonderland
Black Community
Trip to Jamaica
Myth
Civil Disorders
Trip to German
Homer and Joyce
Devise a Language

Regional Integration
U.S. and Underdeveloped Countries
Pornography
Literature and Change
Development of Psychological
Intelligence
Behavior Control
Trip to Mexico
Ecology Lab on Population
Distribution
Chinese Drama
Russian Revolution
Art-trip to Switzerland
Ionesco

INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS ON:

Tutoring in Black Ghetto
Readings
Commune in Georgia
Parts of an Encountex Group
Governor's Campaign Intern
Lived in New Hampshire
Wilderness

Black Studies
Psychology Experiment
Biology Experiment
Studied Unitarianism
Worked with Retarded Children
Studied London Middle School
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Learned the Recorder
Built a Harpsichord
Wrote Poetry
Lived in New York
Meaning of Death
Studied Small Loan Assoc,
StudLed Nordic Religion
Went to a New England
College

Studied Montessori Education
Quaker Studies
Murder in Multi-Racial Backgrounds
Aztecs
Ocean Lanes and Crossings
Dead Sea Scrolls

Although students have great freedom in selecting
activities, the courses have registration limits and
sometimes have to exclude students. This, and the fact
that the junior ye.ir Winter Term must focus on a topic
connected to the student's major, were the moSt notable
student criticisms of the program. About half of the
sample characterized the program as either "the best part
of the college," "a good change of pace," or "a good
way to learn," Faculty members were further delighted
because this period permitted them to study with students
an area of interest or an area in which they Were doing
research.

GRADING
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Grading Systems were examined at 20 of the 26 sample
colleges:
Antioch: Pass/No Credit, with written evaluations
Bard: Letter grades, with written evaluations (Pass/Fail
in studio and instructor-initiated courses)
Berkeley-Experimental College Program: Pass/Fail
Bowdoin: Four Point Pass/Fail
Brandeis:
Letter grades with partial Pass/Fail
Brown: Pass/No Credit with written evaluations, or.
Letter Grades/No Credit
Cal, Tech,: Pass/Fail Freshman year
Florida Presbyterian: Three point Pass/Fail and written
evaluations
Pass/Fail in freshman seminars; Partial Pass/Fail
Harvard:
and letter grades
Haverford: Partial Pass/Fail for Freshman and Sophomore
years: numerical grades and written evaluations in
selected courses
Michigan-Residential College: Partial Pass/Fail and
letter grades
Pass/No Credit with written evaluations
New:
Prescott; Covert letter grades; three point Pass/Fail
with writtun evaluations
Reed:
Covert grades
St. John's: Covert letter grades and oral evaluations
Santa gruz: Pass/Fail with written evaluations; grades
in selected courses
Sarah Lawrence: Covert letter grades with written evaluations
Trinity: Letter grades; partial Pass/Fail
Wesleyan: Letter grades; partial Pass/Fail
Four point Pass/Fail
Yale:

The twenty college evaluations form the basis for
discussion of the different grading structures: written
evaluations, oral evaluations, covert letter grades, three
and four point pass/fail, partial pass/fail, pass/fail,
pass/fail in special programs, pass/fail in the freshman
and sophomore years, and numerical and latter grades.

WRITTEN EVALUATIONS
Written evaluations were examined at ten schools:
Antioch, Bard, Brown, Florida Presbyterian, Haverford,
Residential College-Michigan, New College, Santa Cruz,
Sarah Lawrence, and Wesleyan.
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The problem of an Antioch student who had contentless evaluations in thb half of her courses which were evaluated is an excellent representation of the greatest weakness
in written evaluation grading. Evaluations varying from a
two-page single-spaced typewritten analysis of student
performance to a single letter or sentence comment such as
"A", "would give "B-" or 82," "a fine line separated
the student and I and one day we crossed it" were observed.
Far more frequent were the single sentence comments. .
Evaluations are difficult and much more time consuming
for faculty to write than grades. One faculty member,
who felt evaluations were not demanding, said he spent at
least one half hour writing each one, after having already
considered the student's performance. The additional
effort noted by the large percentages of faculty members
underscores the gross differences in methodology involved
in writing evaluations, and letter and numerical grading.
The grader does not have to rationalize his feelings as
clearly in letter grades as he does in evaluations, The
"good" evaluation minimally requires the author to review
the student's entire performance and to enumerate the
student's strengths and weaknesses. The transition to an
evaluation system involves more than merely writing the
thought behind the previous letter grade in that, in most
cases, faculty indicated the process required by the evaluation was not previously employed. Politeness is one of the
shortcomings of written evaluations. Evaluators have said
they were unable to tell the "C" student "You lack
ability and are wasting time in area X." For this reason,
several faculty preferred the detachment and impersonality
of letter grades. Giving a"C" says nothing about the student
as a person. An occasional student agreed, feeling his
evaluations were too personal. A study at Haverford
College, conducted by Associate Dean of the College David
Potter, indicated that Haverford professors toned down
evaluations regularly to the point of makin7 them noninformational for fear of hurting students (or hav.Ing to face the
student again). /n addition, some faculty indicated
censoring evaluations because they are part of a public
record. This was not always the case since at least
University of California, Santa Cruz and Sarah Lawrence
College employed censors to examine evaluations before
public exposure. A small percentage of faculty at each
college made one of two discoveries resulting in a mechanical
evaluation not different from grades. Either the graders
found the transition to written evaluations too difficult
for a variety of reasons and sought to avoidit, or they
were unable to deal with the paradigm of the "C"'student.
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The major pitfalls were best illustrated by the small
percentage of faculty at each school who said, "I just don't
know what to write."
It should be clear that a faculty member must know
his students well if he is to write a meaningful evaluation
of their performance. Graders and students alike frequently
indicated that evaluation was poor in large classes with definitions of "large" ranging from ten to forty. The 1970
report "On Academic Standards and Procedures at Wesleyan"
indicates that "On the whole, evaluations seem less complete
and are more often not submitted in large classes," At
Brown University a student in a lecture of several hundred
may request a written evaluation and such instances were
frequently cited. To digress momentarily, large classes
are most common in general education courses and early
major courses; thus, students are most likely to receive
their poorest evaluations in their critical first two years.
Some faculty were unable to provide evaluations for middle
range inconspicuous students, As a result, they reserved
evaluations for the best and worst performing students.
When evaluations were required of these professors for their
middle range students, they provided what were characterized
as "genexal," "meaningless," and "mechanical" evaluations.
Evaluation forms themselves have created 1 .rge
problems, At two schools evaluation forms had check boxes
and about four-by-one inch spaces for comments. Small numbers
of faculty at each school indicated that they only checked
the boxes. These evaluations were often criticized for
saying little. At several other schools a blank piece of
paper was provided for faculty comments. Lack of uniformity
and absence of norms in preparation of these evaluations
were cited by three institutional studies and by many
administrators, faculty, and students. In each case, student
self-evaluations were not uncommon with one-third of all
evaluations at Antioch College being of this nature, As a
result of this multi-method approach, administrators
frequently complained that it was not posPible to get an
overall picture of many of the students. A similar problem
occurs when faculty use evaluation neither as grades nor as
supplements to gradesebut rather to speak to an individual
student. A poor student may get an evaluation indicating
he worked hard and did the best he could, while an "A" student
may receive an evaluation saying he lacked initiative. As
such, evaluations lose any public value they might have
In graded systems combined with written evaluations,
served.
students frequently viewed the effect as a lack of
coordination between grades and evaluations when, in fact,
the discrepancy represented a letter grade comparison with
peers and an evaluation comparison with a student's
potential. To prevent this misunderstanding and the associated
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problems of multi-method evaluations, objectification
of purpose and format for evaluations must be specified
to the understanding of students, faculty, and administrators.
The three institutional studies employee urged
greater faculty commitment to evaluations. Student opinions
as to faculty seriousness varied considerably, with students
most negative at Brown and most positive at Antioch and
Sarah Lawrence. Very common, and probably most accurate, was
the view that faculty attitudes vary with all being neither
completely caking nor uncaring. Yet there is a marked
difference between the way evaluations are perceived at
Sarah Lawrence, where all the faculty with one exception
viewed the evaluations positively, and at Brown, where most
of the faculty viewed the evaluations negatively. As a result
of faculty attitudes and similar administrative views,
evaluations are far more seriously regarded at Sarah Lawrence.
At Brown, a few faculty said they personally had discouraged
student evaluation requests.
School size is significant as a determinant of the
success of an evaluation system. Evaluations were viewed
far more positively at schools with smaller student-faculty
ratf.os ana greater student-faculty contact time, since
these schools had greater student-faculty interaction. This
explains why evaluations were regarded so poorly at Brown,
a large school with less than average student-faculty contact
time. At the smaller schools, however, evaluations were
sometimes criticized for repeating what faculty had already
told the students. At schools like Santa Cruz, where size
increases are planned in the next few years, evaluations
will probably become poorer in quality and less frequent in
number. As one Santa Cruz professor said, "The written
evaluation system is a good way to begin a school, but it
cannot be sustained after the school becomes increasingly
complex."
Evaluations made little difference in school environment
or student performance. The only comments recorded consistently,
though in small numbers, were that evaluat ions did result in
a dimunition of pressure and provided a more personal touch.
On the other hand, students indicated difficulty in obtaining
evaluations from their instructors and complained that they
were usually late. The lateness results, in part, from the
additional time required to write the evaluations.
At Santa Cruz and Brown particularly, many students
readily admitted little interest in their evaluations, saying
they hadn't seen them in several semesters, if at all.
Only part of this attitude was the result of poor evaluations;
much of the attitude.simply resulted from a lack of interest
or, in several cases, more specifically in a lack of interest
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in what a particular faculty member had to say. At
Brown, where student4 must request evaluations, faculty
indicated abuses of the system in that students requested
evaluations after the semester ended in only those courses
in which they had performed well. Similarly, cases of
"evaluation-grubbing" were cited at two other schools.
Finally, evaluations cause added administrative
expense and use additional faculty time. The exact
differential has not been computed at any sample school,
though institutional research at Antioch indicated the
cost difference is great.

ORAL EVAIXIATIONS

Oral examinations were examinVa,
College.

at St. John's

Oral examinations in the student's presence, as practiced at St. John's intensified many of the problems
found with written evaluations, Most notably there was an
enhanced level of politeness and lack of candor imposed in
part by the fear of unnecessary cruelty to students, but
also by the evaluation format of face to face cont.,..ontation.

As stated by one instructor, faculty are more favorably
inclined when the student is present. In addition, the
time commitment involved in preparing and delivering
evaluations is greater than that of written evaluations
simply by virtue of the formal sessions required.
The St. John's don rag (evaluation session) was more
often criticized for its discontinuity with grades' than
were written evaluations, since most instructors indicated
they used the sessions to evaluate students oaly according
to their own ability. It is common for a "C" student to be
pratsed for giving his all, rather than being told he is
only average, and for the "A" student to be criticized
for "slacking off."
Many felt the evaluation session repetitive. St.
John's is a small school with close contact between students
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and faculty, so there is an enhanced feedback and interest
level as compared to other schools, causing the formal don
rag to repeat much of the informal studentfaculty sessions. As a result, the senior session was
eliminated and serious discussion of elimination of the junior session was being entertained during the Spring, 1971.

The oral evaluation is especially helpful for the shy
student since it forces him to meet with all of his
instructors at regular intervals. Instructors indicated
that these meetings frequently resulted in follow-up
dialogue between such students and the instructor.
The public nature of the St. John's evaluation in
the presence of students and colleagues caused the evaluating instructor to consider his job more seriously than the
author of written evaluations. The one-sentence evaluation
is no longer possible, nor is omission of evaluations for
the average student.
COVERT GRADES

Covert grading was examined at four schools:
Prescott, Sarah Lawrence, and St. John's.

Reeds

Covert grading as examined in this report designates
those letter graded systems employed only for external use
and created with the purpose of denying or discouraging
student knowledge of grades.
The rationale for covert grades is to deemphasize
grades, in order to redirect student interest in learning.
Elimination of overt grades was intended to minimize
the anxiety and competition associated with traditional
Anxiety over the ignorance of grades was not
grading.
expected since all of the systems notify students when
doing poorly.
The most notable fact about covert grading systems is
that they fail to be covert. At Reed College 83%, at
Prescott 25%, at St. John's 36%, and at Sarah Lawrence
48% of the student samples had knowledge of their grades.
The Reed findlngs were confirmed by a 1969 study indicating
students at Reed knew their grades with great accuracy.
The percentages presented might be significantly lower
than the actual percentage of students who knew their grades,
since at each school there was a stigma involved in asking
for grades. It was not uncommon for students to blush
when admitting they had asked for grades, or for peers
in group interviews to react when one or more of their

number admitted such knowledge.

The large divergence in the percentages is accounted
for by several factors. Reed is the only one of the four
schools not providing additional student feedback mechanisms.
Each of the other schools has an oral or written
evaluation and Prescott even supplements the evaluation with an
Honors/Satisfactory/Fail designation. As a result, the Reed
student receives the least evaluative information and the
Prescott student receives the most. In addition, a
larger percentage of Reed students attend graduate school
than do the students from the other colleges, so the Reed
students are under greater pressure to ascertain their
grades. It should be noted that each of the schools maintain
cumulative averages and class rank. Lastly, Reed has by
far the most difficult entrance requirements, with Sarah
Lawrence following second. It should therefore not be
surprising that 49% of the Reed students felt a high degree
of anxiety aver grades,a level much higher than that expressed
at the other schools. It is interesting.to note that
feeling anxiety was considered negative'so that students
consistently noted its occurrance in others rather than in
themselves. The students who attended Sarah Lawrence and
especially Reed have been high achievers in largely grade
oriented systems. The habits and values derived from
twelve years of such education are not easily dismissed
upon entrance into a new system.
Student grades were provided by individual instructors,
advisors, or the Dean's office. At Reed, all the faculty
indicated giving anxious students their grades diredtly or
with codes used to maintain the covert veneer, i.e., a
student would be told ho did "exceptionally" in an "A"
course, "above average" in a "B" course, etc. Similarly,
at the other schools the vast majority of faculty said they
would tell students their grades, though not in general as
covertly as at Reed. At Sarah Lawrence, one administrator
said more students are coming to see their grades every year.
A high percentage of interviewees at each of the schools
used the expression "hypocritical" (from one-eighth to one-half
of the faculty samples and one-quarter to one-half of the
student samples) though it was not suggested by interviewers.
This represents a high level of dissatisfaction, though
it is by no means clear that this dissat4sfaction is based
on other than ideology. As the covertness in grading exists
mostly in theory, so may the criticism directed against it.
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FOUR-POINT PASS/FAIL

Four point pass/fail systems were examined at Yale and
Honors, high pass, pass, fail.
Bowdoin:
Four point grading systems, H/HP/P/F, as examined at
Yale and Bowdoin are the same in practice as A/B/c/r
grading systems according to faculty and students. There
has, as yet, been no detailed evaluation of the Bowdoin
Faculty
system, but at Yale the grades arq very inflated.
and students alike indicated that '.e" had become a poor
"P" accounts for only one-quarter of Yale's
grade.
grades with almost all the rest being High Pass and
Honors. Only about 7% of the grades were Fail or incomplete
(a little over 1% were Fail) indicating that "D"s were
absorbed in "Pass" at Yale. Graduate school practices
designating only "A" and "B" respectable grades were carried
to the undergraduate college.
Students and faculty at Bowdoin greeted the systemneutrally, feeling littlerif any, difference from the
twelve point system abandoned in 1967. At Yale, where
the trangition from a numerical system occurred in 1967,
the faculty also were not enthusiastic with only 9% highly
favoring the four point system, 54% feeling the four point
system fair, and 37% labeling it poor.
THREE-POINT GRAD/NG
Three point grading systems were examined at Prescott
and Florida Presbyterian.
The Honors/Pass/Fail system was employed at two
colleges, Prescott and Florida Presbyterian, though each use
supplementary written evaluations. The largest plurality
of faculty and student interviewees responded positively
to the three point system, though the majority of each
sample was negative and/or neutral. The most significant
problem is that the definition of "honors" is not clear.
At Prescott, which uses the system only for internal purposes, Honors is granted for "sustained and exceptional
scholarship" and at Florida Presbyterian Honors is granted
for "work distinctly above averase." These are the clearest
ruidelines available. In the Prescott faculty sample, 12%
never gave Honors, 18% gave it only for "A" work, and the
remaining 70% gave Honors rarely depending entirely upon
personal criteria. Individuals in the Florida Presbyterian
faculty sample gave between 0% and 100% of their grades as
Honors as compared to a school-wide average of 30%. An
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increase in the number of "H"s given at Florida
Presbyterian has been noted over the past few years.
It should not be surprising therefore that "arbitrary" was
frequently used by both students and faculty to describe
the three point grading system.

Students and faculty also complained thlt this system
is too vague, especially with regard to the "P" designation.
In a few cases getting a "P" was not felt sufficient reward
for an almost "H" student. Similarly, several faculty said
they were unable to distinguish between middle students
adequately. One faculty member felt the grading system
tended to enhance mediocrity. In addition, graduate
schools, especially Medical Schools ntilizing central
admissions services, commonly translate the "P" as a "C"
when evaluating the student transcript. This method severely
handicaps the almost "H" student. On the positive side,
however, this system was felt by several facul.ty to diminish
pressure significantly.
Solutions to the problem posed are not easy. Thee
point grading systems are initiated to deemphasize grades;
therefore providing fixed percentages of "H", "P", and
"F" grade's would work against this goal. Establishing
additional work as the only criteria for "H" would still
not distinguish the excellent "P" student in graduate
admissions. These were the most commonly advanced alternatives, with the exception of eliminating the "H" which was
suggested by one-third of the Florida Presbyterian faculty.

PARTIAL PASS/FAIL SYSTEMS
The method of providing students with a given number
of courses which can be taken on a pass/fail basis was
examined at Brandeis, Brown, Trinity, and the University of
Michigan Residential College. Brown and the Residential
College (RC) differ from this model in that the number of
pass/fail courses is variable; for instance, a student at
Brown may, in any term, elect any number of courses pass/fail.
Students utilized the pass/fail system primarily to avoid
hurting their cumulative averages or to take courses they
ordinarily would avoid. These facts were cited by as much
as 44% of the student sample, though less frequently at
Brown because pass/fail is the rule there rather than the
exception, Less often students said they used pass/fail
to obtain a specific desired knowledge--often focusing
on only a portion of a non-major course--or to provide a
"gut". A study of grading at Brandeis by Matthew Sgan
(Journal of Higher Education; Nov., 1970; 638-645) indicates
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that most students use pass/fail to meet general education
requirements. This finding is consistent with the reasons
offered by students, i.e., to avoid hurting their average,
to have a "gut," or to take a course outside their
major.

A large percentage of students experienced no
qualitative difference in their performance level in pass/fail
courses while equally many (though varying slightly from
school to school) said they did slack off. Students indicating enhanced performance were far fewer than either of these
groups. The Sgan study showed significantly lower grade
point averages in pass/fail courses (using letter grades
submitted for pass/fail students) as compared to class GPA
for the freshman, sophomore, and junior years. Although
this study may only indicate that students take courseS
pass/fail in their weaker areas, it is compatible with
student indications that they slack off. Conflicting
reports by individual professors at Brown and Trinity regarding both the presence and lack of correlation between pass/
fail and lower and higher grades were noted, though no
school-wide studies had been made. Specific attributes,
positive and negative, were assignee to the pass/fail system
in very small and scattered numbers. Only dimunition of
pressure, though in small numbers, was noted consistently.
Accompanying partial pass/fail systems is an unplanned
increased emphasis on concentration. At Brown, 45% of the
sample specifically indicated taking pass/fail courses only
outside their major, while at Brandeis and Trinity pass/fail
courses are not permitted in the major. In view of the
slacking off in pass/fail courses and the greater emphasis
upon graded courses, students are obtaining a greater major
oriwitation at the cost of general education. This conclusion
is a logical projection of the Sgan study as well.
Student participation in the pass/fail system has
been high at each of the schools. At Trinity, which permits
one pass/fail course each semester, the average student
graduates with between five and six pass/fails. At Brown,
where a student may specify any number of courses pass/fail,
85% of the students participate, in numbers decreasing by
Nonetheless, at Brown
class--freshmen most, seniors least.
the perception of the risk involved in the'large scale use
of pass/fail has grown so that the absolute number of pass/
fails each year has decreased from 63% to 52% over a period
of three terms. At Brandeis, where 4 pass/fails are permitted
with a one
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per term maximum, 52% of the seniors had participated
though the school average was 39% with increasing percentages
for each class. At RC, Michigan, the number and
nature of the system are still in flux, but participation
is high. The only exception to the large scale student use
of pass/fail occurred at the University of Wisconsin,
Green Bay, where the system was too new to make in-depth
examination valuable. Only 238 pass/fails had been chosen
by 215 students of the 4,000 in attendance in a system
which permits almost unlimited use of the pass/fail option.
The reasons for the lack of use are not clear, though it
should be noted that much of UWGB student body are first
generation college students and highly grade and job oriented.
ENTIRELY PASS/FAIL AND CREDIT/NO CREDIT SYSTEMS
All systems of total pass/fail observed had additional
feedback components as well, Santa Cruz, for instance,
employed written evaluations. The pass/fail system was
viewed as insignificant when compared with the additional
mechanisms so that pass/fail was acknowledged with little
comment, although 22% of the students interviewed at the
California Institute of Technology (Cal, Tech.) indicated
a lack of feedback to compensate for the absence of grades.
In addition, comments regarding credit/no credit in no way
distinguished it from pass/fail. Since failure has
become infrequent, no credit was seen to make little
difference. Diminished emphasis upon pass/fail courses
noted under partial pass/fail was absent owing to the
elimination of the graded-nongraded discriminations. A small
number of students, usually well under 15%, said they would
have preferred grades. Individuals accurately characterized
the system as permitting greater freedom for the motivated
students and permitting the non-motivated students to
flounder. As with the partial pass/fail system, positive
and negative adjectives, employed in small numbers, counteracted themselves, though again, a decrease in pressure was
noted regularly.
SPECIAL PROGRAMS PASS/FAIL

The Joseph Tussman Experimental College Program
(ECP), a two year program at the University of California,
Berkeley, occupying from two-thirds of a student's freshman
and sophomore schedule, and the Harvard Freshman Seminar
Program, a one semester freshman course for Harvard and
Radcliff students were the special programs examined.
Both utilize pass/fail grading.
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These two programs were common in that they rely
upon student self-selection in choosing their members.
Self-selection is the process whereby a student
volunteers to be part of a program. In each
program, there was too large a self-selected group
making it necessary to eliminate some students, The EcP
did so randomly, while the Harvard Freshman Seminar
Program did so through application forms and interviews.
The pass/fail system was criticized by none of the
ECP faculty and only 7% of the Freshman Seminar Faculty.
68% of the Harvard students were positive compared with
24% who were negative, and 60% of the ECP students were
positive compared to 20% who were negative. Only 6% of
the Harvard students felt they had ignored their upgraded
seminar for their graded courses. In both programs, the
freedom and lack of pressure provided were frequently
mentioned. In addition, creativity and other such expected
adjectives were applied more frequently than to othe:
programs. Goofing off was noted by those who disapproved of
pass/fail rating.
PASS/FAIL FOR THE FIRST YEAR OR TWO
Two schools examined, Haverford and California
In.titute of Technology (Cal. Tech.), employed grading
slJtems distinguishing between the early and latter years
of college. Haverford generally uses only pass/failfor the
first two years, although letter grades are recorded and,
in the major field, occasionally released to graduate
schools.
("The student request is a necessary, but not always
sufficient condition for release of grades.") Cal. Tech.
gives all pass/fail grades for the freshman year.
The differences in the employment of the grading
systems at the two schools are profound merely because
Haverford releases some grades. Cal. Tech, has not found
it necessary to make these concessions because it is the
most prestigious science oriented college in the country,
with one of the two or three most able student bodies
according to Cass & Birnbaum, Haverford, in practiceltas
created a partial pass/fail system outside the student's
major. As a result, all of the weaknesses of partial pass/fail
grading accrue to Haverford's freshman and sophomore
grading system. There is, however, an even enhanced emphasis
upon concentration since this is all that "counts." At
Haverford, 29% of the students indicated that they were unaffected by pass/fail and 15% indicated that their grades
did "count" (several of this group were Pre-Med). Nonetheless,
student attitudes ranged between neutral and positive with
many indicating a reduction in pressure.
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Effects of pass/fail fin' the freshman year at Cal. Tech.
varied dramatically largely because Cal. Tech, is a unique
institute. Cass and Birnbaum characterized the Cal. Tech.
academic environment as a place where "pressure for academic
achievement appear among the most intensive in the country,"
a finding comparable to that of the authors. As a result,
pass/fail makes a significant difference to students. One-third
felt a real chance to adjust both socially and academically
was provided while amost one-fourth of the atudents felt a
much less pressured situation. These responses indicate
a more positive environment for over 50% of the sample, although 15% would have preferred grades.

Students and faculty were generally positive with regard
to pass/fail grading in the freshman year; 82% of the students
and 53% of the faculty were positive, compared to 4% and 29%
Only 3/45% of the students would have
negative respectively.
preferred grades; however 22% of the students felt there was
insufficient feedback to compensate for the absence of grades.
Fourteen percent of the student respondents at Cal.
Tech, felt they had placed an emphasis more upon the major
during the freshman year. Students entering Cal. Tech.
already have a predeliction toward science, so that further
removal from the social sciences and humanitiesis a serious
problem. .0ns-third of the students indicated the pass/fail
freshman year had caused them to slack off, while another
third felt they had gained more from their studies.
Nonetheless, a November, 1970 institutional research study,
"A Study of the Pass/Fail Grading System at Cal. Tech.",
which contrasted matched student samples before and after
the 1964 grading change, indicated no significant objective
performance difference between the student groups in cumulative averages, GRE's, attrition, or major choice. It is
important that only 15% of the students felt any di2ficulty
in adapting to sophomore year grading.
NUMERICAL AND LETTER GRADES

This section is based upon examination of Reed and
Trinity Colleges which employ letter grades, and Haverford,
which employs numerical grades. This material was supplemented
by institutional grading analysis on letter grades by Jacob
Cohen at Brandeis University and by the Committee on Academic
Standards and Procedures at Wesleyan University, and on
numerical grades by the Yale Daily at Yale University.
Student opinion regarding letter and numerical grades
was largely neutral to negative. Faculty opinion was varied,
from slightly positive to slightly negative with most neutral.
Student reaction centered upon problems and suggestions for
change extending to abolition of grades, but generally
specifically directed to pass/fail grading. Faculty in
contrast would,shrug and say, "All grading systems are
poor, but at least I'm used to this one and it's easy to
use." This is not to say there were not small groups of
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faculty and smaller groups of students legitimately pleased
with letter and numerical grading.
The most frequent criticism by faculty and students
applied to numerical grades was over-specificity--providing
an excessive number of categories. Faculty indicated a
multiplicity of methods for employing the system. Some used
each number divisible by five or ten as reference points
while others used the entire 100 point scale. In addition,
blanket grading (giving the same grade to all) was indicated
by several, as were three, four, and more point systems.
For example, one faculty member, using a three point
system, said he used 90 as his honors grade, 85 as passing,
and below 60 as failing. Dissimilarities in the use of
numerical grading were rampant, resulting in a total disunity
of procedure.

The very same situation exists in letter graded
systems. The Wesleyan study notes, "The faculty as a
group has not enunciated definitons of what various grades
are supposed to mean nor has it any policy which defines
its expectations about how the range of grades should
fall
. This uncertainty can be underscored by pointing
to the fact that we do not seem to know what particular
notation should be used in order to indicate that a student
is doing 'acceptable work'," The report felt this type of
system "can only produce confusion in the minds of the new
members of the faculty and student body." Similarly, a
study of grading distributions at Trinity indicates wide
discrepancies in departmental practices:

A

SCHOOL WIDE LEAST BY DEPARTMENT MOST BY DEPARTMENT
2)%
11%
-501
42%
14%
'2%

7%
4%
1%
1%

2%

75%
36%
13%
13%

Such discrepancies are further illustrated by a study of
grades at Brandeis for 1964-65 and 1969-70, which also shows a
gross inflation of grades between the two years:
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1964-65

GRADES GIVEN BY DEPARTMENT:

1969-70

SCIENCE

Mean G.P.A.
High
Low

2.61
3.32
2.44

3.12
3.50
2,77

SOCIAL
SC/ENCE:

Mean
High
Low

2.90
3.09
2.62

3.22
3.80
3.01

CREATIVE
ARTS:

Mean
High
Low

2.95
2.97
2.88

3.19
3.28
3.10

Mean
HUMANITIES High
Low

2.79
3.55
2.46

3.17
3.42
2.86

Mean
High
Low

2.81
3.55
2.44

3.17
3.80
2,77

TOTAL:

Graedes often suffer from the weakness of being so
simple to give that they are given with little real thought.
For instance, the Wesleyan study notes:

"1) In several instances last semester, grades were
turned in for students who have been absent from courses
for the better part of the semester or who have left the
university.
2) In at least one instance--and possibly more--a
grade was submitted for students who had never been enrolled
in the course.
3) It is possible for students to be absent from
Middletown for significant blocks of time--up to six weeks
and in one case about six months--and still receive credit
for the course."
Examination of the grades themselves indicate such
systems poor as evaluative tools. Studies of Brandeis,
Trinity, Wesleyan, and Yale indicate inflation of grade
distributions in the "A" and °B" range. A Yale colation
of grades for 1963-1967, the time at which numerical grades
were abolished, shows a steadily increasing percentage of
grades above 80:
GRADES ABOVE 80
Fall
1963-64
SgT
1964-65
61%
1965-66
63%
1966-67
66%

atm
65%
69%
71%
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The grade distribution for Trinity College for Fall, 1970
presented indicates that 65% of the grades were "A" and "B"
while under 20% were "C", ID", or "F". Similarly, a
Wesleyan study of grades for Spring, 1969 and Fall, 1970
(with ver7 slight inaccuracies) indicates that 78.5% of the
grades were "A" or "B". In a like manner, the Brandeis
study showed an enormous increase in grade point averages
between 1964-65 and 1969-70* No such study has been
completed at Haverford. Reed has managed to avoid the
inflation problem by establishing guidelines for grading
distributions:

A
FRESHMAN YEAR
UPPERCLASS YEARS

151
15%

351
45%

01

01

35%

5%

The distributions, according to the Registrar, are followed
with the exception that there are fewer "A"s and "D"s than
recommended* Faculty and students were basically neutral
regarding the guidelines, though several faculty said they
were difficult to get used to. As a result of the significantly
lower grades, Reed administratorsindicated difficulties with
graduate ond professional school admissions. The fact that
a school with Reed's reputation is having any graduAte school
problems shows how widespread the inflation of grades nationwide has become. In view of the grade inflations, the grade
point average would seem uesless except for making gross
discriminations. The objective character usually attributed
to letter and numerical grades is certainly not indicated
by this study. Furthermore, professors, perhaps hoping to
help out their students by giving high grades merely force
graduate schools and employers to rely more heavily upon the
results of standardized tests and personal impressions and
influence, since the range and accuracy of letter grades
In addition, any feedback value the
becomes so limited,
grade might have had for the student is negated.
An added danger of this disregard for the philosophy
and intended mechanics of letter grading is the possibility
of causing similar, more pervasive distrust and disinterest
in other university ideals and structures. Students and
faculty at all sample schools, however, indicated that this
has not yet occurred.
GRADUATE SCHOOLS

Graduate and, particularly, professional schools have
been one of the chief obstacles in the way of grading
change. While undergraduate colleges have increasingly
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employed more individually and humanistically oriented evaluations, the graduate schools have been preparing to administer an
increasing number of applications with greater efficiency.
For Medical Schools, this has meant subscription to computerbased admissions services, which place students at any of a number
of Medical Schools utilizing the center's services. The
services have demanded of anplicants similar easily codeable
grading systems--letter or numerical.
A study conducted by Yale University in March, 1970,
of 400 graduate Deans and Department Chairmen asked whether
the abolition of the "F" grade in the four point grading
system, which this report characterizes as an A/B/C/F system,
would have negative effects upon the Yale student applying to
graduate school. Two hundred and one responses were received
from twenty-three schools, representing five "Ivy League"
schools, ten state universities, and eight other schools--all
considered prestigious. The results were as follows:

-9-

No Effect
Anthropology
Biology
Chemistry
Economics
English
French
History
Mathematics
Philosophy
Physics
Politics
Psychology
Sociology
Business
Engineering
Law
Medicine
Graduate School
Deans

TOTAL

Possible Ne ative Effect
1.

5
9
9
5

3
4
5
5
2
2
1
2
6

10
6

12
11
8

9
2
7

4

1
2

prs

TT

10

2
5
5

5
8
8

4

6

7

37

23

140

61

The negative effects were more potentially severe in
professional schools, where 38% pf the respondents felt
negative effects were possible, than in graduate departments.
Most shocking is that the majority of responding graduate
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deans (54%) expected possible negative effects.
Complimentary findings were obtained in a 1969 pass/fail
questionnaire sent to graduate deans by William Hassler
of Indiana University of Pennsylvania. Questionnaires
were sent to 276 deans of the Council of Graduate Schools
in the U.S. Two hundred and thirty responded to the three
questions:
Does your school prefer pass/fail or letter
grades in evaluating applicants?
LETTER GRADES-2I4 (97%) Pass/Fail-7 (3%)
"The vast majority shared the belief, "I do not see
the pass/fail system being generally accepted in graduate
school."
1.

Would you accept for admission to graduate school
or professional study students with recommendations and no
grades?
NO-69 (36,3%)
YES-121 (64,7%)
Several respondents indicated problems or conditions
such as inability to give financial aid to such students.
2.

If a student applying to graduate school or
professional school submitted a pass/fail transcript,
would you require additional evaluation?
NO-11 (5%)
YES-202 (95%)
Far greater emphasis would be placed on the Graduate
Record Examinations.
3.

The responses of college administrators concerned
with students applying to graduate schools (RegistrarJ,
Deans of Students, graduate school counselors) indicated
experiences paralleling those predicted by the Yale and
Indiana University studies. Any aberations from traditional
letter or numerical grades severely hurt the middle range
student, particularly in professional school admissions.
This student can be characterized as the marginal student
who would normally be admitted if his transcript had
grades. The excellent student generally does not suffer
since his empty transcript is supplemented by high GRE
score and impressive recommendations. In terms of individual
graduate school reaction, administrators indicated an inverse
ratio between graduate school quality and the degree of
opposition to non-letter grading.
At the twenty sample schools, with four explainable
exceptions, the pattern observed was traditional grades
accompanied by no graduate school difficulties or nontraditional grades accompanied by graduate school difficulties.
,
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The deviations are consistent with the paradigm presented. Reed has experienced difficulties, according to the
Registrar, because of its grading guidelines,
which produce cumulative averages significantly lower
than the inflated average of other schools. The difficulty
occurs despite Reed's computation of cumulative averages
and class rank. Cal. Tech. and New College experience no
difficulty because of the exceedingly high GRE scores of their
students. Cal. Tech, students average in the ninety-first
percentile verbally and the ninety-fifth quantitatively,
while New College students average in the ninety-eighth
percentile. Although their students may, in principle, be
handicapped by an absence of grades, they more than
compensate for the lack of grades with GRE scores. The
problems of pass/fail grading at the Experimental College
Program at Berkeley were overcome by flexibility and small
Files on each student were maintained and the faculty
size.
knew the students well, so grading difficulties could be
remedied by writing letters, and even providing grades
if pressed. This situation is also exceptional in that no
concentration preparation occurred in the ECP; rather the
entire major program was pursued in the letter-graded
Berkeley College of Arts and Letters.
The problems created by graduate schools offer little
promise of prompt resolution. rt is important to realize
that several administrators at universities with colleges
employing non-letter grades are unwilling to affect change
in grading admissions policies at their own graduate and
professional schools. Residential College administrators
indicated that even Michigan Medical School, which subscribes
to a central admissions service, would not accept written
evaluations, while Michigan Law School will accept the
evaluations but would not promise to read them. Similarly,
many graduate departments at Brown indicated they would not
consider pass/fail graded Brown students.
The graduate school admissions, a seller's market,
has caused several schools to initiate changes in their
grading structure designed to help students. Santa Cruz
permits students the option of electing letter grades in
basic science courses, a concession for medical school
applicants. Haverford permits students to send their major
grades earned during the pass/fail freshman and sophomore
years to graduate school, upon receiving permission of the
Associate Dean of the college. Permission is required in
order to prevent students from sending their entire underclass transcript to graduate schools and to prevent the schools
from pressing the students to do so. As indicated previously,
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these changes have had deleterious effects on both grading
systems. One of the schools in the study even indicated
translating evaluations into grades in order to help
some of its students.

Very- frequently, the student's attitude toward
post-college study was the prime reason offered for the
use made of the college grading system and the major factor
in the associated anxiety level. The effects have been
most profound and easily observable at Brown. Fifty-three
percent of the student sample unsolicitly expressed
graduate school apprehension, citing it as the rationale
for their use of the grading system. Forey-eight percent
of the faculty indicated concern over graduate school
reaction to the grading system. The results of tehse
fears have been dramatic. AT Brown, where students may
elect any number of courses in any semester pass/fail,
the number of courses so selected has dropped steadily
from 63% to 52% while the number of students taking
the majority of their courses pass/fail has fallen steadily
from 52% to 37% in the first year and a half of this
grading system's operation. Similarly, the number of
students electing no pass/fail courses has risen from 11.3%
to 15.5% while the number of students taking all courses
pass/fail has dropped from 40.1% to 26.8%. It is clear
that graduate school practices alone have succeeded
in completely undermining the Brown grading structure.
Students in other option-systems, notably pass/fail,
indicated similar use of the pass/fail as utilized at
Brown.
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ADVISING
Administrator: "There are six advisors for the 4800 freshmen."
"You mean, each advisor has 800 students?
Interviewer:
Administrator: "No, we like to think that each student has
six advisors."
universit!_es, until quite recently, clearly distinguished
between the affective and cognitive components of learning,
emphasizing the cognitive almost entirely. This division is
still present in most university counseling programs, manifest
in a separation between academic and personal advising facilities.
Only academic advising was discuseed.

Incompatible definition of the advising function is a
significant problem. A multitude of variations in the
responsibilities implied in the advising job description
were cited by faculty and students. These responsibilities
formed a continuum that included performing an administrative
function, providing academic information, being a tutor,
serving as a personal counselor, and being a friend. The
problem occurs, for example, when a student wanting a friend
is paired with an advisor who feels he should only perform an
administrative function. Perhaps the best advising system would
be based.upon similarly defined advising function by faculty
and students.
tradeoff. Although it does
Required advising is
weaken the advising structun:.. the impact is minimal since
advising is already severely debilitated; however, compulsory
advising is inefficient by using faculty time merely to
rubber stamp student programs. On the other band, the
requirement was noted by small numbers of students to have
ultimately caused a good advising relationship and to have
prevented serious program mistakes.

Student sadvising at Brown and Justin Morrill was
successful in increasing students' familiarity with
curricular possibilities, but it is important to realize
It does nothing
that it is a palliative and not a cure.
to solve any of the difficulties specifically attributed
to faculty advising. However, if the alternative models
discussed for the improvement of faculty advising are for
some reason unfeasible, then student advising is'a
valuable ameliorating tool.

The freshman inquiry has strict limitations, though
receiving by far the most positive response of all advising
mechanisms discussed, and incurring the least expense.
The most obvious problem is that the session is a "one-shot
deal." After a student's hour before the board, the feedback from the group is over, although a few students
indicated that they planned to maintain contact with board
members other than their advisor.
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Acdemic advising was :,nown to be uniformly
unsucessful, with the exception of Sarah Lawrence College
where faculty were recruited and rewarded for their
dedication to students. However, the Sarah Lawrence
system required a faculty commitment of a full day and a
half a week to advising which most schools would consider
prohibitive. Elsewhere advising was unable to serve the minimal
function of providing students with sufficient knowledge to
use the resources of the college to the student's greatest
educational advantage. All of the additional structures
mentioned improved advising somewhat, but failed to attack
The most unabridgeable of problems is
the basic problem.
that inherent in all of American higher education, but made
obvious by the special nature of advising; the faculty reward
system which relegates advising to a non-priority position
and mitigates against faculty ever acquiring in-depth
knowledge of areas outside of their departments.
The American orientation of universal higher
education, which must attempt to increase efficiency in
dealing with steadily increasing numbers of students,
has also adversely affected advising. Advising has been
simplified to the point that the affective component has
been eliminated, in favor of the more easily tended cognitive component, manifest in the designed superficiality of
student-faculty advising assignment. To create a more
useful and effective relationship, advising must look
at the whole student, initiate new methods of advisor
assignment, and provide better opportunities for the growth
of the advising relationship.
No advising system has been studied which satisfactorily remedies either problem. The Freshman Inquiry,
to a small extent, ameliorated the former while the
freshman seminar somewhat improved the latter, however,
both structures offer serious limitations, which
were discussed previously.
Inclusion of such models and
application of new techniques, some of which received
prior consideration, is imperative for the maintenance
of faculty advising, but more L'aportantly, colleges must
rerationalize the basis for which advising was instituted,
considering the problems encountered,which include those
discussed and others such as the unwillingness of significant
numbers of students to use advising, and the goals desired.
Rather than continually refurbishing the old faculty advising
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system (fcr which sample administrators commonly indicated
plans), colleges should be willing to throw away this
model if It is found unworkable or experimentally surpassed
by ktse of students, administrators, or other more effective
forms.

GENERAL EDUCATION

All general education efforts must be viewed in
the context of growing professionalization of higher
education. The university reward system has become
geared to increased specialization to such a degree that
teaching and interdiseAplinary activities are excess
baggage which can safely be scuttled without endangering
one's career.
Accordingly, departments which have grown in
importance to dominate most institutions, view additional
teaching, and interdisciplinary activities as a misdirection
of limited resources, and are unwilling to supply
faculty for general education'. Faculty too have learned
what is important; a junior professor interested in monetary or professional advancement is not going to get
either by becoming a fixture in Western Civilization.
Nevertheless, general education has been sufficiently
important in undergraduate education for college administrations to have been willing to force departments to
supply faculty. Traditionally departments have offered
their most junior people, who have been anxious to become
disengaged from general educatipn as soon as possible,
resulting in a very high turnover rate. Since faculty
are highly trained in only one area, it is difficult for
them to teach interdisciplinary programs. The need for
time to adopt to the wider general education area, combined
with an excessive turnover rate has maintained the quality
of such programs at an absolute low. The high degree of
competition and individualistic isolation currently implied
in the concept of academic freedom made it impossible
for faculty to work together in a collaborative fashion.
Accordingly, the success of general education programs is
poor.

The paradigm just presented, has been essentially
accurate at all the programs examined, with the exception
of the St. John's Great Books program. They have broken
down largely because of the failing of the decentralized
departments administering the various segments of the
general education program to work with a degree of interaction.
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Programs dependent on faculty integration have fallen
apart when faculty contact became more than minimal, even
within the six member self-elected Experimental College
Program at Berkeley. The cooperative faculty programs
which have tried to avoid any real level of faculty.
interaction have been universally characterized as I ncoPrograms attempting any real level of internal
herent.
coherence ahr've that achieved by a smorgasbord distribution have consequently failed.
General education has been mr,J.ng from group efforts
to individual efforts, and from university efforts to
departmental efforts. Historically, the general education
trend has moved from core courses and core curricula to
distribution smorgasbords, and recently to freshman seminars.
Interdisciplinary core programs, demanding integration and
collaborative faculty effort, have, for the most part,
been abandoned. Smorgasbord distribution, which usually
depends on departmentally sponsored general education
courses also doubling as the department's introductory
courses for majors, have become more common in recent years.
Today, the freshman seminar, which encourages faculty to
teach frephmen the area they are currently researching
making it unnecessary for anyone to do broad general
education teaching, is popular.

Justin Morrill and the Residential College are
poor examples of how a Core distribution program works
at graduate oriented and rigidly departmentalized schools,
since both are experimental internal colleges having
neither graduate students nor departmental-division structures. For these reasons, both have been comparatively
unsuccessful. At many schools, however, Cores are
composed of departmentally administered courses and
interdisciplinary Core courses. The inevitable decline
of the interdisciplinary Cores at such schools has been
discussed in the section on the Core Course. Departmentally
administered courses suffer from a serious lack of
integration, as is pointed out in the discussion of
Directed Studies at Yale, or are made into introductory
major courses, as occurred when the second year of
Contemporary Civilization was turned over to departments
at Columbia. The result is always a continual dilution
of the requirement in an attempt to ameliorate the rising
level of student and faculty dissatisfaction until a smorgasbord distribution requirement remains. while distribution
requirements were shown to be superfluous in all areas
except the natural sciences where social science qnd
humanities students would not ardinarily take courses, guidelines failed to encourage a pattern of student
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the effect of the resulting
distribution,although
free elective system is unclear. The Freshmen Seminars,
which Trinity and Haverford used to supplement guidelines
at all schools improved the advising system, provided faculty
with a lab with which to try new curricular ideas, permitted students to meet a faculty member early in their
college career, and helped freshmen adjust to college
through a small group experience. However, seminars
were expensive, frustrating for freshmen when unstructured,
difficult to get faculty to teach and probably more
academically valuable for upperclassmen. Nonetheless,
faculty and student participants in general felt seminars
were a positive addition to the freshman year.
The Yale Directed Studies Program, the Berkeley
Experimental College Program, and the St. John's four
year Great Books Program represent a continuum from
which to examine faculty roles and structures in higher
education. The Yale program is assembled on a departmental
basis so that all of the problems of division of material
into departmental boxes, lack of coordination in content
and effort by participating departments, and forced
particip4ion of junior faculty were present.
The Experimental College Program, at the University
of California, Berkeley, had a uniform nondepartmentalized
curriculum and a self-selected full time faculty; therefore
none of the specific problems mentioned at Yale were
applicable, however these problems were manifest in more
damaging and insurmountable personal ways. The faculty
were unable to work together so that most attempts at
cooperative planning failed completely.
St. John's College has avoided the practices of Yale
and the Experimental College Program because of a
difference in emphasis. The curriculum is not divided and
there are no rewards for specialization; rather each
faculty member is required to prepare himself to be able
to teach the entire curriculum. Similarly, faculty
members are encouraged to audit ench other's classes) an
abandonment of the current concept of academic freedom
which is commonly construed to bar faculty from each
other's clauses. As a result, 7,t. John's has succeeded
in creating the best functioning of the three general education programs.
It shou)d be understood that each of the programs has
a unique set of strengths and weaknesses, and all three have
succeeded far better than most other general education
programs discussed.
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With an increasing technological need for greater
zpecialization, general education is increasingly important
to provide a basis for common humanity among people.
Specialization isolates people, underlines their differences,
and is, in this sense, divisive. General education is capable
of providing a commonality sufficient to surmount the
differences in vocation.
No program examined succeeded in providing this
type of general education with the possible exception of
St. John's. The failure of general education lies
in the division of people and knowledge into discrete
containers. At the modern university, prescribing that
students take a course in language, a course in science,
and a course in history means not that the student obtains
a more humane view of life, but that the student is
taught scholarship from the point of view of language, history and science. Such courses have distinct boundaries
and relate to each other in no practical way. The type of
general education desired is that which seeks to build
bridges where these boundaries now lie. One of the atomic
scientists who worked on the Manhattan Project said he felt
as little responsibility for a bomb as a maker of cans
should feel when a can is thrown through'a window.
Looming even larger than the question of right or wrong,
is the man's isolation to such a degree that he was
unable to see the next step beyond his atomic theory
work. The kind of general education which is necessary
to combat this problem is not necessarily an interdisciplihary course mounted by three departments and taught
by five specialists. Even a program administered by a
single department with a humanization component would be
satisfactory-an inbuilt dimension showing commonality,
showing where the field stands with regard to the rest of
the world.
This is where general education courses fail. There
are few general educationalists left. Scholarship
forces scholars so far apart that they can no longer
understand each other. These men are clearly unable to
help their students perceive the breadth of their endeavors.
Until this situation is reversed through changes in
graduate education and reward systems, general education
will remain as it is. College can begin to approach
this problem by use of incentives in general education
efforts. Encouraging departments to move together
Universities have
instead of further apart is imperative
reached the point where profesi.ors in ilhe same gepartment
cealnot understand one another. People from various areas must
gat together and teach each other, and, in so doing, guide
their students.
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FACULTY STRUCTURE AND CONCENTRATION
An emphasis on divisions has limited beneficial
effects. It does, through the interaction necessitated
by meetings, force professors to meet colleagues outside
their fields, although, for at least the four schools
studied, Bard, Florida Presbyterian, New, and Reed,
it did not produce the anticipated increase in interdisciplinary or team taught courses. Divisions seem to be
almost essential for schools with small faculties,
as was made apparent by professors in departments
smaller in size than three. This suggests that
decisions regarding faculty hiring priorities, course
offerings, etc. need to be made by a group large
enough to present a diversity of opinion, but small
enough to be manageable. As a result, divisions have
been seriously suggested as decision making units only
in small schools. However, an inevitable chain of
events follows the growth of a school which employs
a working divisional system. This can be seen clearly
at Reed where the Division of Literature and Languages
has increased in size so that a split into two
divisions.has been considered. If Reed continues to
grow, it is possible that the French professors, for
example, might in the future dominate the Division of
Languages, then start to meet together to discuss their
common and unique problems, and eventually become a
department, in fact, if not in name.
It seems, therefore, that merely shifting emphasis
from departments to divisions will eliminate few of the
problems raised by departments, The Santa Cruz structure,
despite the objections noted, seems to deal effectively
with the problems raised by departmentalization in two of
the three divisions, with faculty in the third division
feeling only unaffected rather than harmed by the system.
It must be realized that the Santa Cruz faculty were aware
of this structure when they were hired so that a similar
plan might not meet with equal enthusiasm at another
However, the assignment of faculty offices on
school.
non-departmental lines might be an easily implemented
device for reducing departmental inbreeding and perhaps
stimulating interdisciplinary, team teaching.
There is no reason to endorse one concentration
scheme as optimal for all. The existence of schools with
well specified philosophies regarding concentration is
important, but it is equally important that all faculty
and student applicants be aware of the options available
at such schools.

Since no concentration scheme was shown to have
insurmountable structural difficulties nor serious
graduate school problems, there is no reason to recommend
any system which denies the greatest student lattitude,
unless such a program would conflict with established
institutional philosophy and goals. This is not to say
that a major has necessarily been shown to be of intrinsic
value in an undergraduate education. Three sample
schools, Sarah Lawrence, St. John's and New College
are doing very well without them. However, if concentration is felt valuable and maintained, the initiation
of student created majors offers students the greatest
degree of flexibility with the least associated costs
for the school. Faculty, students, and administrators
at schools utilizing student created majors overwhelmingly
felt their quality to be at least as high as that of
departmental concentrations, While student created
majors seem to be an option of value to only a small
percentage of the students at sample schools, there is
no reason to suggest that the programs are failures
because tbey can't compete in numbers with traditional
majors.
Required student created majors force each student
to address the questions of what he wants to learn in
college, encourages the planning of programs rather than
mere enrollment in random courses currently the rule
within many departments, and is compatible with the
prevalent disciplinary organization of the faculty.
On the other hand, such a program in schools lacking
Justin Morrill's enormous faculty-student contact time
would entail a much increased outlay of time and
money, though not necessarily prohibitive when
contrasted with the impact upon students. In addition,
a faculty review board designed to maintain academic
quality, usually included in student created major
programs, would become very costly, requiring an enormous
commitment of faculty time. The omission of such a board,
however, enhances the possibility of all the potential
problems attributed to student created majors.
COMPREHENSIVE EXAMINATION AND SENIOR YEAR
Comprehensive examinations appear to be less than
a stunning success. While many professors at each of the
colleges expressed justifiable enthusiasm for the idea of
asking each student to review their progress, few students
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outside of Santa Cruz found this process to be a significant part of the compzehensive. The fact that the
"exams" were graded tended to make the experience a
mere certification stressing passage instead of information
transfer, which combined with the lack of rigor manifest
in the low failure rate, precluded deep review and study
of the previous two, three, or fouryears. While it would
not be worthwhile to continue an institution such as a
comprehensive exam simply because it fit into most
professor's concent of a college, the fact remains that
at least a few students in each sample derived some value
from the exam, and it seemed harmful to only one or two.
For example, the student at Santa Cruz who switched her
major to avoid what she understood to be a particularly
rigorous comprehensive. The negative effects created by
the exam can be mitigated by better informing students
of its nature and purpose. The larger question, however,
is how to make the experience meaningful for more students.
An answer may be provided by the model of the
Freshman Inquiry program initiated at Haverford in 1971
(see Advising). This model would turn the "exam",
regardless.of the year in which it is given into an oral
advisory session. Thus sophomores or freshmen might
discuss their plans for study and whether the department
in which they intend to major is best suited to their
needs, while juniors or seniors could discuss what they
have learned,what they want to do next and how best to
proceed. It is clear that part of the success of this
approach at Haverford is attributable to the program's
newness, and whether its appeal will last remains to be
It is also apparent that the use of comprehensive
seen.
exams to weed out unqualified students has failed so that
it would be reasonable to formally strip away all pretenses
in that direction. As an addition to a system which,
in most cases, includes college boards, graded courses, and
various types of standardized graduate exams, another
If a
written or oral comprehensive exam is unnecessary.
satisfactory advising function for the structure created
by comprehensives can be devised, it should be used.
If not, the comprehensive should probably be abolished.
The continuance of institutions for functions no longer
utilized only serves to lessen the participants' respect
for that institution, and, by extension, for all associated
institutions.
Of the three senior seminar programs studied only
Bowdoin's had become an even remotely important part of
the student's college experience. Bowdoin's relative
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success was attributable to the well-planned nature
of the program, the active participation of students, faculty,
and administrators, and the availability of funding commensurate with the needs of a comprehensive program.
Nevertheless, a well administered senior seminar
program like Bowdoin's will noticeably alter the education
of few students. For most, the seminar, even if it is
good, is merely one course dwarfed in a year of fulfilling
concentration requirements and does little to topple the
pyramid of narrowing specialization found in the college
years. Expansion of the single-course into an acaeemically
comprehensive senior program will be necessary to even
balance and place in perspective the emphasis upon
concentration in the last two years of college.
The diveise inputs attempted for the senior year,
despite their varied nature and outcome, show that this
year can provide a useful culminating experience through
effective programming. However, this cannot be accomplished
merely by the half-hearted establishment of a course for
seniors as attempted unsuccessfully at Justin Morrill and
New College. Such courses have failed in all aspects,
most speafically in allievating the overspecialization
of seniors. Rather, the successful efforts must involve
the commitment of faculty, administrators, and students
in a more comprehensive program, as in the senior thesis
at Reed and Bard; or the senior program at Bowdoin, which
also required a substantial allocation of funds.

While this institution of the senior thesis
was the most successful offering studied, the other programs
have been important if only for pointing to the barrenness
of the senior year at most colleges. If colleges maintain
the length of the student's tour of duty at four years,
or even three or five years, the programs ultimately
selected must reflect the changing needs of students in
each academic year and the goals of the institution.
EXTRA DEPARTMENTAL CURRICULAR INPUT

Extra departmental curricular inputs are very difficult to evaluate. Most of the programs in this area are
relatively new but, more importantly, they're planned
for very individual experiences. Each of the projects
undertaken or courses taught are largely the personal
efforts of one individual, whose ultimate success or
failure said little about the program in which he participated.
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All that can be said in general of the programs studied
is that each sponsored a mixture of individual results,
but was felt to be very positive by participating and
nonparticipating faculty, students, and administrators.

The chief obstacls afflicting these efforts
are those noted for all of the curricular structures
examined; that is, faculty unwillingness to participate
and student inability to creatively use the mechanisms.
Nonetheless, student enrollment in the programs examined
was generally high, so high that some students were
commonly closed out. Similarly, increased faculty
participation was obtained with the initiation of
additional incentives.
However, expansion of such programs would make good
sense. No university can mount as many courses taught
by experts as cheaply. Offering courses with stipends
of $500 to $1000 per course means that six different
authorities can be brought into a school at a total cost
of $3000 to $6000, a figure which can't be matched by
departments.
Introducing such courses means multiple
hirings of short duration in many areas.
Negative effects were noted, but they were small.
The presence of the Experimental College at Tufts has
encouraged some departments to avoid experimental undertakings and independent study, however, the innovative
impact of the College upon the University, through the
adoption of college programs by the University and of
courses by the departments, has been far more significant.
The open-ended extra-curricular programs have succeeded
in obtaining sufficient faculty to offer strong programs
while also utilizing community and outside resource
people. Student use of the innovative mechanisms within
these programs has been low; however student enrollment
in courses has been very high, so high that many have been
turned away. At both Brown and Trinity, few faculty
participated in the program and very few even indicated
a desire to participate. The non-funding of the program
served to reinforce the faculty disinterest. Students
regularly complained that too few courses were offered,
so that they were turned away or forced into a large class.
It is important to note that no level of commonality was
found in the courses comprising either program, which is
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to say that both programs consisted of groups of entirely
divergent courses with no unity between them. Only the
fact that departments would prefer not to mount such
courses makes a university course program necessary. All
of the programs examined represent ways of filling in the
aaps and transcending the limitations of university
compartmentalization of knowledge. In achieving this
goal, the small university course programs at Brandeis,
Brown, and Trinity are of minimal value; however, such
programs are not without merit since they do provire
courses in some lacking areas and maintain the understanding
that knowledge does exist outside of the departmental
structure.
Peer group teaching has been the weakest of structures
incorporated in extra-departmental programs, This is to be
expected since students prior to such courses have been
taught to regard knowledge as a quantity dispensed by
an omniscent teacher. In stressing this exclusive
role of the teacher, the value of individual thought,
and peer group interaction are minimized, The combination
of belief by students that knowledge must be transmitted
by an export, a role which only a very rare student-teacher
can fill, and the belief that peer learning is inferior
to teacher learning assures that most peer caught courses
will not succeed. The inbuilt lack of success does not
imply, however, that non-expert student courses should be
eliminated, rather they need to be seen for what they
are--peer group cooperative learning efforts as employed
at Brown in the Group /ndependent Study Projects (GISPs).
This method groups students together with common learning
interests, maximizes the learni.ng feedback, and cuts
down the number of individual inclependent studies. In
this manner, the GISP ie effective, in minimizing
university costs through tne use of faculty only as
resource people, and helping students begin to realize
the existence of other learning models, specifically
that excellent learning opportunities can accrue from peer
group interaction. One problem noted in the GISP at
Brown is that students who wanted to teach did so through
the GISP which upset some course members who desired a
cooperative learning experience. This problem can be
assuaged by explaining prior to enrollment whether the
course will have a leader.

For the student who merely wants an opportunity to
teach, the Trinity High School Seminars and the Tufts
community seminars would seem a better channeling of his
efforts. Both programs were cost-free and provided community

outreach which is dPsirable for the community as well as
university public relations.
Independent study at Justin Morrill, as at New
College, suffers from being required. For both schools,
this means that a smaller percentage of students are
happy with their experience because the program is not
self-selective. Yet, in numbers, it is clear that requiring independent study rather than leaving it optional
provides a beneficial experience to more students, mostly
because many who feel timid or inadequate are pushed
into doing something they are quite capable of. This
establishes a difficult decision for a college to make.
If the undergraduate college education should prepare
students to study independently in the future, then
the availability, encouragement, and even requiring
of a somewhat controlled initiation to such study should be
an integral part of a college program. However, a program
merely pushing students out of the university for the sake
of providing any independent experience is ridiculous.
The lack of follow-up plans after Justin Morrill field
studies is indicative ofthe basic fallacies of such
programs.. Effective prnqrams must rely upon a strong
counseling system and have succeeded most fully when
planned by students in areas of specific interest.

Initiation of the program described is more expensive since it requires a counselor and placement staff.
Similarly, it must be realized that, unless field experiences
include salaried activities, experiences incurring additional
cost, such as foreign study will result in added cost to
the student or university.
GRADING

Many in the academic community have long characterized
grades as mechanical and dehumanizing, so that both students
and faculty have felt pressure to discount their value.
However, all interviewees were well aware of the great
impact of grades on students' lives. As a result there may
have been significantly more role playing with regard
to grading than any other aspect of the study. A very
large number of sample members indicated indifference
or neutrality with regard to grading, occasionally scoffing
at interviewers for their interest in the subject, while
negative influence, i.e., anxiety in covert grading systems,
Similarly,
was more often attributed to others than oneself.
respondents talked longer about grading than most topics
combined.
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In view of the multitude of weaknesses indicated
in all sample evaluation systems, an ideal grading method
has clearly not been examined, so it is necessary to
construct an evaluation format maximizing the strengths
of all the methods examined. At this time, the authors
would propose a dual system consisting of letter grades
for both external and internal use and modified written
evaluations for internal use only.

Letter grades were shown to be one of the poorest
systems examined, suffering from diversity in meaning,
apriciousness, lack of consideration in handling, highly
inflated distributions, and a very high degree of
subjectivity. However, graduate and professional schools
want them. It has been demonstrated quite clearly that
virtually any university adopting other than a traditional
system of evaluation is placing its students in jeopardy
with regard to post-college admissions. As a result, it
is recommended that letter grades, if not snbstantially
improved, be maintained only until such time as a meeting
of a sizeable number of colleges approving a unilateral
action with regard to alternate grading practices can
be convened. In view of the greater value and degree of
success of several of the other grading systems, it is felt
that such a meeting of colleges is imperative. The
alternative is for the leadership of individual schools
with a strong inclination for another grading model to be
ready to commit sufficient resources (money, time,
personnel) to teach the external community of the value,
method, and desirability of that system. Chances of
complete success are not high, but vary with the type of
grading changelthe quality of students, and the test scores
offered graduate schools.
Associated with maintenance of letter grades, however,
is the necessity to arrive at a definition of grades,
translatable into a meaningful system, to the understanding
of all students, faculty, and administrators. This too
will require a re-education within the university community
and without to the graduate schools. Administrative teeth
will be necessary to insure faculty compliance to such a
system.

The lack of feedback in-built in letter grades,
designed to provide only a peer group ranking, is low, but
when combined with the multitude of methods utulized by
faculty for assigning grades, the level becomes minimal.
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Written evaluations, though methodologically and
structurally weak, were found to provide the greatest
degree of individual feedback in spite of their high
failure rate. As a result, a modified system of written
evaluations is recommended for use only within the college.
Internal use alone is specified to maximize the
degree of honesty between student and teacher, since many
faculty indicated toning down their evaluations owing to
their public use. In addition, evaluation systems were
found to be very costly when maintained for outside
use (Xeroxing, filing space, and administrative time)
and too bulky and diffuse to be of value to graduate
schools. Copies of theevaluation proposed would be sent
only to the student, the specific faculty instructor,
and the student's advisor. No university record of
evaluations would be maintained,

The evaluation itself would consist of a student
self-evaluation and an instructor's evaluation. The
evaluation process would begin with a student submitting
to an instructor a self-evaluation explaining: 1) what
the student did in the course, specifically describing
readings,,projects, discussions, and less material
items; 2) a critique of the student and the course;
3) any follow-up plans the student has relating to the
course. Faculty evaluations would ideally discuss the
student's evaluation and include additional comments, but
at least it would serve to rationalize the grade given by
the faculty member.
Such evaluations would be mandatory for students
during the freshman year and periods of academic probaThe freshman year is a critical time of transition into
tion.
an alien environment stressing a type of performance very
different from that expected in high school. Only
written evaluations can provide the feedback which freshmen and failing students need to adequately assess their
strengths and weaknesses. Moreover, findings of this svudy
show freshmen to be shy or intimidated with faculty, to
the extent that approaching a professor for this information would be unlikely for many.
Evaluations of the same format would be optional
after the freshman year. Evaluations could be required,
however, upon the initiation of the professor or a student.
In the case of an evaluation initiated by the professor,
the requirement would be as any other requirement in a
course, so that students would have to prepare the selfevaluation necessary to get the ball rolling. A student
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initiating an evaluation would be required by a date
set earlier in the term, to inform the professor of his
intent to seek an evaluation. Faculty would likely respond
more favorably to these evaluations than several of those
discussed at other schools, since several sample professors
indicated writing evaluationsof poor quality because they
thought students did not care about them. However, the
student requesting an evaluation would by virtue of his
self-evaluation indicate a high level of interest.

There is no reason why students not caring about the
evaluation, after a year or more's experience with them,
should waste either their own or the instructor's time.
When an instructor feels he can say something valuable
to such a student, he can require a self-evaluation and
comment upon it. This would avoid the problems noted at
schools with all required evaluations of contentless
comments written without much thought.
This model permits students and faculty to assemble
a collected dossier of the student's performance, but also
for faculty members to obtain feedback on their teaching
and course quality. Moreover, such a system is necessary
for students who, in each segment of this study, exhibited
litttle iftitiative or thought regarding their education.
Tha self-evaluation would force them to begin to think
about their studies. In addition, the student's selfevaluation is a good focusing device for faculty who often
complained that they did not know what to write in an
evaluation. The student self-evaluation informs the
faculty member of the areas about which the student is
concerned, thus giving the faculty member a framework in
which to structure his comments. Self-evaluations of th:+s
nature were highly praised by students made to write them
at Haverford for the Freshman Inquiry.
Assuming that this method is no more successful than
the current written evaluation systems, which is unlikely
because of the several improvements suggested, the system
will still be a valuable addition to the letter grades.
With written evaluations, faculty members indicated more
emphasis upon rationalizing their grades, which cuts down
on the incidence of grades being given to students not
enrolled in the course or the university cited at one
school. But , more importantly, even if the written evaluations were only moderately successful, the instances in
which students received detailed evaluations that really
helped them--which was common in all written evaluation
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systems studied--would be a beneficial addition. There is far
less harm in providing a few bad evaluations than in providing
no feedback at all.

The only remaining disadvantage would be cost. While
the cost of maintenance would be eliminated, the minor cost
of printing, and the less minor cost of faculty time would
remain. Since the system is only required for one year,
however, the amount of faculty time would be significantly
reduced, and more purposefully utilized owing to the use
by only interested students and faculty,
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